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FA  = constant matrix of the equation for voltage 
FB  = constant matrix of the equation for impedance 




V  = angle of the voltage of phase a at the j
th bus at the kth iteration 
AI  = current of phase A of the primary side 
ABI  = current between phases A and B of the primary side 
aI  = current of phase a of the secondary side 
abI  = current between phases a and b of the secondary side 
,bk iI  = current flowing at breakpoint i 
 ,constant I jI  = current of the constant current load at the j
th bus 
 ,constant PQ jI  = current of the constant power load at the j
th bus 
 ,constant Z jI  = current of the constant impedance load at the j
th bus 
 k
jI  = current flowing at the j
th bus at the kth iteration 









pos q jI  = incremental reactive current change in the positive sequence of the j
th P-V bus at 




qa jI  = incremental reactive current change in phase a of the j
th P-V bus at the kth 
iteration 
1 2 1 2 2 1/ / / tN N E E I I n   = the turns ratio 
, jscheduled j j j s
S P jQ S      = scheduled power at the jth bus 
 xx 
Tap  = position of the tap, typically -16 ≤ Tap ≤16 
ANV , AGV , and ABV  = line-to-neutral voltage of phase A, line-to-ground voltage of phase A, 
and line-to-line voltage of phases A and B of the primary side 
anV , a gV  , and a bV    = line-to-neutral voltage of phase a, line-to-ground voltage of phase a
 , 
and line-to-line voltage phases a  and b of the secondary side 
,bk iV  = voltage of breakpoint i 
( ) ( )




j j jV V
V VV     = voltage at the jth bus at the kth iteration 
HV  and LV  = voltage of the high- and low-voltage sides 





pos jV  = positive-sequence voltage of the j
th bus at the kth iteration 




pos jV  = incremental voltage change in the positive sequence of the j
th P-V bus at the kth 
iteration 
jY  = all shunt admittances connected to the j
th bus 
ijZ  = line impedance between the i
th and jth buses 
TZ  = Thevenin -equivalent impedance matrix of the breakpoints 
,pos jZ  = positive-sequence impedance of the j
th P-V bus 
SensitivityZ  = P-V sensitivity impedance 
,pos ij jkZ   = magnitude of the positive-sequence impedance of the sum of lines ij and jk 
CHAPTER 5 
C  = {c|c is the customer type such as residential, commercial, and industrial customers} 
( )i GiC P  = the total operating costs of generating unit i in $/hour 
ef  = the emission factor in kg/MBtu or gallons/MBtu 
( )i GiEO P  = the emission output of generating unit i in kg/hour 
 xxi 
TBE  = the total actual generation of the test bed in GWh 
TBE  = the total generation of the composite load profile of the test bed in GWh 
 ifp  = the equivalent fuel price of generating unit i in $/MBtu 
 iF  = the fuel input of generating unit i in MBtu/hour 
 ,j iSF P  = the fuel input of thermal generating unit j during interval i in MBtu/hour 
maxi  = the maximum interval in hydrothermal coordination 
n  = the number of loads 
in  = the number of hours during interval i 
N  = the number of generating units 
HN  = the number of hydroelectric units 
SN  = the number of steam turbines 
m  = the number of buses 
cP  = { cP | cP  is the active power profile of customer type c in hourly intervals in kW} 
GiP  = the net power output of generating unit i in MW 
( )GiP t  and ( 1)GiP t   = power outputs of generating unit i at times t and (t-1) in MW, 
respectively 
TBP  = the composite load profile of the test bed in hourly intervals in GW 
ˆ
TBP  = the unknown load profile of the test bed in hourly intervals in GW 
HiP  = hydroelectricity generation during interval i or of unit i in MW 
,k iHP  = the generation of hydroelectric unit k during interval i in MW 
,j iSP  = the generation of thermal unit j during interval i in MW 
iq  = water discharge during interval i or of unit i in acre-ft/hour 




q P  = water discharge of hydroelectric unit k during interval i in acre-ft/hour 
 xxii 
Totq  = total water discharge in daily intervals in acre-ft 
,i Minr  and ,i Maxr  = min and max ramp ratios of generation unit i, respectively 
T  = the total time interval 
cW  = the population percentage of customer type c in % 
iW  = the weight of objective function i from 0 to 1 
( )i GiWO P  = the water output of generating unit i in gallons/hour 
  = the Lagrangian multiplier for load balancing 




The main objective of this study is to analyze the impact of the stochastic 
renewable distributed generation (DG) system on the urban distribution network. 
Renewable DG systems, particularly photovoltaic (PV) systems, dispersed on the 
distribution network may, in spite of their relatively small individual capacities, change 
the behavior of such a network. Therefore, this study (1) develops tools and algorithms 
useful for planning, designing, and operating such a network, (2) addresses some of the 
issues in the analysis of the impact of renewable DG systems on such a network, and (3) 
designs a framework for streamlining the future development and the smooth integration 
of renewable DG systems into the urban distribution network. 
The objective of Task 1 of this research was to propose a useful method of 
analyzing the impact of stochastic renewable DG systems, particularly PV systems, on 
urban distribution networks. Using the backward and forward sweep method 
implemented in MATLAB, this study developed an algorithm for three-phase power flow 
that models power system components, including distribution systems, transformers, and 
PV systems. To model the influence of the inherent uncertainty of the input, the location, 
and the capacity of the PV system, this study implemented a stochastic simulation 
algorithm combined with the power-flow algorithm. It also accelerated the stochastic 
algorithm using a method of variance reduction, including importance sampling, and the 
sampling of representative clusters and extreme points, which reduced the extremely 
heavy computational burden that the stochastic simulation inevitably imposed. Then this 
study analyzed inherent uncertainties such as the inputs, the locations, and the capacities 
of residential PV systems stochastically installed on urban distribution networks by 
performing several stochastic simulations. While doing this research, this study found 
that if PV systems, the power output of which is estimated by solar radiation and 
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meteorological data of the Atlanta area in typical meteorological year (TMY) data sets in 
hourly intervals, are dispersed randomly throughout the IEEE 123-bus test feeder as an 
example of the urban distribution network, with a capacity equal to ten percent of total 
peak demand, they can decrease the amount of energy produced by non-PV solar plants, 
particularly by about 3.8-6.7 percent in the case study. That is, stochastically dispersed 
PV systems could not only save energy generated from other generation resources, which 
typically burn more polluting fuel, but also handle peaks in consumption. Lastly, this 
study investigated methods of acceleration of stochastic simulations by the near-normal 
distribution for the system capacity and azimuth angle random variables of the PV system 
and reduced a stochastic simulation time by sampling representative clusters and extreme 
points.  
In Task 2, this study developed a genetic algorithm in MATLAB that solves an 
optimization problem that maximizes the reliability (or minimizes the frequency and the 
duration of failure) of urban distribution networks enhanced by protection devices (i.e., 
the recloser, the fuse, and the switch) and renewable DG. Using the backward and 
forward method, this study implemented an analytical method that simulates all possible 
permanent and transient faults and evaluated the reliability of an urban distribution 
network housing a combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and DG systems. Then it 
analyzed the impact of both the DG system, including the effect of the islanded operation 
of the DG system, and the protection device, on the reliability of the urban distribution 
network. The results from the reliability analysis of urban distribution networks such as 
IEEE 34- and 123-bus feeders showed that although the recloser installed on such test 
feeders increases the frequency of a failure because of its multiple reclosing 
characteristics and lock-out state, it could reduce the duration of a failure, or the SAIDI. 
In the case of a transient fault, the recloser can prevent a downstream fuse from burning, 
so fewer customers will experience outages. In addition, as a result of its islanded 
operation, the DG system can reduce the duration of a failure. However, since renewable 
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DG systems, particularly PV systems, produce power only during the daytime, they do 
not significantly reduce the annual failure duration, even with a 100 percent capacity of 
peak demand. Therefore, to maximize the reliability of urban distribution networks, 
which would be enhanced by PV systems, the PV systems would have to be enhanced by 
various storage systems or methods of optimizing their locations, capacities, and islanded 
zones. 
The objective of Task 3 of this study was to present a useful method for analyzing 
the impact of geographically dispersed DG systems, particularly PV systems, on 
statewide and nationwide power grids. Using the methods of Lagrangian optimization 
and hydrothermal coordination, this study developed an algorithm for environmentally 
constrained generation resource allocation that minimizes both fuel costs and ecological 
impact, including the impact of water consumption. Then, this study (1) analyzed, as an 
example of the statewide power grid of the future, the power system of the state of 
Georgia in 2010, (2) modeled the load consumption and the water inflow of the power 
system, (3) synthesized third-order power output functions for costs, emissions, and water 
consumption from actual heat-rate data, and (4) estimated the power output of PV 
systems geographically dispersed throughout the state and hydroelectric resources of the 
state in hourly intervals. Lastly, it performed simulations for the generation resource 
allocation of the power system in hourly intervals. As a result of this research, this study 
concluded that the statewide power grid enhanced by geographically dispersed PV 
systems can cope with peaks and reduce the amount of energy generated from fast 
dispatchable gas-fired plants, which typically burn expensive fuel, particularly by about 
3.1 percent in the case study assuming that PV systems, the power output of which is 
estimated by solar radiation and meteorological data of 19 locations of the state in TMY 
data sets, with a capacity of ten percent of the peak of the state are geographically 
dispersed throughout the state. 
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Viewed in hourly intervals, the PV system appears to have a more stable output 
than usual. Rapid variations in short-term PV generation, typically in minute intervals, 
result from transient cloudiness and weather disturbances in the atmosphere. Therefore, 
this study modeled the short-term intermittency of transient cloudiness using the Markov 
chain Monte Carlo method and estimated the generation of geographically dispersed PV 
systems with a capacity of ten percent of the peak of the state in one-minute intervals. 
This study found that the statewide power grid enhanced by geographically distributed 
PV systems operating in one-minute intervals could still cope with peaks. However, since 
PV systems operating in these intervals can suddenly decrease their output, they create an 
additional need for a spinning reserve that copes with uncertainty involved in their output. 
In fact, because of their intermittency, or sudden energy shortages and overages, PV 
systems can increase fossil fuel consumption of faster dispatchable spinning reserves, 
which typically burn the most expensive fuel. Thus, the smooth integration of renewables 
into statewide or nationwide power grids necessitates the further investigation of a source 
of supplementary energy, especially for peak power and spinning reserves, and changes 
in the costs of generation resulting from their intermittency. 
 
1 
CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation and Background 
 To maximize reliability and to minimize costs, utilities generate, transmit, and 
distribute electricity in centralized power systems. However, they may soon be able to 
abandon centralization for two reasons. For one, small power generation has advanced to 
the point of viable application in micro-turbine, cogeneration, and small power 
photovoltaic (PV) systems and other generation technologies. When electricity from a 
power plant is not available, small distributed power generation can provide reliable 
power by operating in the “islanding” mode. Furthermore, because of “green” electricity 
initiatives, the installation of cleaner and smaller power generation systems has become 
less costly and more efficient. 
The 1970’s witnessed the advent of the commercial PV power industry. During 
that time, PV modules were prohibitively expensive, but since then, their real prices have 
decreased 70 percent. In the early 1980s, the political climate in the United States ended 
substantial funding for solar energy research. Since the nation represented nearly 80 
percent of the global market of solar energy at that time, this substantial reduction in 
funding in the United States virtually halted the development of solar energy around the 
world [1, 2]. In 2004, renewable energy sources (74.5 percent of which are produced 
from hydroelectric plants and 0.001 percent from solar PV generators in the United 
States) produced only 9.6 percent of the electricity generation in the United States and 
18.6 percent globally [3-5]. In 2009, all the nations of the world produced 3,900 TWh of 
renewable energy, only 20 TWh of which (0.1 percent of 20,043 TWh of world electric 
energy) was produced by solar PV generators and 3,252 TWh (16.2 percent of world 
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electric energy) of which was generated by hydroelectric plants. However, the world net 
generation of solar PV is projected to increase from 20 TWh in 2009 to 740 TWh (2.0 
percent of 36,250 TWh of projected global electric energy) in 2035, growing at an 
average annual rate of 15 percent [6], even rising to 11 percent of projected global 
electric energy in 2050 [7]. 
1.1.1 Cost Evolution of PV 
Figure 1 illustrates a roadmap for the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of PV 
that quantifies the need for technology development to attain grid parity. In Figure 1, 
LCOE contours are plotted as a function of module cost in $/Wp (Wp means the 
maximum power output of a solar panel area of 1 m2 at 25 °C on an ideal sunny day) and 
module efficiency (in percent) for a location in Phoenix, Arizona. This assumes a balance 
of system (BOS) cost of $2/W for 20 percent efficient modules. For example, 18 percent 
to 20 percent efficient modules at prices of $1.2/Wp to $1.4/Wp can produce electricity at 
10 ¢/kWh (which can be often defined as grid parity for residential applications defined 
in sunny areas of the United States). Figure 1 indicates that the cost effectiveness of PV 
can be a function of module technology such as efficiency, which has been steadily 
improving (as presented in Figure 3), and module prices, which have been continuously 
decreasing (as presented in Figure 4). 
 
Figure 1.  Relationship between module cost, efficiency, and the cost of electricity [8] 
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1.1.2 PV Module Technologies 
PV systems consist of PV modules (interconnected by PV cells with a p-n 
junction diode structure), inverters, batteries, electrical components, and mounting 
systems. The fundamental building block of a PV system is the PV module, which can be 
classified by wafer-based crystalline silicon (c-Si) and thin films. In Figure 2, c-Si (such 
as single crystalline [sc-Si] with an efficiency of 14-20 percent and multi-crystalline [mc-
Si] with an efficiency of 13-15 percent) accounts for 85-90 percent of the global market 
share in 2008, thin films (such as cadmium telluride [CdTe] with an efficiency of 9-11 
percent, amorphous silicon [a-Si] with an efficiency of 6-9 percent, and copper indium 
gallium selenide [CIS] with an efficiency of 10-12 percent) represent 10-15 percent of the 
global market share, concentrating PV under 1 percent, and organic solar cells under 1 
percent [7]. Figure 3 shows PV module efficiencies, which have been steadily improving 
during the last three decades. 
 
Figure 2.  Market shares and prices of PV module technologies [7]. 
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Figure 3.  PV module efficiencies [9] 
1.1.3 PV for Grid Parity 
For more than 50 years, c-Si (crystalline silicon), the dominant market share of 
which increased from 68 percent to 90 percent between 1990 and 2007, has been a 
mainstream material for manufacturing PV cells, modules, and panels [8]. Figure 4 shows 
the learning curve, referred to as the “experience curve,” for c-Si PV module prices, 
defined as the function of the cumulative production of PV modules in the world from 
1976 to 2012. It indicates that in the past three decades, the prices of c-Si modules have 
decreased by approximately 20 percent whenever the cumulative production of PV 
modules has doubled. At the end of 2011, the prices of PV modules declined to $0.95/Wp 
from $1/Wp, which corresponds to a cost of generating electricity of 10 ¢/kWh, or 100 
$/MWh, and which is defined as grid parity for residential applications in sunnier areas of 
the United States, with a cumulative installed capacity of 77 GW [10]. In fact, in sunnier 
areas such as the southern United States, PV may be able to compete with conventional 
sources of energy. 
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Figure 4.  Learning curve for the c-Si PV industry from 1976 to 2012 [10]. 
1.1.4 Global Trend of Cumulative Installed PV Capacity 
At the end of 2012, the global cumulative installed capacity of PV reached the 
mark of 100 GW, almost 138.9 GW of PV in 2013, as shown in Figure 5. In 2013, China 
accounted for 18.6 GW of cumulative installed capacity of PV, so the nation was the 
leading nation while the Americas represented 13.7 GW. Europe remains the leading 
region with a cumulative installed capacity of 81.5 GW. Figure 5 shows that the PV 




Figure 5.  Global cumulative installed PV capacity [11]. 
1.1.5 Global Interest in Renewable Energy 
Interest in renewable energy, including PV, the market of which has experienced 
continuous growth, has been growing since the recent catastrophic events in Japan such 
as the meltdowns of triple nuclear reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant (which 
were seriously damaged by an earthquake and the following tsunami, in March 2011). In 
addition, in June 2011, the German government announced a plan to shut down all 
nuclear reactors, which currently provide 27 percent of the electricity generation of the 
country, by 2022 and increase renewable energy generation to partially offset the 
resulting loss of generation [12]. The French government, which derives over 75 percent 
of the country’s electricity generation from nuclear energy, plans to reduce nuclear 
generation by five percent, and the Italian government announced a halt in new nuclear 
initiatives. While these plans are not directly related to the rapid growth of PV, they will 
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result in energy shortages that the proliferation of all renewable energy, including PV, 
can make up for [8]. 
1.2 Grid-Connected PV 
Electric power utilities in the United States are focusing on boosting renewable 
energy, including PV, in their distribution networks because of (1) a significant reduction 
in the costs of PV systems (which is caused from the rapid growth of PV module 
installations), (2) present regulations that require the increased production of renewables 
such as renewable portfolio standards (RPS) or renewable electricity standards (RES), 
and (3) financial incentives for PV systems such as rebates, grants, and government 
subsidies. These grid-connected PV systems are classified by the following scales [8, 13]: 
 Small-scale PV systems with a capacity under 20 kW, which are usually installed on 
the roof of residential houses. 
 Medium-scale PV systems with a capacity of between 100 and 500 kW, which are 
usually installed on rooftops of small commercial buildings or integrated within a 
building itself. 
 Utility-scale PV systems with a capacity of between 500 kW and 10 MW, or above 
10 MW, which are installed in solar power stations. 
These grid-connected PV systems will have the following most common impacts 
on distribution networks: 
(1) Energy savings caused from reverse power flow. The most obvious effect of PV 
systems installed on distribution networks is reductions in energy consumption 
because of the reverse power flow of PV systems into the distribution network. 
They can also reduce the emissions and the costs of energy production by using 
less fuel from fossil-fuel plants, particularly the avoided costs caused by reducing 
gas turbines for peak power generation that burns the most expensive fuel. 
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(2) Reliability. In case of an outage, PV systems with relatively high capacity may be 
able to provide a distribution network with some power, especially when 
equipped with storage systems, so the network supplied by the PV systems will 
become an island and not experience an outage. In fact, the islanded operation of 
PV systems can reduce the duration of a failure. In other words, it can improve 
reliability. Therefore, PV systems may have an impact on the reliability of the 
urban distribution network. 
(3) Short-term intermittency of PV generation. Because PV systems may suddenly 
and unpredictably decrease or increase their output, utilities may have to prepare 
for sudden energy shortages or overages (e.g., the voltage deviation, or a 
maximum difference between voltage without PV systems and that with full-
capacity PV systems, can be defined as a ramping capability criterion of the PV 
system). These rapid variations in their output caused by transient cloudiness and 
weather disturbances in the atmosphere lead to fluctuations in feeder voltages, 
increase the fossil fuel consumption of conventional power plants in order to 
make up for sudden and severe energy shortages, and create a need for an 
additional spinning reserve to cover uncertainty involved in their output. In fact, 
to complement sudden and severe energy shortages caused from their 
intermittency, many electric utilities may burn expensive fossil fuel, or keeping a 
sufficient spinning reserve.  
(4) Voltage rise. One of the main concerns of electric power utilities is overvoltage 
along their feeders when their networks are enhanced by various distributed 
generation (DG) systems, particularly PV systems in this study. The voltage rise 
can be significant when high-capacity PV systems are installed on lightly loaded 
feeders, which are common in rural areas.  This condition also may cause voltage 
exceeding utility planning limits and affect overvoltage protection and 
coordination. 
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(5) Voltage and current imbalance. A single-phase PV system can offset local feeder 
loads by injecting active power into a single phase of the distribution network but 
cause imbalance in phase voltages and currents. For example, phase a connected 
to a single-phase PV system experiences reverse power flow but other phases b 
and c do not. 
(6) Interaction with voltage-controlled capacitor banks, load tap change 
transformers, and voltage regulators. Voltage rise and fluctuations may increase 
the operation of voltage-controlled capacitor banks, load tap changer 
transformers, and voltage regulators, particularly those set to a forward operation 
mode, a line drop compensation mode, or their loading limits. In fact, their 
frequent operations can worsen life cycles and increase maintenance cycles. 
Furthermore, they in turn may cause additional reactive power fluctuations and 
affect Volt/VAr control (or Volt/VAr optimization), Volt/Watt control, dynamic 
VAr control, and conservation voltage reduction [8, 13]. 
(7) Power losses. PV systems with low or moderate capacity generally reduce local 
feeder loading, particularly during the daytime, and distribution line losses 
(proportional to the square of line currents). However, PV systems with high 
capacity may increase the magnitude of currents because of reverse power flow, 
thereby increasing distribution line losses. In fact, the more power high-capacity 
PV systems inject into the distribution network, the more loss the distribution 
network may experience because of reverse power flow. 
(8) Total harmonic distortion (THD) increase. Power electronics equipment for plug-
in electric vehicles, distribution energy storages, inverter-based devices, and PV 
systems connected to distribution networks may deteriorate power quality such as 
THD. Their interconnection to the grid in the presence of capacitor banks also 
addresses other harmonic issues such as resonance [8]. 
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(9) Overcurrent and overvoltage protection. The interconnection of PV systems to 
the grid may affect the operation of overcurrent and overvoltage protection 
devices (e.g., fuses, reclosers, and relays) because of the increased magnitude of 
line currents caused from the reverse power flow of PV systems. In addition, the 
islanded operation of PV systems can convert a radial network into a meshed 
network, cause temporary overvoltage, and disrupt the overall coordination of 
overcurrent and overvoltage devices. 
(10) Reactive power support. Present regulations require that DG systems maintain 
terminal voltage within a specified range, typically within 0.95 to 1.05 PU of the 
rated voltage level, and operate at or near unity power factor [14]. To maintain 
voltage within this range, present DG systems can produce active and reactive 
power, but mostly producing active power at unity power factor, based on present 
standards. In addition, since various DG systems such as PV systems, wind farms, 
and microturbines enhanced by inverters with the capability of Volt/VAr control 
are being deployed in distribution networks, they may provide additional reactive 
power within their capacity limits to maintain voltage within 0.95 to 1.05 PU of 
the rated voltage level. 
1.3 Three Main Impacts of PV Systems 
Despite the various advantages of PV systems, electric power utilities are not 
sufficiently motivated to allow interconnections of customer-owned generators (which 
would consist of a number of PV installations) to their distribution networks, the main 
reasons being more operational than economic. The potential impact of DG on the 
deterioration of reliability and the power quality of systems sometimes outweighs the 
anticipated benefits. Therefore, utilities tend to subject non-utility generation to extensive 
technical analysis. Conversely, regulating authorities such as the federal energy 
regulatory commission act in favor of DG owners and tend to request that 
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interconnections be as easy and transparent as possible [15]. Thus, some of the issues in 
the analysis of such interactions should be addressed on the impact of the DG system on 
(1) the urban distribution network, (2) reliability (from the perspective of small- or 
distribution-scale impacts caused from the DG system), and (3) statewide or nationwide 
power grids (from the perspective of large- or utility-scale impacts). In other words, the 
severity of steady-state and transient issues resulting from the integration of the DG 
system in general and the PV system in particular into urban distribution, statewide, or 
nationwide power grids can be examined by analyzing the various impacts of DG 
systems on such grids. Therefore, the main objectives of this study are to examine (1) the 
impact of DG systems stochastically dispersed throughout urban distribution networks, 
(2) the impact of DG systems on the reliability of urban distribution networks, and (3) the 
impact of DG systems geographically distributed on statewide or nationwide power grids.  
1.4 Impact of Stochastic Renewable DG on Urban Distribution Networks  
To analyze the impact of DG systems on urban distribution networks at small- or 
distribution-scales, this study initially models uncertainty of the DG systems. The 
inherent uncertainty of the input, the location, and the capacity of DG systems can be 
modeled by optimized stochastic methods that require tens of thousands of the sub-hourly 
power-flow calculations. Therefore, it firstly discusses the related prior work and the 
problem statement on an algorithm for three-phase power flow. 
1.4.1 Related Prior Work of the Three-Phase Power-Flow Algorithm for the Analysis of 
the Impact of the DG System 
The related prior work on an algorithm for three-phase power flow for the 
analysis of the impact of the DG system has not analyzed the impact of the uncertainties 
of the DG system. For example, neither the conventional Newton-Raphson and fast 
decoupled power-flow techniques nor the modified Newton-Raphson and fast decoupled 
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power-flow techniques were suitable for the analysis of radial distribution power systems 
[16]. However, several faster and more efficient algorithms for the radial distribution 
system have been developed [17]. These algorithms directly solve the power-flow 
problem of a radial network by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) and Kirchhoff’s 
current law (KCL), both of which are referred to as the “backward and forward sweep 
method.” However, these algorithms are not capable of solving the power flow of the 
meshed power system network. To solve the problem, [18] proposed a modified power-
flow algorithm for the meshed network. This algorithm bi-directionally accumulates 
current flow at breakpoints after injecting current and calculates the breakpoint current 
using the method of iterative multi-port compensation, based on the fixed tangent method 
[16, 17, 19, 20]. However, these algorithms cannot directly analyze the impact of DG 
systems on radial or meshed urban distribution networks enhanced by various DG 
systems with the inherent uncertainty of their inputs, locations, and capacities. In 
addition, since various DG systems such as PV, wind farms, and microturbines enhanced 
by inverters with the capability of Volt/VAr control are being deployed in urban 
distribution networks, present regulations require that the DG system maintain its 
terminal voltage within a specified range, typically 0.95 to 1.05 PU of the rated voltage 
level [14]. To stay within this range, the DG bus that produces active and reactive power 
for its terminal voltage (which means the Volt/VAr control) was modeled as a P-V bus 
[17, 18, 21]. On the other hand, the DG bus that reduces only active power as a negative 
constant power source was modeled as a P-Q bus [17]. Therefore, this study will 
implements an algorithm that will be able to model the DG bus of the high-penetration 
capacity as either a P-Q or P-V bus and combines the algorithm with a stochastic 
algorithm (which will be discussed in the next section). 
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1.4.2 Problem Statement of the Three-Phase Power-Flow Algorithm for the Analysis of 
the Impact of the DG System 
The related prior work for power-flow analysis is not appropriate for analyzing 
the impact of the uncertainties of the DG system because they cannot directly analyze the 
impact of DG systems on radial or meshed urban distribution networks enhanced by 
various DG systems with the inherent uncertainty of their inputs, locations, and capacities 
[16-20]. Thus, the objective of this study is to develop a three-phase power-flow 
algorithm capable of analyzing the impact of DG systems stochastically dispersed on 
urban distribution networks. For this purpose, the algorithm implements the backward 
sweep that sums current flows at each bus in the backward direction and the forward 
sweep that calculates voltage drops in the forward direction, codes of which are presented 
in Appendix B [16-20]. Since DG connected to the radial network may convert a radial 
network into a meshed network, the algorithm analyzes the meshed network by the 
method of iterative breakpoint compensation, which injects nodal currents and expresses 
as a Thevenin-equivalent circuit by viewing such a network from the breakpoint [16-20]. 
In addition, it models power system components, including distribution systems, voltage 
regulators, and transformers, and integrates the simulation program for the PV system 
into the power-flow algorithm because various DG systems such as PV, wind farms, and 
microturbines are being deployed in urban distribution networks [22-25]. Furthermore, 
present regulations require that the DG system maintain its terminal voltage within a 
specified range, typically 0.95 to 1.05 PU of the rated voltage level [14]. To stay within 
this range, the DG bus should be modeled as either a P-V bus if the DG system is able to 
produce active and reactive power for its terminal voltage or a P-Q bus if the DG system 
is not able to control its terminal voltage [17, 18, 21]. Therefore, this study implements 
an algorithm that will be able to model the DG bus of the high-penetration capacity as 
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either a P-Q or P-V bus and combines the algorithm with a stochastic algorithm that will 
be discussed in the next section. 
1.4.3 Related Prior Work of the Analysis of the Impact of Stochastic Renewable DG on 
Urban Distribution Networks 
Algorithms for analyzing the effect of the DG system can be classified as both 
non-stochastic (which typically uses the deterministic method such as power-flow 
algorithms) and stochastic methods. One study using the former method quantified the 
benefits of PV systems by examining the relationship between the generation of a PV 
system and peak loads from the standpoint of energy savings, loss, and emissions as well 
as a reliability and economic analysis [26]. Another study presented a method of 
calculating distribution line losses reduced by the PV system and optimizing the plant 
size and the feeder configuration [27]. In addition, many studies modified the algorithm 
for power-flow analysis to determine the effects of the DG system. One study 
investigated the effect of a PV system installed on radial and looped feeders from the 
perspective of power quality such as the voltage, active power, and loss using 
MATPOWER in MATLAB [28]. Another study developed a three-phase power-flow 
algorithm for shipboard power systems that analyzes the effect of the DG system with 
various capacities in twelve cases with varying loads [21].  
Stochastic methods model the influence of the many uncertainties of 
stochastically dispersed DG systems by repeatedly conducting random sampling. One 
study removed the uncertainty of loads and the input of DG, or the wind speed, in the 
distribution system [29, 30]. Other research analyzed the performance of DG systems 
dispersed across a 69-bus test feeder using the stochastic Monte Carlo method enhanced 
by the method of sampling representative clusters and boundary points [31, 32]. Using 
the stochastic Monte Carlo method, a recent study developed a power-flow algorithm that 
models the load and the PV system as random variables, so it removed the uncertainty of 
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solar energy and load variations [33]. Another recent study showed that the capacity of 
the PV system is affected by policy incentives, personal characteristics, income level, age, 
race, and education [34]. However, neither of these non-stochastic and stochastic studies 
examined the inherent high-dimensional uncertainty of the input, the location, and the 
capacity of the DG system, variables that are not known in the planning stage of the 
power system. In addition, these studies did not examine the effect of the DG system 
from the standpoint of long-term, typically annual, operation. The high-dimensionality of 
uncertainty requires a very large number of simulations, possible only with a fast-
performing optimization algorithm. Therefore, this study develops a stochastic simulation 
algorithm combined with the fine-tuned three-phase power-flow algorithm (which is 
discussed in the previous section). Then, to reduce the number of computational steps 
that the stochastic simulation inevitably imposes, this study accelerates this combined 
algorithm with methods of variance reduction (including importance sampling, 
stratification sampling presented in [35, 36]) and the sampling of representative clusters 
and extreme points proposed in [31, 32]. 
1.4.4 Problem Statement of the Analysis of the Impact of Stochastic Renewable DG on 
Urban Distribution Networks 
(1) Challenge in the Analysis of the Impact of Stochastic Renewable DG on Urban 
Distribution Networks 
In anticipation of the increased penetration of DG systems in general and PV 
systems in particular, their cumulative effect on the distribution network may, in spite of 
their relatively small individual capacities, change the behavior of the distribution 
network in which they are installed. The accurate modeling of such a distribution network 
enhanced by PV systems is challenging for the following reasons:  Renewable PV 
systems are normally neither owned nor operated by a utility, their outputs are a 
stochastic quantity-dependent on meteorological and other input conditions, and the 
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locations, the capacities, and the operational statuses of individual systems are not known 
in the planning stage [24]. In other words, one challenge in analyzing the impact of the 
DG system is the inherent uncertainties of its inputs, locations, and capacities.  
(2) Uncertainty of DG Systems 
Algorithms for analyzing the effect of the DG system can be classified as both 
non-stochastic and stochastic methods [21, 26-33]. However, these both non-stochastic 
and stochastic studies did not examine the inherent high-dimensional uncertainty of the 
input, the location, and the capacity of the DG system, not known in the planning stage of 
the power system. To analyze the effects of a DG system, particularly the PV system, on 
urban distribution networks, this study proposes a stochastic simulation algorithm that 
models the following uncertainties:   
1) Location. Residential small-capacity PV systems can be dispersed anywhere 
across the distribution network. 
2) Generation. Since the generation of the PV system depends on a probabilistic 
quantity, its generation is not known in the planning stage.  
3) Capacity and field orientation. The capacity and the field orientation of individual 
PV systems may differ. 
To model the inherent uncertainties of the location, the capacity, and the field 
orientation of the PV system, this study proposes a scenario of residential PV systems 
with a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand stochastically dispersed throughout 
the urban distribution network. In the scenario, this study determines the annual effect of 
not only savings in energy and emissions but also changes in generation costs resulting 
from residential PV systems. In fact, it determines the annual power production (in 
kWh/year/household), the annual energy savings (in kWh/year/ household), the emissions 
savings (in kg/year/household or gallons/year/household), and the generation cost 
changes (in $/year/household) of residential PV systems stochastically dispersed 
throughout the urban distribution network.  
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(3) Stochastic Simulation 
In the scenario of stochastically dispersed residential PV systems, to remove their 
uncertainties and to determine the annual energy production and savings of residential PV 
systems, this study proposes a stochastic (Monte Carlo) simulation (which is usually used 
to estimate expectation values) combined with the power-flow algorithm (presented in 
the previous two sections). Then this study defines uncertainty in the input and the power 
output of PV systems such as the capacity, the azimuth angle, the tilt angle, and the 
module material of the PV system [37-39] and surveys the actual distribution of the 
capacity of residential PV systems in California in 2014 (because of the unknown 
distribution of residential PV systems in Georgia) [40]. This study also uses the IEEE 
123-bus test feeder as the urban distribution network [41] and load profiles for residential, 
commercial, industrial, agricultural and pumping, and large industrial customers, 
obtained from an actual utility in kW in hourly intervals in 2007 [42]. In addition, it uses 
an energy mix of the state of Georgia [43] and residential PV systems as an example of a 
DG system dispersed throughout an urban distribution network. Lastly, it performs 
annual stochastic simulations during sufficiently long periods in hourly intervals and 
analyzes the impact of residential PV systems stochastically dispersed in the Atlanta area 
from the perspective of energy, particularly regarding peak power, electricity generation 
costs, and emissions. 
(4) Variance Reduction 
A (naive) Monte Carlo simulation as stochastic simulation methods of accounting 
for uncertainty is based on repeated random sampling, which creates a serious 
computation burden on rare events that can be reduced by the method of importance 
sampling and stratification sampling [35, 36]. This study applies importance sampling to 
random sampling for the system capacity and azimuth angle random variables in the 
proposed stochastic simulation. In other words, it reduces variance by sampling more 
extensively near the important area (which is defined by optimal importance sampling) 
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when finding the expectation value of annual PV power production, which is a function 
of the capacities, the azimuth and tilt angles, and the modules of PV systems. In fact, to 
reduce variance in the expected value, that is, to obtain the more accurate expected value, 
this study accelerates the stochastic simulation with the methods of variance reduction, 
including importance sampling for the system capacity and azimuth angle random 
variables and stratification sampling for the tilt angle random variable. Lastly, it 
quantifies the effects of the methods of variance reduction, including importance 
sampling and stratification sampling. 
1.5 Reliability Enhancement Through a Reconfiguration of Urban Distribution 
Networks Enhanced by DG  
To analyze the impact of DG systems on the reliability of urban distribution 
networks at small- or distribution-scales, this study discusses the related prior work and 
the problem statement on reliability enhancement through a reconfiguration of urban 
distribution networks enhanced by DG. 
1.5.1 Related Prior Work of Reliability Enhancement Through a Reconfiguration of 
Urban Distribution Networks Enhanced by DG 
The method of evaluating the reliability of a distribution network can be classified 
into two methods: the analytical method and the stochastic method. One study presented 
an analytical method that provided a mathematical model of the reliability configuration 
and the mean value of the reliability index [44-46]. However, since the mean value does 
not contain the probability distribution and the dispersion of the relevant reliability index, 
a stochastic process simulation such as the Monte Carlo technique, which evaluates the 
variability of the reliability index, has been proposed [47, 48]. Residential, commercial, 
and industrial customers can use the results of the stochastic method for cost analysis [47]. 
Recently, another study provided a method for evaluating reliability using the duration 
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curve of a load, which is divided into two regions, not supplied and supplied loads, a 
connection matrix that expresses the system configuration, and an impact factor that 
examines the effect of sustained and momentary interruptions of a system failure [49]. In 
addition, a recent study provided a method of representing the logical relationship 
between nodes and branches in the distribution network in a matrix form [50].  
Recently, to enhance the reliability of distribution networks, many studies have 
proposed near-optimal solutions that maximize the reliability of conventional feeders 
protected by reclosers and investigated the effects of protection devices, particularly the 
recloser. One study presented a genetic algorithm that determines an optimal recloser 
position and improves reliability [51, 52]. Another study presented selection models for 
genetic evolution such as the fitness-based roulette model, the scaled roulette model, the 
tournament model, and the elitist model [53-55]. Since the superiority of the genetic 
algorithm arises from its crossover operation (which generates a better solution by 
exchanging genetic information) and mutation operation (in which better populations of 
experiencing changes approach the best population while avoiding convergence to the 
local minimum), many studies presented the crossover probability in the range of 0.5-1.0 
[53, 56] and the mutation probability in the range of 0.005-0.1 [53, 56]. Another study 
provided a method of simulating social behavior in systems such as an ant colony. The 
algorithm found a near-optimum solution for switch relocation [57]. One study suggested 
that a recloser placed in the middle of a distribution line might improve feeder-wide 
reliability by about 25 percent [51]. Another study showed that the three reclosing 
operations of the recloser could prevent nearly 93 percent of faults [58]. In addition, a 
recent study showed that downstream transient faults prevented by the recloser could 
improve the system average interruption duration index (SAIDI), but not the system 
average interruption frequency index (SAIFI) [59].  
These analytical, stochastic methods, and evolutionary algorithms, however, are 
not capable of analyzing the urban distribution network housing a combination of fuses, 
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switches, reclosers, and high-capacity DG systems. Therefore, to determine the reliability 
index of a more practical distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, 
and reclosers, this study (1) proposes an analytical method of implementing the backward 
and forward sweep method by KCL and KVL, (2) implements various protection 
schemes presented in [46] and the fuse-saving strategy typically used in urban 
distribution networks, and (3) examines the effect of protection devices on the reliability 
of the urban distribution network. 
1.5.2 Problem Statement 
A commonly used method of improving reliability is to strategically place 
protection devices such as breakers, switches, fuses, and reclosers within the distribution 
network. Since small-scale and decentralized DG systems, particularly the PV system in 
this study, have been incorporated into power systems, an optimization problem for the 
strategic placement of protection devices has to be solved for urban distribution networks 
enhanced by DG systems. However, because of the large size of the search space of the 
optimization problem and the inherent complexity of the power system, solving the 
optimization problem for the strategic placement of protection devices requires a fast and 
efficient algorithm for system analysis. 
The method of evaluating the reliability of a distribution network can be classified 
into three methods: (1) the analytical method that provides a mathematical model of the 
reliability configuration and the mean value of the reliability index [44-46], (2) the 
stochastic method that evaluates the variability of the reliability index [47, 48], and (3) 
many heuristic search algorithms that propose near-optimal solutions that maximize the 
reliability of conventional feeders protected by reclosers and switches [51, 52, 57]. These 
analytical, stochastic methods, and evolutionary algorithms, however, are not capable of 
analyzing the urban distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, 
reclosers, and high-capacity DG systems. To determine the reliability index of more 
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practical distribution networks housing a combination of fuses, switches, and reclosers, 
this study proposes an analytical method of implementing the backward and forward 
sweep method by KCL and KVL (which evaluates reliability indices such as the SAIFI 
and the SAIDI of urban distribution networks housing a combination of fuses, switches, 
and reclosers). 
As mentioned before, nowadays, since small-scale, local, and decentralized DG 
systems have been incorporated into power systems, this study proposes a genetic 
algorithm that determines the optimal allocation of protection devices (i.e., the recloser, 
the fuse, and the switch) on urban distribution networks enhanced by the DG system. In 
addition, it verifies both the proposed optimization algorithm and the analytical method 
using (1) bus 4 of the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) (which consists of five load 
busbars from buses 2 to 6 and practical elements such as transformers, switches, busbars, 
lines, and cables [45]), (2) the IEEE 34-bus test feeder without the DG system [23, 41], 
and (3) the IEEE 123-bus test feeder enhanced by twenty DG systems [23, 41]. Finally, it 
analyzes the impact of both the DG system, including the effect of the islanded operation 
of the DG system [14], and the protection device on the reliability of the urban 
distribution network. As a result, this study will propose tools and algorithms useful for 
planning, designing, and operating urban distribution networks enhanced by DG systems 
and protection devices from the standpoint of reliability. 
1.6 Impact of Geographically Distributed Renewable DG Systems on 
Environmentally Constrained Generation Resource Allocation 
To analyze the impact of geographically distributed renewable DG systems on 
environmentally constrained generation resource allocation at large- or utility-scales, this 
study discusses the related prior work and the problem statement of environmentally 
constrained generation resource allocation. 
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1.6.1 Related Prior Work of the Analysis of the Impact of Geographically Distributed 
Renewable DG Systems on Environmentally Constrained Generation Resource 
Allocation 
In the late 1960’s, several states in the United States began to impose constraints 
on emissions such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOX), and carbon dioxide 
(CO2). During that time, utilities added the constraints to an objective function to 
minimize emissions and the costs of generating electricity. In 1990, Clean Air Act 
amendments emphasized the environmental problems of the release of pollutants and 
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. For the past several decades, since various DG 
systems, particularly the PV system in this study, have been incorporated into power 
systems, the utilities may have to modify the objective of their resource allocation 
problems that optimize power generation in order to minimize fuel costs. 
Fuel costs and emissions have been deemed constraints in many techniques. One 
of the techniques minimized a cubic-order objective function with the constraints of fuel 
costs and emissions such as SO2 and NOX by Lagrange optimization [60]. Another 
technique used a stochastic formulation method to examine uncertainty in the costs of 
system production and load demand via multiple runs and simulated a trade-off 
relationship of objective functions by the weighted sum method [61]. In addition, many 
studies introduced a genetic algorithm [62, 63] and evolutionary programming [64] that 
solved the problem of the non-commensurable objective function. Another more recent 
study presented an optimization method of simulating social behavior such as particle 
swarm optimization [65] and bacterial foraging optimization [66]. However, these studies 
do not address the ecological impact of water. Energy and water infrastructures are 
closely linked to production and consumption. With increasing awareness of the 
sustainability of energy and water infrastructures, this link may require the addition of the 
water consumption constraints to the objective function.  
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When viewed in hourly intervals, PV systems seem to have a more stable output 
than usual. Therefore, one study claimed that rapid variations in short-term PV generation 
result from transient cloudiness and weather disturbances in the atmosphere [67, 68]. 
Since current PV generation affected by transient cloudiness depends only on previous 
generation, rapid variations in PV generation can be modeled by optimized Markov chain 
methods [69-71]. Thus, to model the short-term intermittency of the transient cloudiness 
of a test bed, this study will use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation. 
1.6.2 Problem Statement  
(1) Challenge in the Analysis of the Short-term Intermittency of Geographically 
Distributed Renewable DG Generation 
The proliferation of PV systems can offer various benefits such as peak load and 
electrical loss reductions, reactive and voltage support, and reliability improvement [51]. 
On the other hand, viewed in hourly intervals, PV systems seem to have a more stable 
output than usual. Rapid variations in short-term PV generation, typically in one-minute 
intervals, result from transient cloudiness and weather disturbances in the atmosphere 
[67, 68]. In addition, PV systems can create an additional need for spinning reserves that 
cope with uncertainty involved in their output. In fact, because of their intermittency, or 
sudden energy shortages and overages, they may increase the fossil fuel consumption of 
faster dispatchable spinning reserves, which typically burn the most expensive fuel. 
Therefore, this study will model the short-term intermittency of transient cloudiness [67-
71] and estimate the generation of PV systems geographically dispersed throughout a test 
bed in hourly and minute intervals [72]. 
(2) Modeling of the Short-term Intermittency of Geographically Distributed 
Renewable DG Generation 
As mentioned before, the increased number of DG systems, particularly PV 
systems in this study, offers not only opportunities such as a reduction in peak load and 
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loss but also potential for use in Volt/VAr management and control [51]. However, it also 
creates a need for additional spinning reserve that covers uncertainty involved in their 
output. In fact, the deployment of PV systems may increase the consumption of fossil 
fuels because of their intermittency. In addition, viewed in hourly resolution (averaged 
every hour), the PV system seems to have a more stable output than usual. Rapid 
variations in short-term PV generation, typically in minute-averaging resolution, result 
from transient cloudiness in the atmosphere [67, 68]. Unfortunately, solar radiation data 
in minute intervals for the power system model of the state of Georgia in 2010 as a test 
bed are not available from the current national solar radiation database [73]. Therefore, 
this study synthesizes the short-term intermittency, typically one-minute intervals, of PV 
systems geographically dispersed on a statewide or nationwide power grid in hourly and 
minute intervals using the MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) method [69-72]. To 
calculate the transition probability matrix required as input data for the MCMC method, 
this study obtains actual solar data in minute-by-minute resolution from nine test sites 
located in Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah from 2008 to 2012 [74] and selects 
a transition probability matrix calculated from one of the areas that shows an annual 
output that most closely resembles that of the test bed. This study assumes that all PV 
systems oriented at an azimuth of 180° (facing south) and a tilt angle of 30° are 
geographically dispersed across the representative 19 locations of the test bed [73]. Then, 
as input data to the MCMC simulation, this study uses hourly solar data obtained from 
the 19 locations of the test bed in the TMY3 format [69-73]. Lastly, it analyzes the 
impact of their intermittency on energy, especially for peak power and spinning reserve, 
electricity generation costs, and emissions. 
(3) Algorithm for Generating Resource Allocation of Merging Fuel Costs, Emissions, 
and Water Consumption 
Fuel costs and emissions in resource allocation problems have been considered 
constraints in many techniques [60, 61, 75]. In addition, many studies introduced 
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evolutionary algorithms that solved the optimization problem of the non-commensurable 
objective function [62-66].  However, these studies do not address the ecological impact 
of water. Energy and water infrastructures are closely or directly linked to production and 
consumption. With increasing awareness of the sustainability of energy and water 
infrastructures, this link requires the addition of the water consumption constraints to the 
objective function. Therefore, this study presents an algorithm for generating resource 
allocation with a scalar objective function that merges fuel costs and emissions with a 
water consumption constraint.  
The objective of this study is (1) to present tools and algorithms useful for 
analyzing the impact of geographically dispersed DG systems, particularly PV systems in 
this study, on local, statewide, or nationwide generation resource allocation in hourly and 
minute intervals and (2) to address some of the issues in the analysis of the impact of DG 
systems on such resource allocation. For this purpose, this study first develops an 
algorithm for generation resource allocation that minimizes ecological impact, including 
water consumption, and fuel costs, and synthesizes cubic-order output functions for costs, 
emissions, and water consumption from heat rate data [60, 75-78]. Second, it proposes, as 
a test bed, the power system model of the state of Georgia in 2010 [43], approximates the 
load consumption [79] and the water inflow of the test bed [80], and estimates the power 
output of geographically dispersed PV systems in hourly and minute-by-minute 
resolutions [72] and the hydroelectric resources of the test bed [80]. Next, the study 
performs simulations for generation resource allocation in hourly and minute-by-minute 
resolutions. Finally, it analyzes the impact of dispersed PV systems from a long-term, 
typically annual, perspective of energy, specifically for peak power, electricity generation 
costs, and emissions.  
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1.7 Summary of Problem Statement 
The main objectives of this study are to examine (1) the impact of DG systems 
stochastically dispersed throughout urban distribution networks, (2) the impact of DG 
systems on the reliability of urban distribution networks, and (3) the impact of DG 
systems geographically distributed on statewide or nationwide power grids. 
The objective of the analysis of the impact of stochastic renewable DG on urban 
distribution networks from the perspective of small- or distribution-scale impacts is to 
propose a useful method of analyzing their impacts on urban distribution networks. Using 
the backward and forward sweep method implemented in MATLAB, this study develops 
an algorithm for three-phase power flow that models power system components, 
including distribution systems, transformers, and the PV system. To model the influence 
of the inherent uncertainty of the input, the location, and the capacity of the PV system, 
this study implements a stochastic simulation algorithm combined with the power-flow 
algorithm. It also accelerates the stochastic simulation algorithm using the methods of 
variance reduction, including importance sampling and stratification sampling, and the 
sampling of representative clusters and extreme points, which reduces the extremely 
heavy computational burden that the stochastic simulation inevitably imposes. Then it 
analyzes inherent uncertainties such as the inputs, the locations, and the capacities of 
residential PV systems installed on urban distribution networks by performing several 
stochastic simulations. It also quantifies the effects of the method of variance reduction, 
including importance sampling, and analyzes the impact of stochastically dispersed 
residential PV systems on the urban distribution network from the perspective of 
reductions in energy consumption, particularly regarding peak power, the changes in 
electricity generation costs, and emissions savings. 
The objective of the analysis of reliability enhancement through a reconfiguration 
of urban distribution networks enhanced by DG is to propose tools and algorithms useful 
for planning, designing, and operating such distribution networks from the standpoint of 
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reliability. For this purpose, this study develops a genetic algorithm in MATLAB that 
solves an optimization problem that maximizes the reliability (or minimizes the 
frequency and the duration of failure) of urban distribution networks enhanced by 
protection devices (i.e., the recloser, the fuse, and the switch) and renewable DG. Using 
the backward and forward sweep method, this study implements an analytical method 
that simulates all possible permanent and transient faults and evaluates the reliability of 
the urban distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and 
DG systems. Then it analyzes the impact of both the DG system, including the effect of 
the islanded operation of the DG system, and the protection device, on the reliability of 
the urban distribution network 
The objective of the analysis of the impact of geographically distributed 
renewable DG systems on environmentally constrained generation resource allocation 
from the perspective of large- or utility-scale impacts is to present a useful method for 
analyzing their impacts on statewide or nationwide power grids. Using the methods of the 
Lagrangian optimization and hydrothermal coordination, this study develops an algorithm 
for environmentally constrained generation resource allocation that minimizes both fuel 
costs and ecological impact, including the impact of water consumption. Then, this study 
(1) analyzes, as an example of the statewide power grid, the power system of the state of 
Georgia in 2010, (2) models the load consumption and the water inflow of the power 
system, (3) synthesizes third-order power output functions for costs, emissions, and water 
consumption from actual heat-rate data, and (4) estimates the power output of 
geographically dispersed PV systems and hydroelectric resources of the power system in 
hourly and minute intervals. Next, it performs simulations for the generation resource 
allocation of the power system in hourly and minute-by-minute resolutions. Lastly, it 
analyzes the impact of geographically dispersed PV systems from a long-term, typically 
annual, perspective of energy, specifically for peak power and spinning reserve, 
electricity generation costs, and emissions. 
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1.8 Dissertation Overview 
 The remainder of this dissertation, which analyzes (1) the impact of the stochastic 
renewable DG system, particularly the PV system in this study, on urban distribution 
networks, (2) the impact of DG systems on the reliability of urban distribution networks, 
and (3) the impact of DG systems geographically distributed on statewide or nationwide 
power grids, is organized as follows:   
Chapter 2 proposes an algorithm for three-phase power flow that models power 
system components, including distribution systems, transformers, and PV systems with 
multiple sub-arrays as a generator. Using the backward and forward sweep method 
implemented in MATLAB, the algorithm calculates the three-phase power flow of urban 
radial and meshed distribution networks enhanced by various DG systems and represents 
the DG bus as a P-Q or P-V bus. 
 Chapter 3 presents a useful method for analyzing the impact of stochastic 
renewable DG systems, particularly PV systems, on urban distribution networks. To 
model the influence of the inherent uncertainty of the input, the location, and the capacity 
of the PV system, this study implements a stochastic simulation algorithm combined with 
the power-flow algorithm (presented in the previous section). This study also accelerates 
the stochastic simulation algorithm using methods of variance reduction, including 
importance sampling and stratification sampling, and the sampling of representative 
clusters and extreme points, all of which reduce the extremely heavy computational 
burden caused from the stochastic simulation. Finally, it analyzes inherent uncertainties 
such as the inputs, the locations, and the capacities of residential PV systems 
stochastically dispersed on urban distribution networks by performing several stochastic 
simulations in sufficiently long intervals. 
 Chapter 4 suggests a genetic algorithm that solves an optimization problem that 
maximizes the reliability (or minimizes the frequency and the duration of failure) of 
urban distribution networks enhanced by protection devices (i.e., the recloser, the fuse, 
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and the switch) and renewable DG systems. Using the backward and forward sweep 
method in MATLAB, this study implements an analytical method that simulates all 
possible permanent and transient faults and evaluates the reliability of the urban 
distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and DG 
systems. Then it analyzes the impact of both the DG system, including the effect of the 
islanded operation of the DG system, and the protection device on the reliability of the 
urban distribution network. 
 Chapter 5 introduces a useful method for analyzing the impact of geographically 
dispersed DG systems, particularly PV systems, on local, statewide, or nationwide power 
grids. Using methods of the Lagrangian optimization and hydrothermal coordination, this 
study develops an algorithm for environmentally constrained generation resource 
allocation that minimizes both fuel costs and ecological impact, including water 
consumption. Then this study (1) proposes, as a test bed, a power system model of the 
state of Georgia in 2010, (2) models the load consumption and the water inflow of the 
test bed, (3) synthesizes third-order power output functions for costs, emissions, and 
water consumption from actual heat-rate data, and (4) estimates the power output of 
geographically dispersed PV systems and hydroelectric resources of the test bed in hourly 
and minute intervals. Finally, it performs simulations for the generation resource 
allocation of the test bed in minute and hourly intervals. 
 Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions, the accomplishments, the 





CHAPTER 2  
ALGORITHM FOR THE THREE-PHASE POWER-FLOW 
ANALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
2.1 Overview 
 An excellent example of a DG (distributed generation) system may be PV 
(photovoltaic) systems, which are most effectively dispersed as a large number of 
relatively small systems. For example, they may be installed on the roof of individual 
houses, integrated within a building itself, or installed in any location in which electricity 
is required. As DG systems with various capacities, specifically PV systems in this study, 
have been deployed in the urban distribution network, they may change the behavior of 
the distribution network. Therefore, accurate and efficient system analysis algorithms 
capable of analyzing the impact of various DG systems on various types of microgrids 
and distribution networks are required. However, formulating such algorithms may be 
difficult because of the inherent uncertainty of the input, the location, and the capacity of 
the DG system, not known in the planning stage of the power system. Many uncertainties 
can be modeled by optimized stochastic methods, very computer-intensive processes that 
require tens of thousands of sub-hourly power-flow calculations for each annual 
stochastic simulation. Thus, this study initially introduces an algorithm that can analyze 
the three-phase power flow of urban radial and meshed networks enhanced by DG 
systems. The next chapter of this study will discuss how this algorithm analyzes the 
impact of DG systems stochastically dispersed on urban distribution networks. 
2.2 Introduction 
The related prior work for power-flow analysis is not appropriate for analyzing 
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the impact of the uncertainties of the DG system because they cannot directly analyze the 
impact of DG systems on radial or meshed urban distribution networks enhanced by 
various DG systems with the inherent uncertainty of their inputs, locations, and capacities 
[16-20]. Thus, the objective of this study is to develop an algorithm that can calculate the 
three-phase power flow of urban radial and meshed networks enhanced by various DG 
systems. It implements the backward and forward sweep method and iterative 
compensation methods for meshed networks in MATLAB, models power system 
components, including distribution systems, transformers, and PV systems, and calculates 
the three-phase power flow of urban radial and meshed networks enhanced by DG 
systems, particularly the PV system in this study. In addition, since various DG systems, 
including PV, are being deployed in urban distribution networks, this study integrates the 
simulation program for the PV system into the power-flow algorithm. Furthermore, 
present regulations require that the DG system maintain its terminal voltage within a 
specified range, typically 0.95 to 1.05 PU of the rated voltage level [14]. Therefore, to 
stay within this range, the DG bus should be modeled as a P-V bus if the DG system 
produces active and reactive power for its terminal voltage (which means the Volt/VAr 
control) [17, 18, 21]. Therefore, the proposed algorithm will be able to model the DG bus 
of the high-penetration capacity as either a P-Q or P-V bus. 
2.3 Algorithm for Solving Three-Phase Power Flow 
2.3.1 Backward and Forward Sweep Method 
The backward and forward sweep method, which solves the three-phase power 
flow of a radial distribution network, implements KCL, KVL, and the iterative method 



















.   (1) 
Then, the backward sweep sums the current flow at each bus in the backward direction as 
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follows: 





   ,   (2) 
where M = all other buses connected to the ith bus, excluding the jth bus. 
The forward sweep calculates voltage drops. The source voltage is the nominal 
voltage, and all bus voltages are calculated from the source bus using current obtained in 
the previous backward sweep routine:   
( ) ( ) ( ) k k kj i ij jV V Z I  .   (3) 
The calculation of mismatched power examines convergence. These three steps 
iterate until they achieve convergence, as follows:   
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Figure 6.  Current flowing at the jth bus. 
2.3.2 Analysis of the Meshed Network 
DG connected to the radial network may convert a radial network into a meshed 
network. The power flow of the meshed network can be solved by the method of iterative 
breakpoint compensation, which injects nodal currents [17-20]. The meshed network in 
Figure 7 is expressed as a Thevenin-equivalent circuit by viewing such a network from 
the breakpoint.   
Bus i Bus i+1
Breakpoint i
Bus iA  Bus iB
Bus i Bus i+1
=
,bk iI
,bk iI ,bk iI
 
Figure 7.  Breakpoint that injects nodal currents. 
Thus, the voltage of the breakpoint is the Thevenin-equivalent impedance multiplied by 
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the current of the breakpoint, as follows:  
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where n = the number of breakpoints. 
To determine the breakpoint impedance, this study removes all load and sources 
from the network and injects nodal currents in two directions as shown in Figure 7. For 
example, to determine the jth column of the breakpoint impedance matrix, this study 
injects the breakpoint current in the backward direction of the following:  
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in the forward direction of the following:   
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After the forward sweep calculating voltage drops, this study calculates the jth column of 










 ,  (8) 
where i=1,...,n. 
After determining all the breakpoint impedance, the backward sweep calculates 
an incremental change in the current flowing at the breakpoint by 
( ) 1 ( 1)
, ,
k k
bk i T bk iI Z V
   .  (9) 
Then, the backward sweep bi-directionally updates the current of each meshed bus by the 
incremental change in the current flowing at the breakpoint.  
( ) ( 1) ( )
,
k k k
i i bk iI I I
  ,  (10)  
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The forward sweep calculates voltage drops. All of the above algorithms iterate these 
steps until they achieve convergence. 
2.3.3 Modeling of P-Q and P-V Buses of the DG System 
Since current regulations of DG require that the terminal voltage of the DG 
system be maintained within a specified range, typically 0.95 to 1.05 PU of the rated 
voltage level [14], this study develops a power-flow algorithm that represents a DG bus 
of high-penetration capacity as a P-Q or P-V bus from [17, 18, 21]. Methods of modeling 
a DG bus are as follows:   
(1) A DG system on a P-Q bus reduces only active power as a negative constant 
power source. 
(2) A DG system on a P-V bus provides active and reactive power so that it can 
maintain terminal voltage within a specified range. 
A DG bus was modeled in [17, 18, 21] as a P-V bus that provided reactive power 
or reactive current that maintained the terminal voltage of the DG system. The 
incremental terminal voltage of the positive sequence was incremental reactive current 
multiplied by the impedance of the positive sequence:   
   
, , , ,
k k
pos j pos q j pos jV I Z   ,  (12) 
where j = 1,2,3,…,N and N = the number of DG buses. 
Equation (12) suggests that the terminal voltage of the DG system can be maintained 
within a specified value by an incremental change in the reactive current if the impedance 
of the positive sequence, referred to as the P-V bus sensitivity impedance, is known.  
To describe how to determine the sensitivity impedance, this study evaluates the 
simple radial network with three buses and two DG systems in Figure 8. The diagonal 
entry of the positive-sequence sensitivity impedance of the P-V bus is the sum of the 
positive-sequence impedance from the P-V bus to the root bus (bus i) after the removal of 
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all loads and sources from the network. The off-diagonal entry is the sum of the positive-
sequence impedance from a bus that two P-V buses share to the root bus (bus i) after the 
removal of all loads and sources from the network. The sensitivity impedance matrix for 
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Figure 8.  A simple radial network with three buses and two distributed generators. 
After determining the sensitivity impedance, to maintain the terminal voltage 
within a specified range, this study iterates in the following steps:   
Step 1. Calculate the positive-sequence voltage of the DG bus. That is, difference 
between the target and positive-sequence voltage of the DG bus is calculated by 
( )   ( )
, , , ,
k k
pos j pos j target pos jV V V   .  (14) 
Step 2. Calculate the reactive current to be injected. If the positive-sequence voltage of 
the DG system is not equal to the target voltage, then reactive power is injected, 
determined by 
         ,, , , , 90 a jk k k kqa j pos q j pos j VI I sign V        , (15) 
         ,, , ,, 90 b jk k k kpos q j pos jqb j VI I sign V        ,  (16) 
         ,, , , , 90 c jk k k kqc j pos q j pos j VI I sign V        .  (17) 
The positive mismatch from (14) indicates the leading phase angle of the 
incremental reactive current of the positive sequence,   , ,
k
pos q jI , in (12), which 
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suggests that the DG system provides reactive power as a capacitive load. The 
negative mismatch from (14) indicates the lagging phase angle of the incremental 
reactive current of the positive sequence in (12), which suggests that the DG 
system consumes reactive power as an inductive load.  
Step 3. Check the voltage mismatch. The reactive power that can be injected depends on 
the rating of the inverter used in the DG system. If the reactive power to be 
injected is greater than the feasible operating range of the reactive power of the 
inverter, the reactive power is set to the maximum limit, or reactive and active 
power is fixed at a predefined power factor that indicates that the DG bus is 
treated as a P-Q bus. These three steps iterate until they achieve convergence. 
2.4 Modeling of Power System Components 
2.4.1 Modeling of the Load 
The load of the power system can be classified into three types:  constant power 
load, referred to as “constant PQ”; constant impedance load, referred to as “constant Z”; 
and constant current load, referred to as “constant I.” The backward sweep of the 
proposed algorithm for three-phase power-flow analysis calculates the current flowing 
through a load as follows:   
*
,
 , ( )
scheduled j









































   
         
. (20) 
For example, the capacitor banks are modeled as a constant impedance load [22]. 
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2.4.2 Modeling of the Transformer  
Figure 9 shows the transformer connected by the grounded wye-grounded wye 
configuration. The backward sweep sums up the current in each bus and the forward 
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Figure 9.  Transformer connected by the grounded wye-grounded wye configuration. 
In the case of the ungrounded wye connection, line-to-ground voltage such as agV  
and AGV  in (22) indicates line-to-neutral voltage such as anV  and ANV . Table 1 
summarizes the turns ratio, AF and BF, used in the forward sweep, and CB, used in the 
backward sweep for all the connections of the three-phase transformer. The other detailed 
connections of the other transformers are presented in Appendix A. 
2.4.3 Modeling of the Voltage Regulator  
In Figure 10, this study models the voltage regulator, which automatically 
maintains a constant voltage level, by the autotransformer with multiple taps, typically 32 
taps. The current standard classifies the voltage regulator into types A and B [22, 25], in 
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which one tap indicates an increase or a decrease in the voltage by 0.00625 per unit (PU). 
Thus, the forward sweep of the algorithm for power-flow analysis calculates a voltage 
decrease or increase by 
 2
1
1 1 0.00625 H L L
N
V V Tap V
N
 
    
 
.  (23) 
The backward sweep of the algorithm calculates the current by 
 2
1
1 1 0.00625 L H H
N
I I Tap I
N
 
    
 
.  (24) 
Table 1.  The connection of the three-phase transformer [22] 
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Figure 10.  Type A step-voltage regulator. 
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2.4.4 Modeling of the Renewable PV System 
The University Center of Excellence for Photovoltaics at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology developed a complete simulator for the PV system utilizing the most 
rigorous models available today and provided a more accurate way of modeling PV 
systems with multiple sub-arrays that can be oriented and tilted differently or located in 
different planes [24]. In a simplified PV system, Figure 11 shows a PV array, which 
receives insolation from the sun and transforms it into DC power fed through an inverter 
that converts DC power into AC power and provides to the local load and the grid. To 
determine the impact of PV systems dispersed throughout the urban distribution network 
in the next chapter, this study models the PV system as a generator and integrates the 
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Figure 11.  A simplified PV system. 
2.5 Implementation of the Power-Flow Algorithm 
This study implements the algorithm for solving three-phase power flow, which is 
based on the backward and forward sweep method, the iterative compensation method for 
the meshed network, and the representation method of the DG bus as a P-Q or P-V bus. 
The algorithm uses MATLAB to model common power system components such as the 
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load (i.e., the constant power, constant current, and constant impedance loads), the 
transformer, the voltage regulator, and the shunt capacitor bank. Figure 12 shows the 
procedure of the proposed algorithm, which implements the backward and forward sweep 
method, analyzes the meshed network, and represents the DG bus as either a P-Q or P-V 
bus. For example, when DG systems are present on the distribution network, the 
proposed algorithm treats the DG system as either a P-Q bus if the DG system is not able 
to control its terminal voltage or a P-V bus if the DG system is able to control its terminal 
voltage. 
Are there enough data 
for the radial feeder?
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DG on the PQ bus?
Treat it as negative load.
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Figure 12.  Flowchart of the proposed algorithm for three-phase power-flow analysis. 
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2.6 Verification of the Power-Flow Algorithm 
2.6.1 Urban Distribution Networks 
The IEEE PES Distribution System Analysis Subcommittee developed test 
feeders for the distribution system that consists of well-defined and extremely complex 
networks such as 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, 123-, and 8,500-bus test feeders for research study 
purposes [23, 41]. For example, the feeder in Figure 13, characterized by a very complex 
configuration and several switches for alternative paths, is appropriate for testing the 
problem of a voltage drop through very long lines, voltage regulators, and shunt capacitor 
banks. This study verifies the proposed power-flow algorithm using 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, and 
123-bus test feeders. Three-phase total active power (P) in kW, reactive power (Q) in 
kVar, current (I), loss, and voltage (V) from the proposed power-flow algorithm in Table 
2 are the same as those in [41]. The detailed comparisons of solutions presented from 
[41] and those from the proposed algorithm for each test feeder are presented in 












































































































Figure 13.  The IEEE 123-bus test feeder. 
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Total Active (P) and 
Reactive Power (Q) 
Total Current (I) at 
Slack Bus 
Total Active Power 
Loss  
Voltages (V) of All Buses 
% Error of P and Q to 
IEEE Solution  
% Error of Magnitude 
and Angle to IEEE 
Solution  
% Error of Loss to 
IEEE Solution  
Average of % Error of 









B 0.01%, 0.03% 0.0134% 
C -0.02%, -0.02% 0.0085% 
13 
A 0.00%, 0.03% 0.01%, 0.04% -0.08% 0.003% 
B -0.00%, 0.01% 0.00%, 0.00% 0.19% 0.002% 
C 0.00%, 0.03% 0.01%, -0.00% 0.09% 0.003% 
34 
A -0.02%, 0.55% 0.01%, 0.50% -0.16% 0.003% 
B -0.00%, 0.90% 0.02%, 0.05% -0.04% 0.003% 
C -0.02%, 2.03% -0.02%, -0.04% -0.11% 0.003% 
37 
A 0.01%, 0.00% 0.00%, -0.02% -0.01% 0.004% 
B -0.00%, 0.01% 0.00%, -0.00% -0.02% 0.002% 
C -0.00%, -0.01% -0.00%, 0.00% -0.01% 0.003% 
123 
A 0.00%, 0.14% 0.02%, 0.15% 0.22% 0.009% 
B -0.01%, 0.09% 0.00%, 0.01% -0.69% 0.006% 
C -0.00%, 0.13% 0.01%, -0.02% -0.11% 0.003% 
2.6.2 Power-Flow Analysis of a Meshed Network  
This study modifies the IEEE 123-bus test feeder in Figure 13 by adding five 
breakpoints that convert the feeder into the meshed network. To validate the proposed 
algorithm, this study examined the voltage and the current between the breakpoint while 
decreasing the line impedance between the ith and jth buses, shown in Table 3. For 
example, when the line impedance of phase A between buses 300 and 151 is infinite, 
which can be viewed as an open circuit, the voltage and the current between the two 
buses are 114.389   145.0044° V and 0 A, respectively. If the line impedance between 
the two buses decreases to zero, which corresponds to a short circuit or a meshed network, 
the voltage and the current of phase A between the two buses are 0 V and 137.86 -
93.93° A, respectively. In fact, to calculate the power flow at breakpoints, the proposed 
algorithm changes the open-circuit breakpoints to a short circuit by the iterative 
compensation method. Table 4 shows the current, the voltage, and the Thevenin-
equivalent impedance of the breakpoint. After sixteen iterations, the power-flow 
algorithm converged. The voltage and the current of all meshed phases are zero and non-
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zero, which indicates successful results. To examine how the iterative compensation 
method for the meshed network determines the voltage and the current of the breakpoint, 
this study plots their values during iterative compensation. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show 
that the initial zero current and the initial non-zero voltage of the breakpoint, 
respectively, reach the final solution during iterative compensation.  
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A 0 137.86(-93.93°) 0.6352+1.4698i 
B 0 67.42(116.83°) 0.6293+1.4504i 




A 13.99(00.29°) 0 0 
B 19.89(00.32°) 0 0 




A 0 57.61(12.60°) 0.4701+0.6022i 
B 81.07(-00.66°) 0 0 




A 0 33.70(-46.12°) 0.8010+0.9365i 
B 10.12(00.17°) 0 0 




A 0 159.00(-87.85°) 0.3768+0.7847i 
B 92.48(02.13°) 0 0 








Figure 15.  Convergence of the breakpoint voltage of phase A at 300-151 buses during iterative 
compensation. 
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2.6.3 Integration of the Simulation Program for the PV System into the Three-Phase 
Power-Flow Algorithm 
For three-phase power-flow analysis, this study models the PV system as a 
generator and integrates a simulation program developed by the University Center of 
Excellence for Photovoltaics at the Georgia Institute of Technology. This study compares 
the generation of the PV system integrated into the proposed power-flow algorithm to 
that of the system advisor model (SAM) developed by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory [81]. Figure 16 shows the generation of the 315 kW PV system, installed in 
the Atlanta area, oriented at a 90° azimuth angle, which indicates that the PV system 
faces east, and a 15° tilt angle. Both the proposed algorithm and the SAM are based on 
version 2 of typical meteorological year (TMY) weather data, a national weather database 
collected from 229 locations in the United States between 1961 and 1990.  
 
Figure 16.  Comparison of the proposed power-flow algorithm and the system advisor model.  
Illustrating the proposed power-flow algorithm that models the PV system as a 
generator, Figure 17 shows the impact of PV on feeder load demand, or how the load 
decreases as a result of PV generation. This study treated the 362 kW PV system (which 
corresponds to the 10 % PV system in Figure 17) installed in the Atlanta area and 
oriented at a 180° azimuth angle (facing south) and a 30° tilt angle as a negative load. In 
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other words, this study modeled a PV bus as a P-Q bus, presented in Section 2.3.3. 
 
Figure 17.  The effect of PV generation on peak demand on a typical day  
2.6.4 Representation of the DG Bus as a P-Q or P-V Bus 
This study adds three distributed generators to the IEEE 37-bus test feeder, 
supplied by the three-phase transformer of 2,500 kVA, shown in Figure 18, and proposes 




































Figure 18.  The IEEE 37-bus test feeder enhanced by three distributed generators. 
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Table 5 represents three small-capacity generators of 50, 100, and 100 kVA added to the 
feeder and a DG bus operating as a P-V bus. Since the reactive power of the three 
generators required for target voltage violates their capacity limits, the proposed 
algorithm changes the DG bus into a P-Q bus after setting its reactive power to its limit. 
Then the capacity of distributed generator 1 on bus 742 increases from 50 to 500 kVA. 
As a result of the increased capacity, distributed generator 1 maintains its terminal 
voltage within the target voltage, but the others fail. Finally, the three high-capacity 
generators, which increase to 500, 900, and 900 kVA, inject sufficient reactive power, so 
they maintain their target voltages. The convergence criterion does not exceed 0.00001. 







Positive-Sequence Voltage (Line-to-Neutral) 
Target Regulated 
kVA P-V, P-Q PU PU 
Reference 
742 0 - 1.01298 
731 0 - 1.00253 
734 0 - 0.99663 
1 
742 50 P-V→P-Q 1.01000 1.01466 
731 100 P-V→P-Q 1.00000 1.00567 
734 100 P-V→P-Q 1.00000 1.00002 
2 
742 500 P-V 1.01000 1.01001 
731 100 P-V→P-Q 1.00000 1.00252 
734 100 P-V→P-Q 1.00000 0.99687 
3 
742 500 P-V 1.01000 1.01001 
731 900 P-V 1.00000 1.00001 




The main objective of this study has been to develop an algorithm that analyzes 
the three-phase power flow of urban radial and meshed networks enhanced by DG 
(distribution generation) systems, particularly the PV system examined in this study. This 
study (1) has developed an accurate and fast algorithm for three-phase power-flow 
analysis based on the backward and forward sweep method in MATLAB, a method of 
iterative compensation for the meshed network, and a method of representing the DG bus 
as a P-Q or P-V bus; (2) has modeled common power system components such as the 
load (constant power, constant current, and constant impedance loads), the transformer, 
the voltage regulator, and the shunt capacitor bank; and (3) has verified the algorithm 
using IEEE 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, and 123-bus test feeders, which are well-defined and 
extremely complex distribution networks. The proposed algorithm for three-phase power-
flow analysis has exhibited the following three characteristics:   
(1) Accurate power-flow analysis of urban radial and meshed distribution networks 
(2) Successful representation of the DG bus as either a P-Q or P-V bus  
(3) Successful integration of the PV simulation program into the power-flow 
algorithm 
 The results of the power-flow analysis of radial and meshed networks enhanced 
by DG systems suggested that the proposed algorithm could be extended for analyzing 
the impact of the DG system, which contains uncertainties of its inputs, locations, and 
capacities, none of which is known in the planning stage of a power system, on an urban 
distribution network. Thus, in the next chapter, this study will analyze the impact of DG 
systems, particularly PV systems, stochastically dispersed on an urban distribution 




CHAPTER 3  
STOCHASTIC METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF 
STOCHASTICALLY DISTRIBUTED RENEWABLE GENERATION 
ON URBAN DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
 
3.1 Overview 
The objective of this study is to propose tools and algorithms useful for designing, 
analyzing, and operating urban distribution networks enhanced by stochastic renewable 
DG (distributed generation) systems, particularly PV (photovoltaic) systems, and to 
address some of the issues in the analysis of their impact on such networks. Nowadays, 
small-scale and decentralized DG systems, capacities of which vary in the range of 
several kW to hundreds of MW, have been dispersed into urban distribution networks. 
Because of the distributional characteristics of DG systems throughout such a network, 
the conventional algorithm for power-flow analysis, including Newton-Raphson and fast 
decoupled power-flow algorithms, is not capable of determining their impact on the 
urban distribution network, including their optimal position and capacity, without a 
stochastic process simulation such as a Monte Carlo method. Therefore, this study 
develops a stochastic algorithm combined with the fine-tuned three-phase power-flow 
algorithm developed in the previous chapter. In addition, since the stochastic methods 
rely on repeated random sampling, they cause a serious computational burden on rare 
events. Thus, to reduce the number of the computational burden, this study accelerates 
this combined algorithm with methods of variance reduction, including importance 
sampling, and the sampling of representative clusters and extreme points.  
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3.2 Introduction 
Algorithms for analyzing the effect of the DG system can be classified as both 
non-stochastic (which typically uses the deterministic method) and stochastic methods 
[21, 26-33]. However, these both non-stochastic and stochastic studies did not examine 
the effect of the DG system from the standpoint of long-term, typically annual, operation. 
In addition, these studies did not examine the inherent high-dimensional uncertainty of 
the input, the location, and the capacity of the DG system, not known in the planning 
stage of the power system. The high-dimensionality of uncertainty requires a very large 
number of simulations, possible only with a fast-performing optimized algorithm. For 
this purpose, this study develops a stochastic simulation algorithm combined with the 
power-flow algorithm (developed in the previous chapter) and accelerated by not only 
importance sampling but also the sampling of representative clusters and extreme points. 
This study also uses the IEEE 123-bus test feeder as the urban distribution network and 
load profiles for residential customers, obtained from an actual utility in kW in hourly 
intervals in 2007. In addition, it assumes that residential PV systems as an example of a 
DG system are installed across the Atlanta area, an urban distribution area. Thus, it uses 
an energy mix of the state of Georgia. Lastly, it performs annual stochastic simulations in 
hourly intervals, quantifies the effects of the method of variance reduction, including 
importance sampling, and analyzes the impact of stochastically dispersed residential PV 
systems on the urban distribution network from the perspective of energy, particularly 
regarding peak power, electricity generation costs, and emissions. 
3.3 Problem Statement  
To analyze the effects of a DG system, particularly the PV system, on urban 
distribution networks, this study proposes a stochastic simulation algorithm that models 
the following uncertainties:   
(1) Location. Residential small-capacity PV systems can be dispersed anywhere across 
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the distribution network. 
(2) Generation. Since the generation of the PV system depends on a probabilistic 
quantity, its generation is not known in the planning stage.  
(3) Capacity and field orientation. The capacity and the field orientation of individual 
PV systems may differ. 
To model inherent uncertainties of the location, the capacity, and the field 
orientation of the PV system, the following two scenarios are examined:   
(1) The scenario of a single PV system. This study selects twenty uniformly scattered 
buses on which a single PV system with a capacity scaled from ten to forty 
percent of total peak demand is installed across the distribution network, depicted 
in Figure 19. Then, the study repeats twenty annual stochastic simulations while 
the capacity of the PV system is fixed to ten percent of total peak demand. In each 
simulation, the study treats a single PV system as a negative load and then 
calculates the hourly power flow of the urban distribution network with 
residential load profile data (obtained from an actual utility in kW in hourly 
intervals in 2007). After the selection of the best performing bus from the twenty 
uniformly scattered buses, six of the annual stochastic simulations are repeated 
while the capacity of the PV system on the best performing bus increases from 
fifteen to forty percent of peak demand in five percent intervals.  
(2) The scenario of stochastically dispersed residential PV systems with various 
capacities. This study determines the annual effect of not only savings in energy 
and emissions but also changes in generation costs resulting from residential PV 
systems stochastically dispersed throughout the urban distribution network that 
produce a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand. For this purpose, this 
study models the uncertainties of the location, the capacity, and the field 











































































































Figure 19.  Twenty buses on which a single PV system is installed across the IEEE 123-bus test feeder. 
3.4 Uncertainty Design for the Stochastic Simulation 
3.4.1 Objective Function 
In the scenario of dispersed residential PV systems, to determine the annual effect 
of the energy savings, the emissions savings, and the generation cost changes of 
residential PV systems with a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand dispersed 
throughout the urban distribution network, this study proposes the following objective 
function: 
[ , , , ]E P E M and C  ,  (25) 
 [ ]Minimize Var  ,   (26) 
where P = the annual power generation of dispersed residential PV systems in 
kWh/year/household; and E, M, and C = the annual energy savings in kWh/year/ 
household, emissions savings in kg/year/household or gallons/year/household, and the 
generation cost changes in $/year/household of PV systems with a capacity of ten percent 
of peak demand stochastically dispersed throughout the urban distribution network, 
respectively. 
3.4.2 Uncertainty in PV Systems 
To find the expectation value of the annual energy production of residential PV 
systems and their energy savings in urban distribution networks, this study defines 
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uncertainty in their input and output such as the capacity, the azimuth angle, the tilt angle, 
and the module material of the PV system. First, the capacity of the PV system for 
residential customers is affected by incentives, rebates, government subsidies, rooftop 
sizes, and daily, monthly, or annual load consumption patterns. As a result of these 
various factors, PV system capacity is not unique for individual residential customers. 
Therefore, this study surveyed the actual distribution of the capacity of residential PV 
systems, that is, the distribution of PV system capacities collected from 114,066 
residential customers in California in 2014 [40] (because of unavailable data for Georgia), 
illustrated in Figure 20.   
 
Figure 20.  The distribution of residential PV system capacities in California. 
Although the distribution of PV capacities illustrated in Figure 20 does not 
perfectly fit a truncated standard normal distribution (the root-mean-square deviation of 
which is 0.01341) or a Weibull distribution (the root-mean-square deviation of which is 
0.01101), it reveals some characteristics of a normal distribution (such as more samples 
around a mean, a wide dispersion of probabilities, and increasing and decreasing patterns 
of probabilities along the system capacity in kW). Since the optimal distribution of 
importance sampling for a normal distribution can be found more easily than that for a 
Weibull distribution (which will be discussed in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2), this study 
assumes that the PV system capacity follows a truncated normal distribution. In addition, 
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since the distribution of the azimuth angle of individual residential roofs in the urban 
distribution network is unknown, this study proposes uniformly distributed azimuth 
angles. However, since a south-facing PV system, which indicates an azimuth angle of 
180°, is generally recommended for maximum energy production, this study uses a 
truncated normal distribution with a mean of 180° and a standard deviation determined 
by the range rule. Third, tilt angles of individual residential roofs can be either uniformly 
distributed or defined as typical pitch angles for residential roofs, which will be presented 
in Section 3.5.4. Lastly, PV module shipments for the residential sector in Georgia in 
2010 are a 99.15% crystalline silicon (c-Si) type and a 0.85 % thin film type such as 
cadmium telluride (CdTe), amorphous silicon (a-Si), and copper indium gallium selenide 
(CIS) [37]. To sum up, to model the inherent uncertainties of the capacity and the field 
orientation of stochastically dispersed residential PV systems, this study proposes the 
following uncertainties: 
Table 6.  The uncertainty of stochastically dispersed residential PV systems 





(inverter) in kW [40] 
1 kW~20 kW in 1 kW intervals 20 
1. Truncated Normal = N(μ=5kW, 
approximate σ) 
2. Uniform = U(1kW, 20kW) 
Azimuth angle in ° 
[38] 
135°~ 225° in 0.1° intervals 901 
1. Truncated Normal = N(μ=180°, 
σ=range/4) 
2. Uniform = U(135°,225°) 
Tilt angle in °  
[38, 39] 
Typical roof pitch angles 10 
1. Typical roof pitch angles with equal 
probabilities 
PV module material 
[37] 
99.15% c-Si type and 0.85% thin-
film type (CdTe, a-Si, and CIS) 
4 
1. 99.15% c-Si type and 0.85% thin-
film type 
3.4.3 Stochastic Monte Carlo Simulation 
In the scenario of stochastically dispersed residential PV systems, to remove their 
uncertainties and to determine their annual energy savings, this study performs a (naive) 
stochastic Monte Carlo simulation in the following steps: 
Step 1. Initialization. It calculates the total number of households of the test feeder in 
Figure 19, selects representative commercial PV modules made of c-Si, CdTe, a-
Si, and CIS (presented in Appendix E), and selects representative commercial 
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inverters with a capacity of 1 kW to 20 kW (also presented in Appendix E). 
Step 2. Random number generation for each random variable. It generates uniformly and 
normally distributed random numbers for random variables such as the system 
capacity, the azimuth angle, the tilt angle, and the PV module. Each generated 
random number corresponds to a value of a random variable provided in Table 6. 
Step 3. Selection of households. It assumes that PV systems with randomly generated 
modules and inverters are installed on the roof of individual houses throughout 
the urban distribution network. Then it randomly selects N households with their 
own PV systems that produce a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand and 
estimates the annual generation of the PV systems installed in the Atlanta area in 
hourly intervals during one year.  
Step 4. Calculation of annual power flow. It calculates the annual power flow of the test 
feeder enhanced by N stochastically dispersed residential PV systems in hourly 
intervals, using the power-flow algorithm developed in Chapter 2. 
Step 5. Termination and normalization. It repeats steps 3 and 4 for to complete the 
simulation period (which will be determined in the next section) and determines 
the annual effects of both reductions in energy consumption and emissions and 
changes in the costs of electricity generation of N residential PV systems 
stochastically dispersed throughout the urban distribution network. 
3.4.4 Stochastic Simulation Period 
If N stochastically dispersed residential PV systems selected in steps 3 and 4 in 
the previous section operate during one year, the enumeration of possible combinations 
for the selection of N PV systems with the uncertainties presented in Table 6 requires 
20×901×10×4 years = 720,800 years. By the central limit theorem, which states that the 
sum of a sufficiently large number of independent and identical random variables can be 
approximated by a normal distribution, this study assumes that annual PV output in 
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kWh/year/household complies with the normal or Gaussian distribution defined in (27) as 
the total simulation period increases. After a preliminary simulation of 1,000 years, this 
study plotted the distribution of annual PV output, shown in Figure 21, with a mean of 
589.92 kWh/year/household and a variance of 78.12 kWh/year/household, which 
complies with the following Gaussian distribution: 







 ,   (27) 
where a = 0.1313, b = 588.6, and c = 12.22.  
This study also examined sample means and variances of annual PV output in 
kWh/year/household while increasing the sample size in year, depicted in Table 7. Since 
the sample variances of annual PV output in kWh/year/household converge as the sample 
size increases, this study performs a stochastic simulation of 1,000 years in hourly 
intervals in the scenario of N residential PV systems stochastically dispersed on an urban 
distribution network. The determination of a necessary simulation period of years to meet 
sufficient accuracy in a mean of annual PV output (which is calculated by averaging the 
power output of residential PV systems stochastically installed on N households that 
produce a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand in hourly intervals annually) is 
outside the scope of this study. 
 
Figure 21.  The distribution of annual PV output in kWh/year/household during 1,000 year. 
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Table 7.  The sample variance of annual PV output in kWh/year/household 
Sample Size Sample Mean Sample Variance 
Year kWh/year/household kWh/year/household 
10 592.25 139.34 
20 591.21 102.94 
50 590.56 97.01 
100 590.19 86.44 
200 589.73 77.42 
500 589.77 77.46 
1,000 589.92 78.12 
3.5 Stochastic Methods for the Analysis of the Impact of DG 
A naive Monte Carlo simulation, a stochastic simulation method of accounting for 
uncertainty, estimates the expected value of a random variable such as (1) annual 
reductions in energy consumption and emissions and (2) changes in the cost of electricity 
generation resulting from PV systems stochastically dispersed on an urban distribution 
network. To reduce variance in the expected value, in other words, to obtain the more 
accurate expected value, this study accelerates the stochastic simulation with the methods 
of variance reduction, including importance sampling for the system capacity and 
azimuth angle random variables and stratification sampling for the tilt angle random 
variable, both of which are typically the most effective. Figure 22 compares these two 



















Figure 22.  Comparison of the methods of variance reduction [35]. 
3.5.1 Importance Sampling 
A stochastic simulation such as the naive Monte Carlo simulation is typically 
based on repeated random sampling, which creates a serious computation burden on rare 
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events that can be reduced by the method of importance sampling, which conducts 
random sampling more extensively close to a more important event. This study applies 
importance sampling to random sampling for the system capacity and azimuth angle 
random variables defined in Section 3.4.2. In other words, it reduces variance by 
sampling more extensively near the important area (which is defined by importance 
sampling) when finding an expectation value of annual PV power production defined in 
Equation (25), which is a function of the capacities, the azimuth and tilt angles, and the 
modules of PV systems. To describe how importance sampling can find more accurately 
the expectation value, this study assumes that annual PV power production depends on 
only their capacities that follow a normal distribution. Then, this study examines the 
expected value of random variable x by 
[ ] ( )
X
E x xf x dx


   ,   (28) 
where x = the random variable that contains samples of the system capacity and  
( )Xf x  = the original probability density function of x. 
This study introduces the new probability density function, g(x), of importance sampling 
by 
( ) ( )
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   .  (29) 
If a shape that is similar but not equal to that of the original distribution, or fX(x), is 
selected for importance sampling, then xfX(x)/g(x) can be a constant and its variance zero 
[36]. The optimal distribution of the importance sampling is 
 
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.  (30) 
The efficiency of importance sampling depends on the appropriate choice of g(x). 
However, the constant in equation (30) cannot be calculated in practice because of the 
huge number of possible combinations or unknown original distributions. However, 
equation (30) suggests that the appropriate choice of g(x) with a shape that is similar but 
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not equal to that of fX(x) can reduce variance by sampling extensively near the area of 
large fX(x), which indicates an important event, and by sampling infrequently near the 
area of small fX(x), which indicates a non-important event. 
The distribution of the system capacity of residential PV systems (as shown in 
Figure 20 presented in Section 3.4.2) can be approximated by the following truncated 
normal distribution with mean   and standard deviation  :  










 .   (31) 
To apply importance sampling to random variable x of the system capacity, this study 
proposes a new distribution of importance sampling by the following near-normal 
distribution parameterized on  :   
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Optimal *  is 2/3 that satisfies the conditions of the following equation: 
   , ,
0







.   (35) 
Figure 23 compares optimal g(x) to fX(x). Similarly, this study applies importance 
sampling to the azimuth angle random variable. 
3.5.2 Example of Importance Sampling 
To illustrate the effect of importance sampling on the stochastic simulation from 
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the point of view of reducing variance (which indicates that the estimated expectation 
value more closely approaches a true expectation value), this study proposes an example 
of identifying the expectation value of the sum of two normally distributed random 
variables, X1=N(0,1) and X2=N(0,0.5), in Figure 24.  
 
Figure 23.  Optimal distribution of importance sampling. 
 
Figure 24.  Probability density functions of X1=N(0,1) and X2=N(0,0.5). 
The study defines a new random variable, Y=X1+X2, and estimates the expectation value 
and the variance of Y using both stochastic simulation and importance sampling. 
Stochastic simulation finds the expectation value in the following steps: 
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(1) It generates random samples for two normally distributed random variables, 1X   and 
2X  , in sample sizes of 100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000, shown in Figure 
25. 
(2) It estimates the expectation value and the variance of 1 2StochasticY X X   . 
By the definition of importance sampling presented in Section 3.5.1,  *,M x  , for the 
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where optimal *  is 2/3. 
 
Figure 25.  The probability density function of samples of 1X   with a sample size of 1,000,000. 
This study then examines the expectation value and the variance of ISY  using 
 *,M x   of importance sampling in the following steps: 
(1) It generates random samples for two normally distributed random variables, 1X   and 
2X  , in sample sizes of 100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000. 
(2) It applies  *,M x   for the samples of 1X   (presented in Figure 26) and 2X   and 
calculates the expectation value and the variance of 1 2ISY X X   . 
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Figure 26 indicates that importance sampling conducts random sampling more 
extensively near a more important area ranging from -0.60σ to -0.60σ for a normal 
distribution with a standard deviation of σ. Table 8 presents a comparison of the 
stochastic simulation to importance sampling. Importance sampling with * =2/3 reduces 
more variance than stochastic simulation as a sample size increases. For example, the 
variance (0.3328) of the stochastic simulation accelerated by importance sampling is less 
than that (1.2499) of stochastic simulation in the case of a sample size of 1,000,000. That 
is, the expectation value (-0.00006) estimated by importance sampling more closely 
approaches the true expectation value of Y, or zero, in this example. 
 
Figure 26.  The probability density function of samples of 1X   changed by importance sampling. 
Table 8.  Comparison of stochastic simulation to importance sampling 
Sample 
Size 
True Value Stochastic Monte Carlo Simulation Importance Sampling 
[ ]E Y  [ ]StochasticE Y  [ ]StochasticVar Y  [ ]ISE Y  [ ]ISVar Y  
100 
0 
0.02205 1.2436 0.01516 0.3349 
1,000 0.00514 1.2506 0.00207 0.3337 
10,000 0.00099 1.2508 0.00023 0.3332 
100,000 -0.00039 1.2502 -0.00015 0.3329 
1,000,000 -0.00016 1.2499 -0.00006 0.3328 
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3.5.3 System Capacity and Azimuth Angle Random Sampling Accelerated by 
Importance Sampling 
This study introduces the new near-normal probability density function, g(x), of 
importance sampling with optimal * =2/3 for the system capacity and azimuth angle 
random variables. To generate random numbers for the PV system capacity random 
variable in the stochastic simulation presented in Section 3.4.3, this study uses a truncated 
normal distribution with a mean of 5 kW and a standard deviation of 2.4 kW, both of 
which are determined by the non-linear least-squares method presented in Figure 20, and 
the probability density function of which is presented in Figure 27 (a). In addition, this 
study applies the near-normal distribution of importance sampling for the system capacity 
random variable. Figure 26 in previous Section 3.5.2 indicates that importance sampling 
conducts random sampling more extensively near a more important area ranging from -
0.60σ to -0.60σ for a normal distribution with a standard deviation of σ. Since this study 
approximates a standard deviation of 2.4 kW for the system capacity random variable, it 
selects more samples near 3 to 7 kW in the PV system capacity. The probability density 
function of the system capacity random variable applying for importance sampling is 
presented in Figure 27 (b). To compare the effect of importance sampling on variance 
reduction, this study also uses uniformly distributed system capacities, the probability 
density function of which is presented in Figure 27 (c). 
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(a) Truncated normal distribution of system capacities 
 
(b) Importance sampling of system capacities 
 
(c) Uniformly distributed system capacities 
Figure 27.  Importance sampling for the PV system capacity. 
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Since the distribution of the azimuth angle of individual residential roofs in the 
urban distribution network is unknown, this study initially conducts random sampling 
from uniformly distributed azimuth angles in the stochastic simulation presented in 
Section 3.4.3, the probability density function of which is presented in Figure 28 (a). 
However, a south-facing PV system, indicating one with an azimuth angle of 180°, is 
generally recommended [38]. In addition, we can either rotate a PV rack so that the PV 
module faces south [82] or install a south-facing panel in a yard, referred to as a “ground-
mounted” solar array [83]. Thus, this study performs a second stochastic simulation that 
conducts random sampling from normally distributed azimuth angles with a mean of 
180° and a standard deviation of 22.5°, or σ=90°/4, determined by the range rule, the 
probability density function of which is presented in Figure 28 (b). Lastly, this study 
applies the near-normal distribution of importance sampling for random variable of the 
azimuth angle, the probability density function of which is presented in Figure 28 (c). 
 
(a) Uniformly distributed azimuth angles 
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(b) Truncated normal distribution of azimuth angles 
 
(c) Importance sampling 
Figure 28.  Importance sampling for the azimuth angle. 
3.5.4 Stratification Sampling 
In stratification sampling, random variable X can be split into mutually exclusive 
strata by X   {S(i), i=1,2,..,m} and then sampled from each stratum. This study defines 
the stratum of the tilt angle of the PV system as the typical pitch angle for residential 
roofs depicted in Table 9 and conducts random sampling from the strata of the tilt angle, 
as shown in Figure 29 (b). 
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Table 9.  Typical pitch angles for residential roofs [39] 
Pitch Degree(°) Pitch Degree(°) Pitch Degree(°) Pitch Degree(°) 
3/12 14.04 6/12 26.57 9/12 36.87 12/12 45.00 
4/12 18.43 7/12 30.26 10/12 39.81 13/12 47.29 
5/12 22.62 8/12 33.69 11/12 43.51 14/12 49.40 
 
 
(a) Uniformly distributed tilt angles 
 
(b) Stratification sampling 
Figure 29.  Stratification sampling for the tilt angle. 
3.5.5 Method of Sampling Representative Clusters and Extreme Points 
Despite the acceleration of the stochastic method by importance sampling, 
repeated random sampling results in an extremely heavy computational burden. In fact, 
the number of possible combinations of uncertainties in Table 6 is 20× 901×10×4 years = 
720,800 years = 6.31×109 power-flow calculations in hourly intervals, which consumes a 
prohibitive amount of computational time (e.g., 382.03 hours for a stochastic simulation 
of 1,000 years in hourly intervals presented in Table 16). Therefore, [32] proposed an 
additional method of sampling representative clusters and extreme points and this study 
applies the method to the proposed stochastic simulation algorithm. In fact, the power 
flow of the urban distribution network is calculated for only representative clusters and 
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extreme points that correspond to typical hours during which PV systems operate (i.e., 
hours derived from 8,760 hours of one year in hourly intervals). Figure 30 shows all of 
the data points of total active power scattered from the results of the power-flow 
calculation of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder with residential customers, superimposed 
with representative clusters and extreme points, for the generation of dispersed PV 
systems with a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand, or 3.55 MW. Figure 31 
represents the duration curve of total active power approximated by 10, 50, and 100 
representative clusters. Figure 31 reveals that the combination of representative clusters 
and extreme points does not destroy the intrinsic data structure, but it significantly 
reduces the number of power-flow calculations from 8,760 to 10, 50, and 100 in hourly 
intervals during the year. The duration curve approximated by only representative 
clusters of ten clusters shows a relatively good match. This study uses the Quickhull 
algorithm to detect extreme points of 10 to 20 and the K-means clustering algorithm to 
partition all the data points, or 8,760, into 100, in MATLAB. 
 
Figure 30.  Original 8,760 boundary and cluster points of total active power scattered from the 
results of the power-flow calculation of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder with residential customers. 
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Figure 31.  Duration curves of total active power approximated by representative clusters. 
3.5.6 Variance Reduction Ratio 
The variance reduction ratio (VRR) is the ratio of the variance of the stochastic 
simulation (without accelerated by the method of variance reduction) to that of the 
stochastic simulation accelerated by the method of variance reduction as follows:   
2 2/Stochastic Variance reduced StochasticVRR    .  (37) 
The VRR estimates the effect of importance sampling on variance reduction. Efficiency 
is defined as  
-/Stochastic Variance reduced StochasticEfficiency VRR t t  , (38) 
where 
Stochastict  = the elapsed time of the stochastic simulation without variance reduction, 
-Variance reduced Stochastict  = the elapsed time of the stochastic simulation accelerated by the 
method of variance reduction. 
Efficiency estimates the effect of the methods of variance reduction and the sampling of 
representative clusters and extreme points on the improvement of performance such as a 
stochastic simulation time in hours. 
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3.6 Implementation of the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm 
This study implements the methods of variance reduction and the sampling of 
representative clusters and extreme points, both of which reduce the computational 
burden caused by the application of the stochastic method. Figure 32 shows the procedure 
of the developed algorithm.  
Is it the scenario of 
a single PV system?
No
Does it complete the entire
Period of the simulation?
Read the following input data:
 Power equipment: transformer, voltage 
regulator, and shunt capacitor
 Network configuration data: bus and line
 Load profile data during one year
 Generation cost, energy mix, fuel type
End
Start
Read the following simulation setting:
 Methods of variance reduction, including importance 
sampling and stratification sampling
 Uniform and normal distributions of random variables
 Initial seed of the  random variable such as the 
azimuth angle, the tilt angle, the PV module, and the 
inverter
 The number of households, clusters, extreme points
Initialize random variables by the preset distribution, 
generate the near-normal distribution for the importance 
sampling of the azimuth angle random variable, and 
define the stratum of the tilt angle random variable.
Select randomly N households with their own PV 
systems to produce 10% of total peak demand.
Update local loads by the generation of N-dispersed PV 
systems and calculate representative clusters and 
extreme points.
Solve the power-flow problem in hours corresponding 
to representative clusters and extreme points and save 
the results of the complex power, the current, and the 
voltage of the test feeder.
Read the following simulation setting:
 Location of 20 buses
 Initialization of data buffers
Yes
Estimate the generation of the PV 
system, which is oriented at 0° 
azimuth and 30° tilt angles, with the 
capacity from 10% to 40% of total 
peak demand.
Update local loads according to the 
generation of the PV system.
Solve the power-flow problem in a 
year in hourly intervals.
Save the results of the complex 
power, the current, and the voltage of 
the test feeder.
Does it complete the entire 





Figure 32.  Flowchart of the developed stochastic simulation algorithm. 
To perform the stochastic simulation of the scenarios of a single PV system and N 
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stochastically dispersed PV systems, the algorithm generates the uniform and truncated 
normal distributions of random variables such as the system capacity, the azimuth angle, 
and the tilt angle, produces the near-normal distribution of importance sampling with 
optimal *  for the system capacity and azimuth angle random variables, and defines the 
stratum of the tilt angle random variable of the PV system. To implement the stochastic 
algorithm, this study uses MATLAB, and to estimate the power output of N stochastically 
dispersed residential PV systems [72], it uses PV_LIB, which is based on TMY (typical 
meteorological year) version 3 weather data (1991 to 2005). 
3.7 Case Study 
3.7.1 Urban Distribution Network 
This study uses the IEEE 123-bus test feeder as the urban distribution network in 
Figure 19 [23, 41]. The total capacity of the local loads of the test feeder, which is 
originally supplied by a three-phase transformer of 5 MVA, is 3,490 kW and 1,920 kVar. 
If a household has a maximum capacity of 4 kW but consumes an average of forty 
percent (which is a typical load factor in developed nations) of that amount, the test 
feeder can supply from 873 to 2,182 households with electricity. Therefore, in the 
scenario of a single PV system, this study assumes that the test feeder supplies 1,000 
households with electricity. In the scenario of stochastically dispersed PV systems, this 
study selects N households that produce a capacity of ten percent of the total peak 
demand, which is used for the normalization of the simulation results. 
3.7.2 Load Profile 
The load profile is a graph of the total generation of electricity that varies 
continuously according to customer demand, which can be classified into residential, 
commercial, industrial, agricultural, and pumping demand, and large industrial customer 
demand. This study obtained load profile data from an actual utility in kW in hourly 
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intervals in 2007, which span one year [42]. Let the load profile data be a discrete 
function 
 , , ,     , 1,...| ,8760C I c i c iP p p is active power in kW i  ,  (39) 
 , ,,     , 1,...,8760|c i c iC IQ q q is reactive power in kVar i  ,  (40) 
where C   { c | c = residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural and pumping, and 
large industrial customers }. 
Because of the lack of available reactive power data, this study randomly 
generates reactive power consumption maintaining a power factor over 0.85. Total Pc,i 
and Qc,i of individual loads at time i are scaled by the nominal peak active and reactive 
demand of the test feeder. To account statistically for a variety of types of loads, all the 
individual loads of each customer type in the distribution network follow an identical 
pattern. As a result of the preliminary power-flow analysis of each customer type in 2007, 
the duration curves of the total active power of each customer type, shown in Figure 33, 
indicates that the active power of a number of large industrial customers distributes close 
to the peak throughout the year and then descends in the following order:  agricultural 
and pumping, industrial, commercial, and residential customers. Because of the losses of 
the distribution line and the transformer, the maximum total active and reactive power of 
the feeder throughout the year is 3,554.61 kW and 387.33 kVar. 
 
                   (a) Duration curve                                                               (b) Probability curve   
Figure 33.  Total active power of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder with each customer type in 2007. 
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3.7.3 Energy Mix  
The interaction between DG utilization (particularly the PV system in this study) 
and the continuously varying demand of customers will affect the total costs of energy 
production. For a utility, the benefits of using DG are less demand for energy production 
during peak levels and a reduction in transmission and distribution losses. To analyze the 
impact of the DG system on the total costs of energy production, this study assumes that 
PV systems are installed across the Atlanta area, an urban distribution area. Thus, this 
study uses the energy mix of the state of Georgia as the input data of the case study. 
Table 10 presents the detailed data of the energy mix of the state from December 2010 
[43, 84]. The data, supplied by the Georgia Power Company, pertain to the fuel type, the 
energy mix, and the electricity costs. Since the LCOE (levelized cost of electricity) of PV 
is continuously decreasing, as shown in Figure 4, this study uses the average levelized 
cost of electricity of PV entering new service in the United States in 2019 [85]. 
Table 10.  Energy mix of the state of Georgia [84, 85] 
Type Capacity in kW Fuel  Energy Mix Cost in $/MWh 
Base 0~746.468 Nuclear 21% 6.6 
Intermediate 746.468~3128.057 Coal 67% 45.3 
Peak 
3128.057~3554.61 Gas and Hydro Gas (10%) and Hydro (2%) 57.5 
10% of peak PV 10% 118.60 
3.8 Results of the Case Study  
3.8.1 Scenario of a Single PV System 
(1) Energy Savings of a PV System 
This study assumes that a single PV system is installed in an urban distribution 
area, across the Atlanta metropolitan area. The main objective of the PV system is to 
reduce the consumption of electricity generated by non-solar plants. From the perspective 
of daily operations, Figure 34 presents the impact of the PV system on energy savings on 
the 244th day, which indicates that the PV system effectively reduces peak demand. 
Figure 35 presents a comparison of monthly total demand to the monthly generation of 
the PV system with a forty percent capacity of peak demand on the urban distribution 
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network, oriented at an azimuth angle of 180° (facing south) and a tilt angle of 30°. The 
PV system reduces total demand by the amount of monthly generation of the PV system. 
 
Figure 34.  The effect of the PV system on residential customers on the 244th day in 2007. 
 
  
Figure 35.  Monthly total demand and the monthly generation of the PV system for residential 
customers.  
(2)  Generation Cost Changes 
The PV system, which reduces the amount of energy generated by non-solar 
plants from the perspective of daily and monthly operations, can also affect the costs of 
generating electricity. Table 11 shows savings in energy and changes in generation costs 
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of twenty buses on which a single PV system is installed for residential customers in 
hourly intervals in 2007. The cost of generating electricity of the PV system with a 
capacity of ten percent of total peak demand is 118.6 $/MWh, the predicted LCOE 
(levelized cost of electricity) of the United States for PV entering new service in 2019, 
which is still higher than the costs of the other generation types. Therefore, the PV 
system with a capacity of ten percent of total peak demand increases unit generation costs 
from 22.205 $/MWh to 25.680 $/MWh (the change rate of about +15.65 percent). Since 
the PV system operating on bus 79 saves the most energy, for simplicity, the results of 
other buses are omitted. 
Table 11.  Total energy, energy savings, and generation cost changes 
Capacity 




















0% - 10.0434 0 223.02 0 22.205 
10% 79 9.4295 613.85 254.86 +31.84 25.680 
15% 79 9.1725 870.87 275.12 +52.10 27.748 
20% 79 8.9151 1128.32 297.05 +74.03 29.989 
25% 79 8.6572 1386.17 319.98 +96.96 32.339 
30% 79 8.3990 1644.38 343.55 +120.54 34.759 
35% 79 8.1405 1902.88 367.73 +144.71 37.246 
40% 79 7.8818 2161.61 392.41 +169.40 39.791 
(3) Ecological Impact of the PV System 
The PV system, while saving energy, also reduces the release of pollutants and 
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere by using less fuel from fossil-fuel plants. To 
analyze the ecological impact of the PV system, this study calculates the emission 
coefficients of each fuel type by averaging the amount of emissions emitted by each fuel 
type consumed for generating electricity divided by the amount of electricity generated 
from each fuel type in the United States from 1989 to 2008 [86]. Table 12 shows that 
while nuclear generation does not emit greenhouse gases and toxic pollutants, mining 
uranium, the enrichment process, and transportation of the fuel emit carbon dioxide [87]. 
The coefficients of water consumption by each fuel type are determined by the amount of 
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water required for cooling, which only accounts for the amount of evaporation [88, 89].  
Table 12.  Emission coefficients of various fuel types 
Fuel 
Emissions Water 
CO2 in kg/kWh SO2 in kg/kWh NOX in kg/kWh Gallons/kWh 
Coal 0.98053 0.0060729 0.00275 0.670 
Gas 0.52532 0.0000029 0.00078 0.275 
Nuclear 0.066 0 0 0.620 
Hydroelectricity 0 0 0 18.000 
Table 13 shows the ecological impact of the PV system. The PV system with a ten 
percent capacity of peak demand reduces CO2 from 3.927 to 3.369 tons/year/household, 
SO2 from 21.667 to 18.241 kg/year/household, NOX from 9.802 to 8.250 
kg/year/household, and water consumption from 6.414 to 5.998 kgal/year/household.  









CO2 SO2 NOX kgal/ 
year/household % of Peak tons/year/household kg/year/household kg/year/household 
- - 10.0434 3.927 21.667 9.802 6.414 
10% 79 9.4295 3.369 18.241 8.250 5.998 
15% 79 9.1725 3.199 17.224 7.790 5.830 
20% 79 8.9151 3.062 16.426 7.429 5.663 
25% 79 8.6572 2.946 15.771 7.133 5.498 
30% 79 8.3990 2.844 15.207 6.878 5.333 
35% 79 8.1405 2.753 14.717 6.656 5.169 
40% 79 7.8818 2.673 14.294 6.465 5.005 
3.8.2 Scenario of N Stochastically Dispersed PV Systems 
(1) Energy Savings and Generation Cost Changes of N Stochastically Dispersed PV 
Systems 
To analyze energy savings and changes in generation costs of stochastically 
dispersed PV systems, this study performs three stochastic simulations of 1,000 years. 
The unknown random variables are the system capacity, the azimuth angle, the tilt angle, 
and the module material of the PV system. Table 14 shows an annual statistical summary 
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of energy savings and generation cost changes, which indicates that PV systems with a 
ten percent capacity of total peak demand dispersed throughout the Atlanta area reduce 
the consumption of energy from 10.043 MWh/year/household to 9.367-9.658 
MWh/year/household annually (change rates are from -3.8% to -6.7%). Since the costs of 
generating electricity of the PV system, 118.6 $/MWh, are still higher than those of the 
other generation types, the PV system increases the costs of generating electricity from 
22.205 $/MWh to 27.808-28.467 $/MWh. In the first stochastic simulation, all random 
variables such as the system capacity, the azimuth angle, the tilt angle, and the module 
material of the PV system are uniformly distributed. In the second stochastic simulation, 
the system capacity and azimuth angle random variables are normally distributed, and in 
the third, this study applies importance sampling to the system capacity and azimuth 
angle random variables. 
Table 14.  Annual statistical summary of the energy savings and the generation cost changes of 
dispersed PV systems 
Variance  
Reduction Method 
Energy from  
Non-solar Plants 
Energy Savings Generation Cost 
Unit Generation 
Cost 
MWh/year/household kWh/year/household $/year/household $/MWh 
Reference (No PV) 10.043 0 223.016 22.205 
Naive 
(Uniform) 
Min 9.367 436.020 263.842 28.166 
Avg 9.472 569.300 267.871 28.279 




Min 9.475 385.550 265.158 27.984 
Avg 9.552 490.720 269.137 28.175 




Min 9.504 410.340 264.297 27.808 
Avg 9.568 475.810 268.447 28.057 
Max 9.633 538.960 271.128 28.146 
(2) Ecological Impact of N Stochastically Dispersed PV Systems  
Table 15 presents an annual statistical summary of the ecological impact of N 
dispersed PV systems that decrease CO2 from 3.927 to 3.328-3.555 tons/year/household 
(the change rates of which are from -9.5% to -15.3%), SO2 from 21.667 to 17.996-19.373 
kg/year/household (the change rates of which are -10.6% to -16.9%), NOX from 9.802 to 
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8.139-8.763 kg/year/household (the change rates are from -10.6% to -17.0%), and water 
consumption from 6.414 to 5.957-6.150 kgal/year/household (the change rates are from   
-4.1% to -7.1%). 

















Reference (No PV) 10.043 3.927 21.667 9.802 6.414 
Naive 
(Uniform) 
Min 9.367 3.328 17.996 8.139 5.957 
Avg 9.472 3.404 18.450 8.345 6.026 




Min 9.475 3.410 18.490 8.363 6.028 
Avg 9.552 3.469 18.844 8.523 6.080 




Min 9.504 3.433 18.628 8.426 6.048 
Avg 9.568 3.481 18.918 8.557 6.090 
Max 9.633 3.533 19.235 8.700 6.133 
(3) Reduction of Variance and Stochastic Simulation Time 
In the scenario of N residential PV systems stochastically dispersed throughout 
the urban distribution network, this study examines the expectation value of the annual 
output of PV systems, defined in equation (25), calculated by averaging the power output 
of residential PV systems stochastically installed on N households that produce a capacity 
of ten percent of total peak demand in hourly intervals annually.  
To provide broader bounds for the metrics, this study applies, as a reference 
scenario, the interval arithmetic method, which often expresses the extent of uncertainty, 
to the proposed stochastic simulations. Typically, a south-facing PV system tilted at the 
latitude of the location on which it is installed receives maximum insolation [38, 82]. 
Therefore, an interval of the tilt angle random variable presented in Table 6 is [18.63°, 
33.63°] or [33.63°, 48.63°] (in which the latitude of the Atlanta Hartsfield International 
Airport is 33.63°). An interval for the azimuth angle random variable is [135°, 180°] or 
[180°, 225°] (in which 180° indicates an azimuth angle facing south for maximum power 
production). An interval of the system capacity is [1kW, 20kW], which represents min 
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and max PV system capacities.  
Table 16 shows that the expectation value and the variance of the annual power 
output of N dispersed PV systems in the reference scenario are 610.07 
kWh/year/household and 151.14 kWh/year/household, respectively. In the second 
stochastic simulation, “Naive (Truncated Normal)” in Table 16, with the normally 
distributed system capacity and azimuth angle random variables, the expectation value 
and the variance of the annual power output of N dispersed PV systems are 569.39 
kWh/year/household and 24.27 kWh/year/household, respectively. To reduce the 
variance of the annual power output of these PV systems, this study applies importance 
sampling to the random sampling of the system capacity and azimuth angle random 
variables and stratification sampling to the random sampling of the tilt angle random 
variable. As a result, the combination of both importance and stratification sampling 
reduces the variance of the power output of N dispersed residential PV systems from 
151.14 kWh/year/household to 8.54 kWh/year/household with a variance reduction ratio 
of 17.69, calculated by equation (37). The reduced variance indicates that the expectation 
value more closely approaches the true value. 
Table 16.  Expectation value and variance of the annual output and the annual energy savings of N 
stochastically dispersed residential PV systems 
Scenario 
Period 
Annual PV Production Annual PV Energy Savings 





















1,000 610.07 151.14 1.00 599.07 2573.50 1.00 No 382.03 1.00 
Naive (Uniform) 1,000 589.92 78.12 1.93 569.30 1519.30 1.69 Yes 4.77 154.95 
Naive (Truncated 
Normal) 




1,000 558.23 8.54 17.69 475.81 471.25 5.46 Yes 5.81 1163.11 
This study determines the annual savings of the energy of PV systems 
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(determined by calculating the annual power flow of the test feeder enhanced by N 
stochastically dispersed residential PV systems in hourly intervals). The annual energy 
savings of the PV systems are less than the annual PV output because of the distribution 
loss of the test feeder in Table 16. Figure 36 shows variations among the annual energy 
savings of N stochastically dispersed residential PV systems in all scenarios, which 
indicates that the combination of importance sampling and stratification sampling reduces 
variance in the expectation value of the annual energy savings of PV systems, in other 
words, the expectation value approaches more closely to a true value.  
 
Figure 36.  Annual energy savings of N dispersed PV systems with a capacity of ten percent of total 
peak demand during 1,000 years. 
The power-flow calculation of the test feeder shows a tendency to increase 
variances in the energy savings of PV systems in kWh/year/household in Table 16. For 
example, in the scenario accelerated by importance and stratification sampling, the 
variance (471.25 kWh/year/household) in the energy savings of PV systems increases 
from that (8.54 kWh/year/household) of annual PV output. Figure 37 compares the 
histograms of the annual PV production to the annual energy savings of N dispersed PV 
systems in the scenario accelerated by importance and stratification sampling.  
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 (a) Annual PV production 
 
(b) Annual energy savings of PV systems 
Figure 37.  Histograms of the annual PV production and the annual energy savings of N dispersed 
PV systems in a scenario accelerated by importance and stratification sampling. 
The annul PV outputs in Figure 37 (a) show a minimum of 548 
kWh/year/household and a maximum of 568 kWh/year/household and the energy savings 
of PV systems in Figure 37 (b) indicate a minimum of 400 kWh/year/household and a 
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maximum of 540 kWh/year/household. The combination of importance and stratification 
sampling reduces variance in both the annual output and the energy savings of 
stochastically dispersed PV systems more than it does in other scenarios. In fact, in the 
case of the annual power output of PV systems, the combination of importance and 
stratification sampling decreases the variance of the annual power output of PV systems 
from 151.14 kWh/year/household to 8.54 kWh/year/household and the variance of energy 
savings from 2573.50 kWh/year/household to 471.25 kWh/year/household, which means 
these expectation values approach more closely to a true value. 
To calculate power flow for 1,000 years in hourly intervals, the proposed 
algorithm takes an average of 0.157 seconds per power-flow calculation on a Dell 
OptiPlex 9020 desktop computer consisting of an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU with 32 GB of 
memory, a professional edition of Windows 7, and MATLAB 2014a. Therefore, without 
the acceleration by the sampling of representative clusters and extreme points, the 
stochastic simulations require 8,760 × 1,000 × 0.157 sec ≈ 382.03 hours. To reduce the 
extremely heavy computational burden, a stochastic simulation time of 382.03 hours, this 
study applies the method of the sampling of representative clusters and extreme points to 
the proposed stochastic algorithm. As a result, the sampling of representative clusters and 
extreme points reduces the stochastic simulation time of 382.03 hours to 4.77-5.81 hours 






3.9 Conclusion  
The objective of this study has been (1) to propose tools and algorithms useful for 
designing, analyzing, and operating urban distribution networks enhanced by renewable 
DG (distributed generation) systems, particularly PV (photovoltaic) systems, (2) to 
address some of the issues in the analysis of their impact on such networks, and (3) to 
design a framework for streamlining the future development and the smooth integration 
of stochastic renewable DG systems into urban distribution networks. One difficulty in 
analyzing the impact of the DG system is the inherent uncertainties of its inputs, locations, 
and capacities, not known in the planning stage of the power system. Thus, to reduce the 
uncertainty of the DG system, this study has implemented a stochastic simulation 
algorithm combined with the algorithm for three-phase power-flow analysis based on the 
backward and forward sweep method developed in Chapter 2. Then, to reduce the 
number of computational steps, this study has accelerated this combined algorithm with 
the method of variance reduction, including the optimal near-normal distribution of 
importance sampling, and the sampling of representative clusters and extreme points. 
This study has proposed the IEEE 123-bus test feeder as a case study that incorporates 
load profiles obtained from an actual utility in kW in hourly intervals in 2007 and PV 
(photovoltaic) systems installed across the Atlanta area as the urban distribution area. 
Finally, this study has performed annual stochastic simulations in which a single PV 
system with a capacity scaled from ten to forty percent of total peak demand was 
installed across the distribution network. This study has also conducted three stochastic 
simulations of 1,000 years with unknown random variables: the azimuth angle, the title 
angle, the module, and the capacity of the residential PV system.  
The results of the simulation of the case studies have shown that an urban 
distribution network enhanced by stochastically distributed PV systems can cope with 
peaks, save energy produced from non-solar plants, and reduce the release of pollutants 
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and greenhouse gases into the atmosphere by using less fuel from coal- and gas-fired 
plants. In fact, if (1) the power output of PV systems is estimated by solar radiation and 
meteorological data of the Atlanta area in TMY (typical meteorological year) data sets in 
hourly intervals and (2) the PV systems are stochastically dispersed throughout the IEEE 
123-bus test feeder as an example of the urban distribution network with a capacity equal 
to ten percent of total peak demand, they can reduce the amount of energy produced from 
non-solar plants, particularly by about 3.8-6.7% in the case study (at the expense of 
higher costs of generating electricity resulting from high PV system costs). In the case 
study, they can also reduce about 9.5-15.3% of CO2, 10.6-16.9% of SO2, 10.6-17.0% of 
NOX, and 4.1-7.1% of water consumption released by non-solar generating plants.  
This study has presented a useful method for analyzing the impact of renewable 
DG systems, particularly PV systems, on urban distribution networks and produced 
useful results. For instance, this study has found that if unknown random variables in 
their input and output can be approximated by a (truncated) normal distribution, the 
optimal near-normal distribution of importance sampling can be extended so that it 
reduces variance in unknown random variables in the analysis of the effect of various DG 
systems (including PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines). In addition, this study 
has shown that the method of sampling representative clusters and extreme points 
effectively reduces a stochastic simulation time. However, these results did not apply to 
the rapidly decreasing price of commercial- and utility-scale PV systems, but they can be 
extended to such a case by modeling distribution networks enhanced by commercial- and 
utility-scale PV systems and determining their impact on such networks. In addition, this 
study did not apply to PV tracking systems, which produce much more energy than fixed 
PV systems. If this study conducts such an analysis, it can analyze the strong effect of PV 
systems on energy savings and changes in the generation costs. 
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CHAPTER 4  
RELIABILITY ENHANCEMENT THROUGH A 
RECONFIGURATION OF URBAN DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
ENHANCED BY DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 
4.1 Overview 
One of the main concerns of utilities is to improve reliability or to minimize the 
frequency and the duration of failure of their distribution networks. A commonly used 
method of improving reliability is to optimally place protection devices such as breakers, 
switches, fuses, and reclosers within the distribution network. Nowadays, since small-
scale, local, and decentralized DG (distributed generation) systems, particularly the PV 
(photovoltaic) system in this study, have been incorporated into power systems, the 
optimization problem for the strategic placement of protection devices has to be solved 
for urban distribution networks enhanced by DG systems. Thus, this study proposes a 
genetic algorithm that determines the optimal allocation of protection devices (i.e., the 
recloser, the fuse, and the switch) on urban distribution networks enhanced by the DG 
system and analyzes the impact of both the DG system and the protection device on the 
reliability of the urban distribution network. 
4.2 Introduction 
The method of evaluating the reliability of a distribution network can be classified 
into three methods: (1) the analytical method that provided a mathematical model of the 
reliability configuration and the mean value of the reliability index [44-46], (2) the 
stochastic method (or the Monte Carlo method) that evaluated the variability of the 
reliability index [47, 48], and (3) many heuristic search algorithms that proposed near-
optimal solutions that maximize the reliability of conventional feeders protected by 
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reclosers and switches [51, 52, 57]. These analytical, stochastic methods, and 
evolutionary algorithms, however, are not capable of analyzing the urban distribution 
network housing a combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and high-capacity DG 
systems. Therefore, the objective of this study is to propose tools and algorithms useful 
for planning, designing, and operating such a network from the standpoint of reliability 
and to address some of the issues in the analysis of the impact of DG systems and 
protection devices on the reliability of such a network. To determine the reliability index 
of a more practical distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, and 
reclosers, this study proposes an analytical method of implementing the backward and 
forward sweep method by KCL (Kirchhoff’s current law) and KVL (Kirchhoff’s voltage 
law) and presents a two-stage optimization method that improves the reliability of the 
urban distribution network enhanced by DG systems, particularly those with renewable 
PV systems and protection devices. In addition, the study verifies the proposed 
optimization algorithm using the IEEE 34-bus test feeder without the DG system and the 
IEEE 123-bus test feeder enhanced by twenty DG systems. Finally, it analyzes the impact 
of both the DG system, including the effect of the islanded operation of the DG system, 
and the protection device on the reliability of the urban distribution network. 
4.3 Reliability Theory 
4.3.1 Reliability Index 
The objective of the reliability index is to quantify the reliability of the power 
system by calculating the average duration and the frequency of interruption. The 
standard reliability index that utilities have used for many years is formulated in [44]. 
Seven representative reliability indices are defined as follows:   
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where  
 i  = the failure rate in freq/year or freq/year/km, 
iN  = the number of customers, 
ir  = the repair time in hours, 
iL  = demand in kW. 
4.3.2 Reliability Evaluation by the Analytical Method 
Methods for the evaluation of reliability can be classified into the analytical 
method [44, 45] and the time-sequential stochastic simulation method [47, 48]. The 
former represents the mathematical model of the network and calculates the mean values 
of the frequency and the duration of the system interruption of each load point (or bus) 
affected by faults on all main and lateral feeders. The latter method is to perform a time-
sequential stochastic simulation that provides the variability of the reliability index.  
In order to illustrate the analytical method, this study presents a simple radial 
distribution network in Figure 38, load points A, B, and C, which are protected by fuses 
on each first lateral feeder and connected to a main feeder. The basic parameters for the 
evaluation of the reliability of such a network are the average failure rate, λ, and the 
average outage duration, r. Individual failure data are as follows:   
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(1) The main feeder. The failure rate, λm, in freq/year/km, the average repair time, rm, 
in hours, and the manually switching time of the disconnection switch, rs, in 
hours. 
(2) The lateral feeder. The failure rate, λl, in freq/year/km and the average repair time, 
rl, in hours. 




Load point B Load point C
L12 km L23 km
Main feeder
Lateral feeders L11 km L22 km L33 km
 
Figure 38.  A distribution network with three buses. 
The analytical method examines the failure effect on the main, lateral feeders, and the 
load points, shown in Table 17. This study assumes that the feeder breaker, the bus, and 
the substation transformer are completely reliable. The reliability indices of the simple 
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Other reliability indices can be calculated by (43)-(47). 
 
Table 17.  An example of evaluating reliability using the analytical method 
Section 
Load point A Load point B Load point C 
λ r λ·r λ r λ·r λ r λ·r 
freq/year hour/freq hour/year freq/year hour/freq hour/year freq/year hour/freq hour/year 
Main 
L01 λm·L01 rm λm·L01·rm λm·L01 rm λm·L01·rm λm·L01 rm λm·L01·rm 
L12 λm·L12 rs λm·L12·rs λm·L12 rm λm·L12·rm λm·L12 rm λm·L12·rm 
L23 λm·L23 rs λm·L23·rs λm·L23 rs λm·L23·rs λm·L23 rm λm·L23·rm 
Lateral 
L11 λl·L11 rl λl·L11·rl - - - - - - 
L22 - - - λl·L22 rl λl·L22·rl - - - 
L33 - - - - - - λl·L33 rl λl·L33·rl 
Customers NA NB NC 
Σ - λA rA λA·rA λB rB λB·rB λC rC λC·rC 
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4.3.3 Analytical Method for Modern Urban Distribution Networks 
The analytical method for evaluating reliability is useful for planning, designing, 
and operating distribution networks because it can calculate the expected value of the 
reliability index. However, both the analytical and stochastic methods do not evaluate the 
reliability of the urban distribution network housing a combination of switches, fuses, 
reclosers, and the DG system. Thus, the mathematical representation of the reliability of 
the distribution network using the analytical method presented from [44] is extremely 
intricate. 
 As mentioned before, this study proposes an analytical method for the urban 
distribution network housing a combination of fuses and reclosers that implements the 
backward and forward sweep method, based on KCL (Kirchhoff’s current law) and KVL 
(Kirchhoff’s voltage law). The method, which analyzes the effect of the fuse, the switch, 
and the recloser on reliability, generates all possible permanent and transient faults on the 
main and lateral feeders in the following processes. First, the backward sweep sums up 
the fault current flowing at each bus. Since this method does not require the exact 
magnitude of the short-circuit current, the fault current is nonzero or zero. Then the 
second backward sweep searches all buses from the fault bus to the root bus. In the case 
of a transient fault, if a recloser detects the fault current, it will successfully reclose so 
that it can prevent downstream fuses from burning. In the case of a permanent fault, the 
upstream recloser disconnects more customers because it eventually opens, referred to as 
the “recloser lock-out state.” If the recloser is not on the feeder, only the nearest upstream 
fuse will blow. If several reclosers are on the feeder, the method examines the priority of 
reclosers. Then the backward and forward sweeps calculate drops in the voltage, the on-
off states of the line, and the frequency and the duration of the failure. Figure 39 shows 
the procedure of the analytical method for the urban distribution network. The optimal 
priority setting of reclosers is outside the scope of this study. The validation of this 
method is presented in Section 4.7.1. 
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Read input data
 Power equipment: transformer, regulator, 
shunt capacitor, fuse, and recloser
 Network configuration: bus and line
 Load
 Failure data: line and transformer
Generate a fault and calculate fault current 





Is there a remaining node
in the preset feeder?
Is there a recloser from
the faulty node to the root node?
Is there a fuse from the faulty 




Are there several reclosers?
Check the priority of the reclosers.
The recloser with the highest 
priority attempts auto-reclosing.
Is the fault transient?
The fault is
cleared.
The fault is not 
cleared.
The main feeder breaker is open.











Calculate reliability indices such as SAIFI, 






Does it finish simulating 




Is the fault type transient?
Yes
No
Check on-off states of the line 
(forward sweep).
 
Figure 39.  Flowchart of the analytical method for the urban distribution network. 
4.4 Enhancement of Reliability 
4.4.1 Effect of the Protection Device on Reliability 
To enhance the reliability of distribution networks, many studies have 
investigated the effects of protection devices, particularly the recloser. One study 
suggested that a recloser placed in the middle of a distribution line might improve feeder-
wide reliability by about 25 percent [51]. Another study showed that the three reclosing 
operations of the recloser could prevent nearly 93 percent of faults [58]. In addition, a 
recent study showed that downstream transient faults prevented by the recloser could 
improve the SAIDI, but not the SAIFI [59]. To determine the effect of protection devices 
on the reliability of the distribution network, [46] proposed various protection schemes, 
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or protection schemes 1-6, presented in Table 18.  













1 [45] No No No Repair Not Applicable Not Applicable 
2 [45] No Yes No Repair Not Applicable Not Applicable 
3 [45] No Yes Yes Repair Not Applicable Not Applicable 
4 [45] Yes No No Repair Not Applicable Not Applicable 
5 [45] Yes Yes Yes Repair Not Applicable Not Applicable 
6 [45] Yes Yes Yes Replacement Not Applicable Not Applicable 
7 Yes Yes No Repair No No 
8 Yes Yes No Repair Yes No 
9 Yes Yes No Repair Yes Yes 
To determine the effect of protection devices, particularly the recloser, on the 
reliability of the urban distribution network, this study adds protection schemes 7-9, 
presented in Table 18, and examines only the fuse-saving strategy typically used in urban 
distribution networks. Faults in the distribution network can be classified into both 
permanent (sustained) and transient (momentary) faults. In the case of the transient fault, 
the recloser initially operates before burning a fuse, so the recloser can prevent a 
downstream fuse from burning. That is, if a recloser detects the fault current, it opens at a 
pre-set time and then recloses, repeating auto-reclosing multiple times. This study 
assumes that the recloser prevents downstream transient faults at a success rate of 100 
percent. In the case of a permanent fault, the recloser will eventually open because it still 
detects the fault current, referred to as the “recloser-lockout” state. 
4.4.2 Islanded Operation of DG  
In case of an outage, DG may be able to provide a distribution network with some 
power, especially when equipped with storage, so the network supplied by the DG, 
referred to as the “DG-enhanced distribution network,” will not experience an outage. In 
fact, the distribution network becomes an “island” on which DG can continue providing 
power. A DG-enhanced distribution network requires the following conditions before, 
during, and after an islanded operation [14]: 
(1) Before an islanded operation, DG should be able to supply the island with 
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sufficient power to maintain the voltage and the frequency within an acceptable 
range, typically within 0.95 to 1.05 PU of the rated (or nominal) voltage level and 
within the limits of 59.7 and 60.3 Hz of the frequency in the case of DG units 
with an aggregate rating of less than or equal 500 kVA. Protection devices within 
the island should be capable of communicating with protection devices outside of 
the island, detecting the islanded operation, and immediately disconnecting DG.  
(2) If the power of DG and load matches within an acceptable range, the protection 
devices on the island can separate it from the nearby distribution system within 
two seconds and begin an islanded operation. 
(3) After the islanded operation, if the fault is cleared, DG should be able to stop 
producing power, and protection devices should immediately be able to 
disconnect DG, referred to as an “anti-islanding operation.” 
The islanded operation of DG systems can reduce the outage time of customers 
and the strategic placement of protection devices (i.e., the recloser, the fuse, and the 
switch) and DG systems, particularly the PV systems in this study, can maximize 
reliability. To examine the effect of DG systems that enable an islanded operation from 
the perspective of long-term, typically annual operation, this study assumes that the DG-
enhanced distribution network can begin an islanded operation if the following three 
conditions are satisfied:   
(1) The total generation of DG systems within a particular zone, which indicates a 
possible “island” preset with the coordinating rule of protection in the planning 
stage of the power system, should exceed the total load of a zone. Figure 40 
illustrates an islanded operation on a particular summer day for residential 
customers. The total generation of a zone with DG systems with a capacity of ten, 
twenty, and thirty percent of total demand does not exceed the total load of the 
zone, which suggests that the zone cannot become an island. However, the total 
generation of the zone with DG systems with a capacity of forty and eighty 
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percent of total demand exceeds the total load of the zone approximately three to 
eight hours a day, which corresponds to hours below zero in the y-axis in Figure 
40 and indicates that the zone can become an island at that time.  
 
Figure 40.  Reduction in the total load of the zone caused from DG systems with various capacities on 
a summer day. 
(2) Protection devices that can communicate with protection devices outside of the 
zone should be installed at the connection point of the zone. 
(3) This study assumes that protection devices such fuses and reclosers are fully 
reliable and voltage regulators located on urban distribution networks maintain 
voltages within a range of ± 5% of the rated voltage level (0.95 PU to 1.05 PU). 
4.4.3 Determination of the Effect of Islanded Operation 
An islanded operation of a DG-enhanced distribution network that satisfies the 
three conditions of sufficient generation, available protection devices, and fully reliable 
voltage regulators can improve reliability. In other words, an island operation reduces the 
duration of the fault by the time percentage of the total generation of DG systems within 
the zone that exceeds the total load of the zone. To determine the effect of an islanded 
operation from a long-term perspective, this study compares the total generation of DG 
systems within the zone to the total load within the zone during one year. Let the total 
load and the total generation of DG systems within the zone be discrete-time functions, 
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PLOAD and PDG, respectively. The time percentage of zone k that exceeds the total load of 
the zone is then calculated as follows [52]:   
, ,
/
i LOAD i DG
i I i I





  ,  (50) 
where 
I  {i|i = buses within the zone}, 
LOADP  = the total load of the zone in kW in hourly intervals during one year, 
DGP  = the total generation of DG systems of the zone in kW in hourly intervals during 
one year, and 
N = the length of the entire time. 
4.5 Genetic Algorithm  
One of the most common methods of improving the reliability of the urban 
distribution network is to optimally place protection devices such as breakers, switches, 
fuses, and reclosers within such a network. The strategic placement of protection devices 
and DG systems can be formulated as an optimization problem. Because of the large size 
of the search space of the optimization problem and the inherent complexity of the power 
system, to solve the problem for the strategic placement of protection devices, this study 
proposes using a genetic algorithm. Mimicking the natural process of evolutionary 
reproduction toward better offspring, this algorithm approaches a globally optimal 
solution through the iterative selection of the “fittest” offspring, the reproduction of new 
offspring, the interchange of good genetic material by “crossover,” and the exploration of 
new offspring by “mutation.” The selection process evaluates the fitness of each 
population and selects better populations for reproduction. The algorithm implements the 
“survival of the fittest”; that is, the fittest offspring is likely to survive to the next 
generation. Many studies have presented selection models such as the fitness-based 
roulette model, the scaled roulette model, the tournament model, and the elitist model 
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[53-55]. The superiority of the genetic algorithm arises from its crossover and mutation 
operation. The crossover operation generates a better solution by exchanging genetic 
information. Crossover occurs with crossover probability (Pc) in the range of 0.5-1.0 [53, 
56]. Better populations experiencing changes approach the best population in the 
mutation operation while avoiding convergence to the local minimum. Mutation occurs 
with mutation probability (Pm) in the range of 0.005-0.1 [53, 56]. 
4.5.1 Objective Function 
The objective function of the proposed genetic algorithm minimizes (a) the SAIFI 
and the SAIDI of the urban distribution network without DG and (b) the SAIFI, the 
SAIDI, ENS, and loss of the DG-enhanced distribution network. Since protection scheme 
2 in Table 18 has the same condition as protection schemes 7-9, excluding the condition 
of the fuse and the recloser, this study uses protection scheme 2 as the reference 
protection scheme, in which fuses, reclosers, and an alternative supply are not available, 
faulty transformers are repaired, and disconnect switches are available. Hence, the 
protection scheme 2 is the worst case. Then, this study normalizes the objective function 
by the reference reliability index (the index of the worst case). 
(1) Urban Distribution Network Without DG 
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where { , , , }
REF
SAIFI SAIDI ENS Loss  = the reliability indices of protection scheme 2 in Table 
18. 
4.5.2 Implementation of the Genetic Algorithm 
To solve the problem for the strategic placement of protection devices, this study 
implements the genetic algorithm in the following steps:   
Step 1. Initialization. The genetic algorithm reads as input data power equipment, the 
network configuration, and reliability parameters of the urban distribution network and 
initializes a first-generation population with uniformly distributed random numbers. The 
population, referred to as “the solution,” is a set of the positions of the protection devices. 
Step 2. Calculation of fitness. The algorithm evaluates the fitness of the population. The 
objective function determines fitness using the analytical method presented in Section 
4.3.3. 
Step 3. Selection and reproduction. The algorithm calculates the probability of a scaled 
roulette, counts random picks on the roulette, and reproduces the population that 
continues to the next generation as a result of the number of counted picks. 
Step 4. Crossover. The algorithm exchanges genetic information between two 
populations to create better populations by implementing arithmetic crossover operations 
with probabilities of 0.5, 0.8, or 1.0 [24, 53, 56]. 
Step 5. Mutation. The better populations experience mutation operations to avoid 
convergence to a local minimum. The algorithm implements uniform mutation operations 
with a probability of 0.018 per population [24, 53, 56]. 
Step 6. Convergence. If the algorithm determines a single best population (referred to as a 
“solution”), then it terminates. Otherwise, it repeats steps 2 through 5. 
The parameters of crossover, mutation, a population size, and the number of 
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generations should typically be fine-tuned by pre-experimental assumptions. For 
example, a higher crossover probability (Pc) generates new solutions that disrupt fitness. 
However, lower Pc may not yield sufficient changes, so the genetic algorithm approaches 
a local minimum. A higher mutation probability (Pm) transforms the genetic algorithm 
into a random search algorithm, so it fails to converge while lower Pm can cause a 
premature problem. To solve the problem of the strategic placement of protection 
devices, a scaled roulette, an arithmetic crossover, a uniform mutation, and the 
parameters of the genetic algorithm are implemented by trial and error optimization. 
Table 19 shows the parameters of a genetic algorithm that solves the optimal allocation of 
protection devices. 
Table 19.  Parameters of the genetic algorithm  
Operation Method Parameter 
Selection Scaled Roulette [24] q=0.08 
Crossover Arithmetic Crossover [24, 53, 56] Pc=1.0 
Mutation Uniform Mutation [24, 53, 56] Pm=0.018  
Weights 
Feeder without DG WSAIFI =50%, WSAIDI =50% 
DG-Enhanced Feeder WSAIFI =25%, WSAIDI =25%, WENS =25%, WLOSS =25% 
Experiment Data 
Population Size 50 
The Number of Generations 50 
The Number of Experiments 100 
4.5.3 Two-Stage Optimization of the Genetic Algorithm  
The main strength of the proposed genetic algorithm is to investigate the 
reliability of the urban distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, and 
reclosers. For this purpose, this study proposes two-stage optimization that addresses the 
following features of the modern distribution network:  
(1) The various operating characteristics of protection devices. The fuse, typically 
located on incoming lateral feeders, interrupts the fault current by burning out. 
The recloser is a circuit breaker that can automatically reclose multiple times if it 
opens because of a transient fault. 
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(2) The number of each protection device installed. We commonly use the least 
costly protection device, a fuse. Because of its high cost, a recloser may not be 
installed on the distribution network. Thus, the number of fuses typically exceeds 
that of reclosers. 
(3) The problem of the size of the search space. Simultaneously solving a problem 
pertaining to the optimal allocation of fuses and reclosers requires an enormous 
search space, so such an approach may not be possible.  
Because of these characteristics, the proposed genetic algorithm initially finds the optimal 
positions of fuses on urban distribution networks. Then, it determines the optimal 
positions of reclosers, typically from one to three or one to five reclosers, on urban 
distribution networks optimized with fuses. 
4.6 Case Study 
4.6.1 Urban Distribution Networks  
The IEEE PES Distribution System Analysis Subcommittee proposed 4-, 13-, 34-, 
37-, 123-, and 8,500-bus feeders for research study purposes [23, 41]. These feeders, 
characterized by extremely complex configurations, several switches for alternative 
paths, voltage regulators, and shunt capacitor banks have the characteristics of urban 
distribution networks. Thus, this study uses the IEEE 34-bus test feeder as an urban 
distribution network without DG and the 123-bus test feeder as a DG-enhanced feeder. 
Table 20 shows the IEEE 123-bus test feeder enhanced by arbitrarily selected twenty DG 
systems, particularly the PV system in this study. This study selects, as the main feeder, 
buses from 800 to 840 of the IEEE 34-bus feeder and buses from 150 to 300 of the 123-
bus test feeder and uses reliability parameters such as the typical failure rates and 
durations presented in [45] and in Appendix F. This study also assumes that the 
permanent and transient fault rates are 0.2 and 0.8, respectively [90]. 
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Table 20.  The IEEE 123-bus test feeder enhanced by twenty DG systems 
DG 




PV oriented at the 180° azimuth (facing south) and 
30° title angles 
Location (Weather Data) Atlanta (TMY2) 
Total Capacity (% of Peak) 0%, 10%, 50%, 100% 
Load 
Feeder Type IEEE 123-bus test feeder 
Peak Load 3,554.61 kW 
Load Profile (Customer Type) [42] Residential load profile in hourly intervals in 2007 
Customers 1,000 
Energy not supplied (ENS), which shows the effect of DG on reliability, is the 
expected value of energy not supplied as a result of a power outage. In fact, the more 
power DG injects into the distribution network, the less ENS the distribution network 
experiences because of the reduction in demand. To examine ENS from the standpoint of 
long-term operation when twenty DG systems are available, this study calculates the 
power flow of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder in hourly intervals of residential customers in 
2007 (using the power-flow algorithm developed in Chapter 2) [91, 92]. 
4.6.2 Test Feeders Coordinated by a Simple Protection Strategy 
Most optimization problems require an extremely large search space. For 
example, the total number of possible combinations of fuses in the IEEE 34-bus test 
feeder with 55 possible locations is 255 ≈ 3.603×1016, the enumeration of which is 
computationally impossible. Thus, to reduce the number of possible locations, this study 
proposes the following two protection strategies [93]:  
(1) A protection device that isolates the permanent faults of the local load, the 
transformer, and the voltage regulator is installed on the main feeder.  
(2) In the IEEE 34-bus test feeder, the protection device that isolates the permanent 
faults of the lateral feeder is installed. To determine the effect of the islanded 
operation, this study divides the IEEE 123-bus test feeder into nineteen zones and 
installs the protection devices to isolate permanent faults in the zones in Figure 




























































































































































Figure 41.  Zones of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder (19 zones and 40 possible locations of the protection 
device). 
As a result of the two protection strategies, the number of possible locations of the 
protection device in the IEEE 34-bus test feeders decreases from 55 to 23 and in the IEEE 
123-bus feeders from 131 to 40, shown in Table 21. A detailed illustration of the 
positions of the protection devices is presented in Appendix F. If the reduction in the 
number of protection devices significantly impacts the objective function, the solution 
that proposes a reduced number of protection devices cannot enhance reliability. Figure 
42 shows the trend of the objective function for the number of fuses installed on the IEEE 
123-bus test feeder; that is, the objective function decreases as more fuses are installed. 
However, the objective function is saturated when the number of fuses reaches 
approximately thirteen. In fact, thirteen or more fuses do not significantly decrease the 
objective function. In other words, it is neither practical nor economical for a fuse to be 
installed on every line segment. Therefore, this study selects a maximum number of 
protection devices, referred to as the “knee-point” number, of around 85 or more 
percentage reduction point of the objective function in Table 21. Similarly, since it may 
be wasteful for greater than five reclosers to be installed, this study finds the optimal 
positions of from either one to three or one to five reclosers. 
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Number of Possible 
Positions 
The Maximum Number of 










No 55 23 8 86.19 % 1~3 
IEEE 
123-Bus 
Yes 131 40 13 87.59 % 1~5 
 
 
Figure 42.  Objective function for the number of fuses in the IEEE 123-bus test feeder. 
4.7 Results of the Case Study 
4.7.1 Evaluation of Reliability 
The Power System Research Group at the University of Saskatchewan developed 
an educational test system, the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS), which consists of five 
load busbars from buses 2 to 6 and practical elements such as transformers, switches, 
busbars, lines, and cables [45]. This study evaluates the reliability of bus 4 of the RBTS 
in Table 22, in which the proposed algorithm shows the same results as those in [45]. In 
Table 22, this study also evaluates the reliability of the IEEE 34-bus test feeder with 
protection schemes 1 to 9, presented in Table 18. In Table 22 and Table 23, since 
protection schemes 4 to 7 contain fuses, they reduce the SAIFI considerably. Because 
protection schemes 5 and 6 provide the alterative supply, they significantly reduce the 
SAIDI. In protection schemes 7 and 8 in Table 23, downstream transient faults prevented 
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by the recloser and permanent faults causing the recloser-lockout state increase the 
SAIFI. However, in protection schemes 7 to 9, the reclosers installed on every lateral 
branch decrease the SAIDI. 













RBTS solution [45] 0.682 24.64 0.997187 374085 78.28 
Solution from proposed 
analytical method 
0.682 24.64 0.997187 374075 78.28 
2 
RBTS solution [45] 0.682 12.45 0.998579 225985 47.29 
Solution from proposed 
analytical method 
0.682 12.45 0.998579 225978 47.29 
3 
RBTS solution [45] 0.682 5.44 0.999379 88403 18.50 
Solution from proposed 
analytical method 
0.682 5.44 0.999379 88400 18.50 
4 
RBTS solution [45] 0.300 4.42 0.999496 74013 15.49 
Solution from proposed 
analytical method 
0.300 4.42 0.999496 74007 15.49 
5 
RBTS solution [45] 0.300 3.47 0.999604 54293 11.36 
Solution from proposed 
analytical method 
0.300 3.47 0.999604 54291 11.36 
6 
RBTS solution [45] 0.300 0.62 0.999929 12740 2.67 
Solution from proposed 
analytical method 
0.300 0.62 0.999929 12738 2.67 
 
Table 23.  Reliability index of the IEEE 34-bus test feeder 
Protection 
Scheme 
SAIFI SAIDI ASAI ENS AENS 
freq/year/customer hour/year/customer - kWh/year kWh/year/customer 
1 5.644 39.922 0.995443 82372 82.372 
2 5.644 35.821 0.995911 74165 74.165 
3 5.644 7.274 0.999170 14915 14.915 
4 3.963 29.331 0.996652 60412 60.412 
5 3.963 5.382 0.999386 10999 10.999 
6 3.963 4.658 0.999468 9565 9.565 
7 3.963 26.722 0.996950 55190 55.190 
8 5.644 9.769 0.998885 20207 20.207 
9 3.995 7.981 0.999089 16481 16.481 
4.7.2 Urban Distribution Network without DG 
This study optimally allocated eight fuses and three reclosers on the IEEE 34-bus 
test feeder in Figure 43. Table 24 shows that they decrease the objective function and the 
SAIDI. As a result of the optimal allocation of fuses and reclosers, the SAIFI and the 
SAIDI at protection scheme 7 in Table 23 decrease to those without reclosers in Table 24. 
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In the case of a single recloser of the test feeder, it recloses three or four times if a 
permanent fault occurs, or it triggers a recloser-lockout state, thereby increasing the 
SAIFI by 53.92 percent. However, in the case of a transient fault, the recloser prevents 
downstream fuses from burning and decreases the SAIDI by as much as 63.41 percent.  





















Optimal Allocation of Recloser






Figure 43.  Optimal position of the fuse and the recloser of the IEEE 34-bus test feeder. 
 












recloser case in % 
- 
Change from Non-
recloser case in % 
0 3.66702 - 26.69395 - 0.69744 - 
1 5.64440 +53.92% 9.76853 -63.41% 0.63635 -8.76% 
2 4.62743 +26.19% 8.78752 -67.08% 0.53257 -23.64% 
3 4.28303 +16.80% 8.74656 -67.23% 0.50149 -28.10% 
4.7.3 Urban Distribution Network Enhanced by DG 
To analyze the impact of protection devices and DG systems on the reliability of 
an urban distribution network enhanced by the DG system, this study optimally allocated 
thirteen fuses and five reclosers on the IEEE 123-bus test feeder enhanced by twenty DG 
systems with a total capacity of 0, 10, 50, and 100 percent of total peak demand. Figure 
44 shows the thirteen fuses and five reclosers optimally allocated on the IEEE 123-bus 
test feeder enhanced by twenty DG systems. 
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Figure 44.  Thirteen fuses and five reclosers optimally allocated on the IEEE 123-bus test feeder. 
This study minimizes the objective function consisting of the SAIFI, the SAIDI, 
ENS, and loss, illustrated in Figure 45. As either the capacity of the DG system or the 
number of reclosers increases, the objective function decreases. The more power DG 
injects into the distribution network, the more loss the distribution network experiences 
because of reverse power flow. Thus, the objective function of DG systems with a 
capacity of 100 percent of total peak demand increases slightly from that of DG systems 
with a capacity of 50 percent of total peak demand (which can be identified in Table 25). 
In general, as a result of their islanded operation, DG systems can reduce the SAIDI. As 
either the capacity of the DG system or the number of reclosers increases, the SAIDI 
decreases. However, since the total generation of the zone with DG systems with a total 
capacity of ten percent of total peak demand does not exceed the total load of the zone, 
the DG system does not reduce SAIDI, as shown in Figure 46 and Table 25. Since the 
DG system, particularly the PV system, produces power only during the daytime, the PV 
system slightly reduces the annual failure duration in hours/year/customer, even with a 
100 percent capacity of total peak demand. In fact, if the assumed average time that the 
total generation of the zone exceeds the total load of the islanded zone is 4.5 hours/day, 
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the PV system can decrease by as much as 18.75 (=4.5/24) percent of the annual failure 
duration. The maximum limits of reliability improved by DG systems will be discussed in 
the next section. Figure 47 depicts the recloser locking out permanent faults, which 
increases the SAIFI. If an outage occurs, DG systems initiate the islanded operation, so 
they do not affect the SAIFI. In the case of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder with a single 
recloser without a DG system, the number of downstream transient faults prevented by 
the recloser and permanent faults causing the recloser-lockout state increase by as much 
as 40.01 percent of the SAIFI but decrease by 13.99 percent of the SAIDI (see Table 25). 
The test feeder enhanced by DG systems with a total capacity of 10, 50, and 100 percent 
of total peak demand shows a pattern increasing the SAIFI and decreasing the SAIDI. 
 
Figure 45.  Objective function for the number of reclosers and the DG capacity. 
 
 
Figure 46.  SAIDIs for the number of reclosers and the DG capacity. 
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Figure 47.  SAIFIs for the number of reclosers and the DG capacity. 
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case in % 
No-DG 
0 0.2021 - 8.17464 - 81.4832 89.9319 0.58085 - 
1 0.2829 +40.01% 7.03140 -13.99% 70.0006 89.9319 0.56804 -2.21% 
2 0.2409 +19.23% 7.02558 -14.06% 69.9403 89.9319 0.55491 -4.47% 
3 0.2134 +5.60% 6.99805 -14.39% 69.6794 89.9319 0.54555 -6.08% 
4 0.4090 +102.38% 4.34585 -46.84% 43.3714 89.9319 0.51883 -10.68% 
5 0.3565 +76.40% 4.33792 -46.93% 43.2999 89.9319 0.50241 -13.50% 
10 % 
0 0.2021 - 8.17464 - 77.2209 81.9311 0.55161 - 
1 0.2829 +40.01% 7.03140 -13.99% 66.4269 81.9311 0.53993 -2.12% 
2 0.2409 +19.23% 7.02558 -14.06% 66.3691 81.9311 0.52680 -4.50% 
3 0.2134 +5.60% 6.99805 -14.39% 66.1283 81.9311 0.51748 -6.19% 
4 0.4090 +102.38% 4.34585 -46.84% 41.2003 81.9311 0.49302 -10.62% 
5 0.3565 +76.40% 4.33792 -46.93% 41.1313 81.9311 0.47661 -13.60% 
50 % 
0 0.2021 - 7.90212 - 58.6170 66.1740 0.47276 - 
1 0.2829 +40.01% 6.79367 -14.03% 50.8256 66.1740 0.46658 -1.31% 
2 0.2409 +19.23% 6.78818 -14.10% 50.7800 66.1740 0.45348 -4.08% 
3 0.2134 +5.60% 6.76065 -14.45% 50.6206 66.1740 0.44429 -6.02% 
4 0.4090 +102.38% 4.21771 -46.63% 31.7877 66.1740 0.43165 -8.70% 
5 0.3565 +76.40% 4.21044 -46.72% 31.7323 66.1740 0.41526 -12.16% 
100 % 
0 0.2021 - 7.69959 - 37.6197 82.6304 0.48067 - 
1 0.2829 +40.01% 6.61818 -14.05% 33.2462 82.6304 0.48056 -0.02% 
2 0.2409 +19.23% 6.61294 -14.11% 33.2126 82.6304 0.46748 -2.74% 
3 0.2134 +5.60% 6.58541 -14.47% 33.1546 82.6304 0.45845 -4.62% 
4 0.4090 +102.38% 4.11994 -46.49% 21.0539 82.6304 0.45815 -4.69% 
5 0.3565 +76.40% 4.11289 -46.58% 21.0069 82.6304 0.44179 -8.09% 
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4.8 Maximum Reliability Improvement of PV Systems 
This study examines the maximum limits of the reliability of the IEEE 123-bus 
test feeder as an example of urban distribution networks that can be improved by DG 
systems, particularly PV systems. It assumes that the test feeder is enhanced by twenty 
DG systems with their total capacity of 100 percent of total peak demand and divided by 
nineteen zones presented in Section 4.6.2. It also assumes the following conditions: 
(1) Constant power output of DG systems. Twenty DG systems on the test feeder 
constantly operate at their full capacity during one year. However, twenty load 
buses (or points) of the test feeder are outside of the nineteen zones. 
(2) All the load buses perfectly coordinated by ideal islanded zones. The total 
generation of DG systems in an islanded zone exceeds the total load of the zone 
throughout the year and all the load buses on main and lateral feeders of the IEEE 
123-bus test feeder are perfectly coordinated by ideal islanded zones more than 
nineteen. In other words, all the load buses of the test feeder can begin an islanded 
operation if an outage occurs (while satisfying three conditions for the islanded 
operation presented in Section 4.4.2). 
Table 26 shows the duration of failure (or the SAIDI) reduced by PV systems that satisfy 
the two assumptions. (Whenever only an outage occurs, DG systems initiate the islanded 
operation, so they do not affect the frequency of failure [the SAIFI]). Since 20 from 85 
load buses of the test feeder are outside of the nineteen zones presented in Figure 41, PV 
systems that meet only condition (1) can reduce the duration of failure by as much as 
31.38 percent to 55.49 percent. However, if PV systems satisfy both the conditions (1) 
and (2), which can be a projection of what might become a viable planning option for 
local and decentralized microgrids in the near future, can reduce the duration of failure to 
zero. However, this study assumes that protection devices such fuses and reclosers are 
fully reliable, their protection coordination with PV systems is ideal, and PV systems, 
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which consist of PV modules, inverters, electrical components, and mounting systems 
located on urban distribution networks, are also fully reliable. 
 Table 26.  Maximum reduction of the duration of failure (SAIDI) of DG systems 
Assumptions Reference (No-DG) Assumption (1) Assumptions (1) and (2) 











Reference in % 
0 8.17464 3.63865 -55.49% 0 -100% 
1 7.03140 3.44839 -50.96% 0 -100% 
2 7.02558 3.43939 -51.04% 0 -100% 
3 6.99805 3.43939 -50.85% 0 -100% 
4 4.34585 2.99358 -31.12% 0 -100% 
5 4.33792 2.97679 -31.38% 0 -100% 
4.9 Conclusion  
The main objective of this study has been (1) to propose tools and algorithms 
useful for planning, designing, and operating urban distribution networks enhanced by 
DG (distributed generation) systems, particularly the PV (photovoltaic) system analyzed 
in this study, from the standpoint of the reliability of such a network, (2) to address some 
of the issues in the analysis of the impact of DG systems and protection devices on the 
reliability of such a network, and (3) to suggest a framework for streamlining the smooth 
integration of DG systems into the urban distribution network. For this purpose, this 
study has implemented a genetic algorithm that determines the optimal allocation of 
protection devices, including fuses and reclosers, in two stages and improves the 
reliability of the urban distribution network enhanced by protection devices and DG 
systems. Using the backward and forward sweep method implemented by KCL 
(Kirchhoff’s current law) and KVL (Kirchhoff’s voltage law), this study has also 
presented an analytical method for an urban distribution network housing a combination 
of fuses, switches, reclosers, and high-capacity DG systems that generate all possible 
permanent and transient faults on the main and lateral feeders, sums up the fault current 
flowing at each bus, searches all buses from the fault bus to the root bus, and calculates 
voltage drops, the on-off states of the line, and the frequency and the duration of a failure. 
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Finally, this study has verified the proposed algorithm using IEEE 34- and 123-bus test 
feeders for distribution enhanced by protection devices and DG systems and analyzed the 
impact of both the DG system, including the effect of its islanded operation, and 
protection devices on the reliability of the urban distribution network. 
The study discussed the process of detecting a fault current in a distribution 
network in which the recloser opens at a pre-set time and then recloses, repeating auto-
reclosing multiple times, typically three or four times. In the case of a transient fault, the 
recloser can prevent a downstream fuse from burning, so fewer customers will experience 
outages. However, because of its reclosing capability and lockout state, it can increase the 
frequency of failure (the SAIFI). Since a single recloser installed on IEEE 34- and 123-
bus test feeders without DG systems reclosed multiple times to prevent downstream 
transient faults and it was locked out by permanent faults, it increased the SAIFIs of the 
test feeders by 53.92 and 40.01 percent. The 123-bus test feeder enhanced by DG systems 
with a total capacity of 10, 50, and 100 percent of total peak demand exhibited a pattern 
of increasing the SAIFI. Second, the recloser reduced the failure duration, or the SAIDI. 
If three or five reclosers were installed on IEEE 34- and 123-bus test feeders without DG 
systems, they decreased the SAIDIs of the test feeders by 67.23 and 46.93 percent. The 
123-bus test feeder enhanced by DG systems with a total capacity of 10, 50, and 100 
percent of total peak demand exhibited a pattern of decreasing the SAIDI. Lastly, DG 
systems reduced the objective function and the annual failure duration. However, the PV 
system produces power only during the daytime, so it only slightly reduces the objective 
function and the annual failure duration. PV systems with an assumed average of 4.5 
hours/day, during which the total generation of the zone exceeds the total load of the 
islanded zone, can reduce the annual failure duration by as much as 18.75 (=4.5/24) 
percent. However, if PV systems constantly operate at their full capacity during one year 
and all the load points of the 123-bus test feeder are perfectly coordinated by islanded 
zones, they can significantly reduce the annual failure duration, even up to zero at the 
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ideal conditions of fully reliable PV systems, fuses, reclosers, and their perfect protection 
coordination. 
This study has proposed a useful method for analyzing the impact of renewable 
DG systems, particularly PV systems, and protection devices on the reliability of urban 
distribution networks and presented useful results. For example, it has found that because 
of the generation characteristics of the PV system (which produces power during daytime 
and peak power at around noon on a sunny day), even operating at 100 percent capacity 
of total peak demand, it only slightly reduces the annual failure duration of such a 
network. Thus, to maximize the enhancement of reliability, various DG types (including 
PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines), DG systems enhanced by a storage system, 
and methods of optimizing the location, the capacity, and the zone of the DG system 
must be further investigated. In addition, this study has presented a genetic algorithm that 
optimally allocates the fuse and the recloser in two stages within the urban distribution 
network enhanced by DG systems and an analytical method that evaluates the reliability 
of the urban distribution network housing a combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and 
high-capacity DG systems. Both the genetic algorithm and the analytical method can be 
extended for analyses of the effects of various DG systems, including PV systems, wind 
farms, and microturbines, on the reliability of urban distribution networks. 
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CHAPTER 5  
IMPACT OF GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED RENEWABLE 
GENERATION ON ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSTRAINED 
GENERATION RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
5.1 Introduction 
In 2010, the use of PV, which accounted for 0.28 percent of the renewable 
generation mix in the United States, has recently been growing at an annual rate of 
222.44 percent in PV module shipments [94]. The increased number of PV systems offers 
not only opportunities such as a reduction in peak load and loss but also potential for use 
in Volt/VAr management and control. However, it also creates a need for additional 
spinning reserve that covers uncertainty involved in their output. In fact, the deployment 
of PV systems may increase the consumption of fossil fuels because of their 
intermittency, or sudden energy shortages or overages. In addition, viewed in hourly 
resolution (averaged every hour), the PV system seems to have a more stable output than 
usual. Rapid variations in short-term PV generation, typically in minute-averaging 
resolution, result from transient cloudiness in the atmosphere. Therefore, this study 
models the short-term intermittency of transient cloudiness, estimates the generation of 
PV systems geographically dispersed throughout a test bed, and analyzes the impact of 
their intermittency on energy, especially for peak power and spinning reserve, electricity 
generation costs, and emissions. 
Fuel costs and emissions in resource allocation problems have been deemed 
constraints in many techniques [60, 61]. Many studies also introduced evolutionary 
algorithms that solved the problem of the non-commensurable objective function that 
minimizes emissions and the costs of generating electricity [62-66]. However, these 
studies do not address the ecological impact of water. Energy and water infrastructures 
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are closely or directly linked to production and consumption. With increasing awareness 
of the sustainability of energy and water infrastructures, this link may require the addition 
of the water consumption constraints to the objective function. Therefore, this study 
presents an algorithm for generating resource allocation with a scalar objective function 
that merges fuel costs and emissions with a water consumption constraint. 
The objective of this study is (1) to present tools and algorithms useful for 
analyzing the impact of geographically dispersed DG systems, particularly PV systems in 
this study, on local, statewide, or nationwide generation resource allocation in hourly and 
minute intervals, (2) to address some of the issues in the analysis of the impact of DG 
systems on such resource allocation, and (3) to design a framework for streamlining the 
smooth integration of the DG system into such local, statewide, or nationwide grids.  For 
this purpose, this study first develops an algorithm for generation resource allocation that 
minimizes ecological impact, including water consumption, and fuel costs, and 
synthesizes cubic-order output functions for costs, emissions, and water consumption 
from heat rate data, collected from a utility. Second, it proposes, as a test bed, the power 
system model of the state of Georgia in 2010, approximates the load consumption and the 
water inflow of the test bed, and estimates the power output of geographically dispersed 
PV systems in hourly and minute-by-minute resolutions and the hydroelectric resources 
of the test bed. Next, the study performs simulations for generation resource allocation in 
hourly and minute-by-minute resolutions. Finally, it analyzes the impact of 
geographically dispersed PV systems from a long-term, typically annual, perspective of 
energy, specifically for peak power and spinning reserve, electricity generation costs, and 
emissions.  
5.2 Generation Resource Allocation 
5.2.1 Emissions Modeling  
An input-output model of generating unit i, which burns fossil fuel, can be 
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formulated as a function of its power output. The function is approximated by the 
following cubic-order equation [60]: 
  3i Gi i i Gi i GiF P a b P d P   ,   (55) 
  3i Gi i i i i Gi i GiC P fp F a b P d P      .  (56) 
The output of emissions such as SO2, NOX, and CO2 and water from the 
generation unit is estimated by the following cubic-order equation of the power output 
[75]. 
 
2 2 2 2 2
3
, , , , ,SO i Gi SO i i SO i SO i Gi SO i GiEO P ef F P P       ,  (57) 
  3, , , , ,X X X X XEO P ef F P PNO i NO i i NO i NO i Gi NO i GiGi      ,  (58) 
 
2 2 2 2 2
3
, , , , ,CO i Gi CO i i CO i CO i Gi CO i GiEO P ef F P P       , (59) 
  3, , , , ,WO P ef F P PWater i Gi Water i i Water i Water i Gi Water i Gi        . (60) 
5.2.2 Modeling of the Hydroelectric Unit  
An input-output model of hydroelectric unit i with a constant head in Figure 48 
can be approximated by first- and second-order equations [95]. 
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PH in MWPHi,saddle  
Figure 48.  Hydroelectric unit input-output characteristics with a constant head. 
5.2.3 Allocation Strategy  
(1) Steam Turbine Generation 
For N generating units, m buses, and n loads, the objective function can be 
formulated as follows: 
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Minimize C P EO P
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   ,  (63) 
, ,Gi Min Gi Gi MaxP P P  ,   (64) 
, ,( ) ( 1)i Min i MaGi Gi xP Pr t t r  . (65) 
PLoad represents the total system load and PLoss the total transmission or distribution losses 
expressed by the loss coefficient matrix [96]. Loss is calculated by solving the power-
flow equations of real and reactive power constraints. However, since this study does not 
model transmission or distribution networks, it ignores such loss. 
A Lagrangian function of the constrained problem can be represented by 
 
1 1
( ( )) ( )
N N
i Gi i Gi Load Gi
i i
C P EO P P P
 
     .  (66) 
An optimal solution to the constrained problem can be found from Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions. The optimal Lagrangian multiplier, λ, is found by the iterative bisection or 
secant search. 
(2) Hydrothermal Coordination 
The optimal coordination of hydroelectric generation units is more complex than 
that of thermal units since hydrothermal coordination requires both hydraulic and thermal 
unit constraints. For NS steam turbines, NH hydroelectric units, m buses, and n loads 
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The constraint for load balancing for i {1,…,imax} is as follows:   
1 1 1
, , , 2 3
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S H Load j i Loss i G G Gm Load Loss
j i k i
P P P P P P P P P
  
       .   (71) 
A Lagrangian function of the constrained problem can be represented by 
   , , , ,
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for j = {1,…,NS} and k = {1,…,NH}. 
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5.3 Implementation of the Generation Resource Allocation Algorithm  
5.3.1 Objective Function  
To minimize costs, emissions, and water consumption with each weight, this 
study defines the objective function of the algorithm for generation resource allocation. 
The linear combination of the outputs of costs, emissions, and water consumption is 
formulated as follows: 
2 2{ , , , }
[ ( ) )](
Cost
X
G i i G
i SO NO CO Water
Minimize W C P W O PE

  ,  (76) 
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where 




i Cost SO NO CO Water
W

 .   (77) 
5.3.2 Procedures of the Algorithm for Generation Resource Allocation 
This study uses MATLAB to implement the algorithm for generation resource 
allocation that minimizes costs, emissions, and water consumption in Figure 49 and 
Figure 50.  
Day > 365 ?
|ε| < ε1 ?
End
Start
γ=0.5×(γHi + γLo) and λ=0.5×(λHi + λLo)
Calculate the generation of the steam turbine (PS) and
the hydroelectricity turbine (PH).





 The total demand in MW and the water inflow data in acre-ft/day
 Cubic output functions for costs, emissions, and water
 Min, max, up-, and down-ramp ratio constraints
 The loss model and the cost function of the hydroelectric turbine
Hour > 24 ?
Iteration > N ?
Calculate the hydroelectric resource (qScheduled).
If ε < 0 λHi = λ, else λLo = λ




εHydro = qScheduled - qTotal
Yes
Check min, max, up-, and down-ramp ratio constraints.
No
No
Calculate total loss (PLoss).
Set the total demand of PLoad.






Figure 49.  Flowchart of hydrothermal coordination. 
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Figure 49 shows the procedure of the proposed algorithm for hydrothermal 
coordination, which implements the method of the lambda-gamma iteration that 
schedules hydroelectric resources using Lagrangian optimization for load and water 
balancing. Then, the proposed algorithm schedules steam turbines and implements an 
iterative method that solves the constrained optimization problem using Lagrangian 
optimization in Figure 50. 




Set the total demand of PLoad, the hydroelectric resource of 
PH, and the generation of PV systems of PPV.
Yes
Read input data
 The total demand, and the generation of the PV system, 
and the generation of the hydroelectricity of the test bed
 Cubic output functions for costs, emissions, and water
 The min, max, up-, and down-ramp ratio constraints




Calculate the incremental cost of cubic cost functions.
λ=0.5×(λHi + λLo)
Calculate the generation of each PGi.
Check min, max, up-, 









If ε < 0 λHi = λ, else λLo = λ




Call the function of the lambda iteration 
with the total demand of PLoad - PH.
Call the function of the lambda iteration 





Figure 50.  Flowchart of the proposed algorithm for the allocation of steam turbines. 
5.4 Case Study 
5.4.1 Modeling of Load Consumption 
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, this study proposes, as a test bed, the power 
system model of the state of Georgia in 2010. Thus, this study obtained the load profile 
data for residential, commercial, and industrial customers from the actual utility in kW in 
hourly intervals in 2010 [79]. Let the composite load profile data be a discrete function, 






 .   (78) 
The unknown load profile of the test bed can be approximated by a combination of the 
profile of the composite load, the total actual generation of the test bed, and the total 
generation of the composite load profile in the following:  





 .   (79) 
This study iterates equation (79) until the composite load profile meets the peak demand 
and the total generation of the test bed. Figure 51 shows the duration curve of the 
approximate load consumption of the test bed satisfying a peak of 17.152 GW and total 
generation of 97,000 GWh/year in 2010 [43]. 
 
Figure 51.  Load consumption of the test bed in hourly intervals in GW in 2010. 
5.4.2 Water Inflow Modeling 
Unfortunately, water inflow data for the test bed were not available. Thus, for 
hydrothermal coordination, this study obtained water inflow data from the Bartlett’s 
Ferry Reservoir, a 5,850 acre reservoir on the Chattahoochee River that generated 
hydroelectric power to the western area of the test bed, in cubic feet per second during 
1997 to 2009 [80], presented in Figure 52. Then, this study used the average water inflow 
data synthesized in hourly resolution as input data to six hydroelectric plants in the 
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western area of the test bed. As of December 31, 2010, since the capacity of the six plants 
has been 27.8 percent of that of all of the hydroelectric plants of the test bed [84], the 
total hydroelectric generation of the test bed is approximated by multiplying 3.597 
(=1/0.278) to the hydroelectric generation of the six plants. 
 
Figure 52.  Daily water inflow of the Bartlett’s Ferry Reservoir. 
5.4.3 Unit Heat Rate Data 
The heat rate of the modern thermal unit ranges from 8.6 to 10 MBtu/MWh [97] or 
from 9.8 to 11.4 MBtu/MWh [95] with overall efficiency between around 30 to 40 percent 
[95]. To model ten coal-fired, thirteen gas-fired, two nuclear plants of the test bed, this 
study synthesizes their heat-rate coefficients for costs, emissions, and water consumption 
from actual heat-rate data [76-78] presented in Appendices G and H. 
5.4.4 Renewable Energy Generation 
(1) Hydroelectric Generation 
An input-output model of the hydroelectric unit with a constant head was 
presented in [95] and Appendix G. This study applies the model for hydrothermal 
coordination, which allocates hydroelectric resources. An electrical loss model of the 
hydroelectric unit and the load was proposed in [95], which is  
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2 Loss Loss HP c P .   (80) 
This study assumes that the hydroelectric unit is located at a short distance from steam 
turbine units, Lossc  = 0.00008 [95]. In hydrothermal coordination, this study employs the 
method of lambda-gamma iteration (presented in Figure 49) to search for Lagrangian 
multipliers for load and water balances.  
(2) PV System Generation 
This study analyzes the probable impact of the significant presence of renewable 
energy generation, particularly PV systems in this study, on the costs of operating the 
power systems of the test bed. To determine their impact, this study proposes two 
simulations for generation resource allocation in hourly and minute-by-minute 
resolutions. In hourly resolution, this study assumes that all PV systems oriented at an 
azimuth of 180° (facing south) and a tilt angle of 30° are geographically dispersed across 
the representative 19 locations of the test bed and generate ten percent of total peak 
demand, depicted in Figure 53.  
 
Figure 53.  Hourly solar data obtained from 19 locations dispersed throughout the state of Georgia. 
(3) Short-Term Intermittency of the PV System 
Unfortunately, solar data in minute intervals for the test bed are not available from 
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the current national solar radiation database. Rapid variations in short-term, typically 
minute-averaging resolution, PV generation result from transient cloudiness and weather 
disturbances in the atmosphere. Since current PV generation affected by transient 
cloudiness depends only on previous generation, rapid variations in PV generation can be 
modeled by optimized Markov chain methods [69-71]. Thus, to model the short-term 
intermittency of the transient cloudiness of the test bed, this study uses a Markov chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation. To calculate the transition probability matrix required 
as input data for a MCMC simulation, this study (1) obtained actual solar data in minute-
by-minute resolution from nine test sites located in Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and 
Utah from 2008 to 2012 [74], (2) estimated their annual PV outputs using PV_LIB [72], 
and (3) selected the transition probability matrix calculated from the Milford area in Utah 
since it shows an annual output that most closely resembles that of the test bed. Then, as 
input data to the MCMC simulation, this study used hourly solar data obtained from the 
19 locations of the test bed in the TMY3 format [73]. The results in Figure 54 show that 
the total generation of the PV systems geographically dispersed throughout the test bed 
that produce ten percent of peak demand in minute resolution exhibit rapid short-term 
intermittency. 
 
Figure 54.  PV systems with rapid variations on a peak demand day, September 27, 2010. 
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A detailed simulation plan of generation resource allocation is presented in Table 
27, which presents data from the Georgia Power Company that contain information about 
the fuel type, the energy mix, and electricity costs as of December 2010. Since the LCOE 
(levelized cost of electricity) of PV is continuously decreasing, as shown in Figure 4, this 
study uses the average levelized cost of PV entering new service in the United States for 
2019 [85]. 













GWh/year % MW MW $/MWh PU/min 
PV 10% of Peak 0 1,715.20 118.60 - 
Coal 
97,000 
67.0 4,913.45 9,485.43 45.30 0.01 
Gas 10.0 0 5,979.61 57.50 0.10 
Nuclear 21.0 1,959.85 1,959.85 6.60 0 
Hydro 2.0 0 1,087.54 - 1.00 
Spinning Reserve - 1.10 GW of Hydro - - 
5.5 Results of Simulations for Generation Resource Allocation 
5.5.1 Simulation in Hourly Resolution 
(1) Energy Savings of the PV System 
PV systems can save energy, particularly during peak load, which typically burns 
the most expensive fuel. Energy savings are presented in Figure 55, which shows hourly 
unit allocation that minimizes the costs of generating electricity when the PV system is 
either available or not available on a peak demand day, September 27, 2010. Since the 
estimated maximum power output of the PV systems on the day presented in Figure 54 is 
about 1 GW, the PV systems save about 1 GW at around noon, shown in Figure 55 (b). 
Figure 56 displays weekly unit allocation from Friday to Thursday. Figure 55 and Figure 
56 indicate that the PV system effectively reduces peak demand. In fact, the statewide 
power grid enhanced by geographically distributed PV systems with a capacity equal to 
ten percent of total peak demand is able to not only effectively cope with peak demand 
but also save energy generated from gas-fired plants. Table 28 depicts the normalized 
annual impact of the PV system on energy savings, especially for gas-fired generation. If 
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PV systems geographically dispersed throughout the test bed had a capacity equal to ten 
percent of total peak demand, they could decrease energy produced from non-solar plants, 
particularly by about 3.1 percent in the case study. The non-deployed spinning reserve 
without contingency is reserved. 
 
Hour of Day 
(a) Without the PV system 
 
Hour of Day 
 (b) With PV systems with a capacity of 10% of the total peak demand of the statewide power grid 
for Georgia 
Figure 55.  Daily generation profiles that minimize the costs of generating electricity on a peak 
demand day, September 27, 2010. 
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            Friday      Saturday       Sunday      Monday      Tuesday   Wednesday   Thursday 
(a) Without the PV system from Friday to Thursday 
 
           Friday      Saturday       Sunday      Monday      Tuesday   Wednesday   Thursday 
 (b) With PV systems that can handle a capacity of 10% of peak demand from Friday to Thursday 
Figure 56.  Weekly generation profiles that minimize the costs of generating electricity. 
 

























No-PV 15.01 10.63 70.8 1.56 10.4 2.66 17.7 0.16 1.1 0 0 
PV 14.55 10.56 70.4 1.17 7.8 2.66 17.7 0.16 1.1 0.46 3.1 
% Change 
from No-PV 
-3.1% -0.6% -0.4 -25.1% -2.6 0% 0 0% 0 - +3.1 
(2) Generation Costs and Emissions Savings of the PV System  
PV systems, which save energy for gas-fired and peak generation, can also affect 
costs as a result of energy savings. Table 29 indicates the costs of generating electricity 
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when the PV systems are either available or not available. Such costs of the PV system 
indicate the amount required to produce ten percent of total peak demand. The costs of 
generating electricity of the PV system, 118.6 $/MWh (which is the LCOE [the levelized 
cost of electricity] of the United States for PV entering new service in 2019 and are still 
higher than the costs of the other systems), increase the total costs of all unit types from 
45.53 to 64.87 $/MWh (the change rate of which is +42.5%). By contrast, since PV 
systems save energy for gas-fired and peak generation, they decrease the total costs of 
gas turbines from 104.33 to 78.14 $/year/household (the change rate of which is -25.1%), 
which typically burn expensive fuel. In this example, spinning reserve is not deployed, 
only reserved.  
By using less fuel from gas- and coal-fired units, dispersed PV systems can also 
reduce the release of emissions. Table 30 shows the annual ecological impact of PV 
systems geographically dispersed on the test bed. 
Table 29.  Changes in the annual generation costs of the PV system 
Weight Type All Unit Types Gas-Fired Units Unit Generation Costs 
% - $/year/household $/year/household $/MWh 
Cost= 
100% 
No-PV 683.21 104.33 45.53 
PV 973.38 78.14 64.87 
% Change from No-PV +42.5% -25.1% +42.5% 
 
Table 30.  Annual results of emissions reductions 
Weight 
Type 














No-PV 15.01 64.5336 30.4094 11.3018 12.0826 
PV 14.55 64.1291 29.9196 11.0305 11.9301 
% Change from No-PV -3.1% -0.627% -1.61% -2.40% -1.26% 
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5.5.2 Simulation in Minute-by-Minute Resolution 
(1) Energy and Emissions Savings of the PV System  
Viewed in hourly intervals, as shown in Figure 55, the PV system seems to have a 
more stable output than usual. Rapid variations in PV generation resulting from transient 
cloudiness and weather disturbances in the atmosphere create a need for additional 
spinning reserve that covers uncertainty involved in their output. In fact, they may 
increase fossil fuel consumption because of their intermittency, or sudden energy 
shortages or overages. Therefore, this study synthesized the short-term generation of PV 
systems in minute resolution geographically dispersed throughout the test bed, using the 
MCMC method. Figure 57 indicates minute-by-minute unit allocation that minimizes the 
costs of generating electricity on a peak demand day, September 27, 2010.  
 
Hour of Day 
Figure 57.  Generation profiles in minute resolution on a peak demand day, September 27, 2010. 
Since the PV systems produce an amount of only ten percent of peak demand, 
rapid variations in their output presented in Figure 54 seem to be not significant in Figure 
57. In Figure 57, when the PV output suddenly increases or decreases, faster dispatchable 
gas-fired units decrease or increase their output. In fact, the power system enhanced by 
geographically distributed PV systems is able to not only effectively cope with peak 
demand but also save energy generated from gas-fired plants. Table 31 depicts the impact 
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of PV systems on energy savings in minute resolution, especially for gas-fired generation. 
Lastly, Table 32 shows the ecological impact of the PV systems dispersed on the test bed. 
Table 31.  Daily energy savings of the PV systems in minute resolution on a peak demand day, 

























No-PV 0.049 0.034 68.3 0.008 16.5 0.007 14.8 0.000 0.5 0.000 0 
10% PV 0.048 0.034 68.3 0.007 14.5 0.007 14.8 0.000 0.5 0.001 2.0 
% Change -2.0% 0% 0 -12.3% -2.0 0% 0 0% 0 - +2.0 
 



















No-PV 0.049 0.20412 0.0987 0.0374 0.0334 
10% PV 0.048 0.20411 0.0979 0.0369 0.0331 
% Change -2.0% -0.002% -0.81% -1.34% -0.90% 
(2) Short-Term Intermittency of PV Systems 
When the PV output suddenly decreases, conventional units should increase their 
power output. On the other hand, when it suddenly increases, conventional units should 
decrease their power output to fully use the PV energy. In fact, because of its 
intermittency, or sudden energy shortages or overages, intermittent PV system output 
may increase the need for spinning reserve. To determine the impact of geographically 
dispersed PV systems on conventional units and spinning reserve in minute resolution, 
this study examines the time that the difference in total generation from one interval to 
another exceeds the limits of 17.152, 85.760, and 171.520 MW/min, which correspond to 
0.001, 0.005, and 0.01 PU of peak/min, respectively. Table 33 shows that the PV systems 
increase short-term intermittency by 26.72 percent in the case study. 
Table 33.  Changes in total generation from one interval to another exceeding the limits on a peak 




(=0.001 PU of peak/min) 
85.760 MW/min 
(=0.005 PU of peak/min) 
171.520 MW/min 




No-PV 3.683 0 0 
10% PV 4.667 0.317 0.017 
% Change +26.72% - - 
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5.6 Conclusion 
The aim of this study has been (1) to propose tools and algorithms useful for 
analyzing the impact of geographically dispersed DG (distributed generation) systems on 
statewide and nationwide generation resource pools, (2) to address some of the issues in 
the analysis of the impact of DG systems on such resource pools, and (3) to design a 
framework for streamlining the smooth integration of the DG system into such resource 
pools. Therefore, this study has developed an algorithm for generating resource allocation  
that minimizes ecological impact, including water consumption, and fuel costs, using 
methods of Lagrangian optimization and hydrothermal coordination. This study has also 
proposed an example of a modified system in the state of Georgia with an added 
hypothetical PV (photovoltaic) system portfolio in the form of geographically dispersed 
systems with a capacity amounting to ten percent of the total peak load of the state. 
Finally, it has performed simulations for generation resource allocation in hourly and 
minute-by-minute resolutions and analyzed the impact of geographically dispersed PV 
systems from a long-term, typically annual, perspective of energy, particularly for peak 
power and spinning reserve, electricity generation costs, and emissions. Since the 
capacity of PV systems in this study is a peak of 1.7 GW while the added cumulative 
capacity of PV systems throughout the United States amounts to a peak of 2.6 GW in 
2010 [37], the proposed scenario has been a projection of what might become a viable 
planning option for statewide or nationwide power grids in the near future.  
The results of simulations for the generation resource allocation of the state in 
hourly resolution have shown that a statewide power grid for Georgia enhanced by PV 
systems geographically dispersed throughout the state can effectively cope with peaks 
and save energy generated from quickly dispatchable gas-fired plants, which typically 
burn expensive fuel at the expense of increased costs of generating electricity. If PV 
systems dispersed throughout the test bed had a capacity equal to ten percent of total peak 
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demand, they could decrease energy produced from non-solar plants, particularly by 
about 3.1 percent in the case study. They could also reduce the release of emissions such 
as SO2, NOX, and CO2, and water consumption by 0.63, 1.61, 2.40, and 1.26 percent by 
using less fuel than coal- and gas-fired units.  
Since the PV system appears to have a more stable output than expected, this 
study has modeled the short-term intermittency of transient cloudiness and weather 
disturbances in the atmosphere using the MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) method 
and synthesized the generation of geographically dispersed PV systems in minute 
intervals. It has found that the statewide power grid enhanced by geographically 
distributed PV systems operating in one-minute intervals can still effectively cope with 
peaks. However, since PV systems operating in minute intervals increase short-term 
intermittency in the total generation of all generation units, including PV systems, they 
create an additional need for spinning reserve that copes with uncertainty involved in 
their output. In fact, because of their intermittency, PV systems can increase fossil fuel 
consumption of faster dispatchable spinning reserve, which typically burns the most 
expensive fuel. 
This study has proposed a useful method for analyzing the impact of 
geographically dispersed DG systems, particularly PV systems in this study, on local, 
statewide, and nationwide generation resource pools and yielded useful results. For 
instance, this study has found that PV systems operating in hourly and minute intervals 
can produce benefits such as an effective reduction in peak load and loss. In addition, 
using the methods of Lagrangian optimization and hydrothermal coordination, this study 
has presented an algorithm for environmentally constrained generation resource 
allocation that minimizes both fuel costs and ecological impact, including water 
consumption, with each weight. The algorithm can be expanded for analyzing the effect 
of various DG systems, including PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines 
geographically dispersed on statewide and nationwide power grids. However, as more 
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renewables are deployed, the analysis of their impact becomes even more complicated 
because of intermittency in their output. In fact, renewables can increase the need for 
additional spinning reserve if they suddenly decrease their output. Therefore, for the 
smooth integration of renewables into statewide and nationwide power grids, the need for 
supplementary energy, especially for peak power and spinning reserve, and changes in 
electricity generation costs resulting from their intermittency must be further investigated. 
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CHAPTER 6  
ACCOMPLISHMENTS, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusion 
The main objective of this study has been to analyze the impact of the DG 
(distributed generation) system in general and the PV (photovoltaic) system in particular 
on the urban distribution network. During the process of this analysis, the study has (1) 
developed tools, methods, and algorithms for both the analysis of the impact of the DG 
system and use in planning, designing, and operating such a network, (2) addressed some 
of the issues in the analysis of the impact of the DG system, and (3) established a 
framework for streamlining future designs and the smooth integration of the DG system 
into the urban distribution network. 
In Chapter 2, using the backward and forward sweep method implemented in 
MATLAB, this study developed an algorithm for three-phase power flow that models 
power system components, including distribution systems, transformers, and PV systems, 
and calculates the three-phase power flow of the urban radial and meshed network 
enhanced by DG systems, particularly the PV system in this study. This study (1) 
implemented the backward and forward sweep method, a method of iterative 
compensation for the meshed network, and a method of representing the DG bus as a P-Q 
or P-V bus; (2) modeled common power system components such as the load, the 
transformer, the voltage regulator, and the shunt capacitor bank; and then (3) verified the 
algorithm using IEEE 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, and 123-bus test feeders, which are well-defined 
and very complex distribution networks. The results of the power-flow analysis of the 
radial and meshed test feeders enhanced by the DG system have shown that the proposed 
algorithm is capable of solving power-flow problems accurately and analyzing the impact 
of the DG system, including the PV system, wind farms, and microturbines, which 
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contain uncertainties of its inputs, locations, and capacities, none of which are known in 
the planning stage of the power system, on urban distribution networks. 
Chapter 3 of this study proposed a useful method for analyzing the impact of 
stochastic renewable DG systems, particularly PV systems in this study, that contain 
uncertainty in their input and output, on urban distribution networks. To model the 
influence of the inherent uncertainty of the input, the location, and the capacity of the PV 
system, this study implemented a stochastic simulation algorithm combined with the 
power-flow algorithm developed in Chapter 2. This study also accelerated the stochastic 
simulation algorithm using methods of variance reduction, including importance 
sampling with the optimal near-normal distribution, which reduced variance that occurred 
when finding the expectation value of the energy savings and emissions savings of N 
stochastically dispersed PV systems. It also reduced the extremely heavy computational 
burden caused from the stochastic simulation by the sampling of representative clusters 
and extreme points. Then, it presented, as the case study, the IEEE 123-bus test feeder, 
which incorporated residential load profiles obtained from the actual utility in kW in 
hourly intervals in 2007 and residential PV systems assumed to be installed across the 
Atlanta area as an urban distribution area. Finally, this study (1) performed stochastic 
simulations using the energy mix of the state of Georgia and residential PV systems that 
consisted of commercial PV modules and commercial inverters and that were 
stochastically dispersed throughout the urban distribution network, (2) quantified the 
effect of the methods of variance reduction, including importance sampling, and then (3) 
analyzed the impact of the PV systems from the perspective of energy, especially for 
peak power, the costs of generating electricity, and emissions.  
The results of the simulation of the case studies indicated that PV systems could 
effectively save energy from the perspective of monthly and daily operations and reduce 
the release of pollutants and greenhouse gases into the atmosphere by using less fuel from 
coal- and gas-fired plants. In addition, it investigated methods of acceleration of the 
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stochastic simulation by the optimal near-normal distribution of importance sampling and 
defined the stratum of the tilt angle of the PV system as the typical pitch angle for 
residential roofs. In the proposed case study, the power output of PV systems is estimated 
by solar radiation and meteorological data of the Atlanta area in TMY (typical 
meteorological year) data sets in hourly intervals and they are dispersed stochastically 
throughout the IEEE 123-bus test feeder as an example of the urban distribution network 
with a capacity equal to ten percent of total peak demand. In the case study, as a result of 
the combination of both importance sampling and stratification sampling, this study was 
able to reduce the variance of the power output of N dispersed residential PV systems 
from 151.14 to 8.54 kWh/year/household with a variance reduction ratio of 17.69, which 
means the expectation value of annual PV output approaches more closely to a true value, 
in other words, the expectation value is more accurate. In addition, as a result of the 
sampling of representative clusters and extreme points, this study reduced a stochastic 
simulation time of 382.03 to 4.77-5.81 hours.  
In Chapter 4, this study implemented algorithms and methods useful for planning, 
designing, and operating urban distribution networks enhanced by DG systems, 
particularly the PV system in this study, from the standpoint of the reliability of such 
networks. It presented a genetic algorithm that determines the optimal allocation of 
protection devices, including the fuse and the recloser, in two stages and improves the 
reliability of the urban distribution network enhanced by protection devices (such as fuses 
and reclosers) and the DG system. Using the backward and forward sweep method, it also 
proposed an analytical method of generating all possible permanent and transient faults 
on the main and lateral feeders for an urban distribution network housing a combination 
of fuses, switches, reclosers, and high-capacity DG systems; the method can also evaluate 
the failure frequency and duration of such urban distribution networks. Then it also 
analyzed the impact of both the DG system, including the effect of the islanded operation 
of the DG system, and protection devices on the reliability of the urban distribution 
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network.  
The analysis of the reliability of IEEE 34- and 123-bus test feeders as case studies 
demonstrated that the recloser could reduce the duration of a system failure, or the SAIDI. 
However, the recloser installed on test feeders such as IEEE 34- and 123-bus test feeders 
exhibited a tendency to increase the frequency of failure, or the SAIFI, because of its 
multiple reclosing characteristics and lock-out state. In the case of a transient fault, the 
recloser prevents a downstream fuse from burning, so fewer customers experience 
outages. In addition, as a result of the islanded operation of the DG system, it has been 
able to reduce the objective function and the failure duration, or the SAIDI. However, the 
DG system, particularly the PV system in this study, produced power only during the 
daytime, so the PV system slightly reduced the annual failure duration. In fact, a PV 
system with an average of 4.5 hours/day (which is the assumed average time during 
which the total generation of a zone exceeds the total load of an islanded zone) can 
reduce the annual failure duration by as much as 18.75 (=4.5/24) percent. However, if PV 
systems constantly operate at their full capacity during one year and all the load points of 
the 123-bus test feeder are perfectly coordinated by islanded zones, they can significantly 
reduce the annual failure duration, even up to zero at the ideal conditions of fully reliable 
PV systems, fuses, reclosers, and their perfect protection coordination. Thus, to maximize 
improvement in the reliability of urban distribution networks, various DG types 
(including PV systems, wind farms, microturbines) enhanced by a storage system and 
methods of optimizing the location, the capacity, and the zone of the DG system would 
have to be further investigated. 
In Chapter 5, to determine the impact of PV systems geographically dispersed 
throughout local, statewide, or nationwide grids on energy, especially for peak power and 
spinning reserve, the costs of generating electricity, and emissions, this study developed 
an algorithm for generation resource allocation that minimizes ecological impact and fuel 
costs, synthesized the short-term intermittency of transient cloudiness, and estimated the 
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generation of geographically dispersed PV systems. Then, it performed simulations for 
generation resource allocation in hourly and minute-by-minute resolutions. The results of 
the simulations for the generation resource allocation of a statewide power grid for 
Georgia in hourly and minute-by-minute resolutions showed that the statewide power 
grid enhanced by geographically dispersed PV systems could effectively cope with peaks 
and save energy generated from gas turbines, which typically burn expensive fuel, at the 
expense of increased costs of generating electricity. However, since PV systems 
operating in one-minute intervals increase short-term intermittency in the total generation 
of all generation units, including PV systems, they create an additional need for spinning 
reserve that copes with uncertainty involved in their output. In fact, because of their 
intermittency, or sudden energy shortages and overages, PV systems can increase fossil 
fuel consumption of faster dispatchable spinning reserve, which burns the most expensive 
fuel. Therefore, for the smooth integration of PV systems into the power grid, the need 
for supplementary energy, especially for peak power and spinning reserve, and changes 
in generation costs resulting from their intermittency must be further investigated. 
6.2 Contributions 
This study contributes to the body of knowledge in the analysis of impact of 
stochastic renewable distributed generation on urban distribution networks in the 
following ways: 
 
Chapters 2 and 3: Impact of Stochastic Renewable Distributed Generation on Urban 
Distribution Networks and Stochastic Methods for the Analysis of Large Data Sets 
 The integration of a fine-tuned algorithm for three-phase power-flow analysis and 
the stochastic simulation algorithm 
This study has developed an accurate and fast algorithm that (1) models 
power system components, including distribution systems, transformers, and the 
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DG system, particularly the PV system in this study, (2) calculates the three-phase 
power flow of urban radial and meshed networks enhanced by the DG system, 
and (3) represents a DG bus of high-penetration capacity as either a P-Q or P-V 
bus. The algorithm can be extended to the analysis of the impact of the DG 
system, including the PV system, wind farms, and microturbines. This study has 
also developed a stochastic simulation algorithm (in which the unknown random 
variables are the system capacity, the azimuth angle, the title angle, and the 
module of the residential PV system) and integrated the simulation program for 
the PV system into an algorithm for three-phase power-flow analysis.  
 The optimal distribution of importance sampling 
This study has investigated the method of acceleration of the stochastic 
simulation by the optimal near-normal distribution of importance sampling and 
defined the stratum of the tilt angle of the PV system as the typical pitch angle for 
residential roofs. It has found that the optimal distribution of importance sampling 
can reduce the variance of unknown random variables approximated by a 
(truncated) normal distribution so that they approach the true expectation value 
more closely. Thus, the proposed optimal distribution of importance sampling can 
be used to reduce the variance of unknown random variables in studies of the 
effect of various DG systems (including PV systems, wind farms, and 
microturbines) if unknown random variables in their input and output can be 
approximated by a (truncated) normal distribution. 
 Reduction in the variance of large data sets and the simulation time in the 
analysis of renewable DG systems 
In the proposed case study, combining both importance and stratification 
sampling can reduce the variance of the output of N stochastically dispersed 
residential PV systems from 151.14 kWh/year/household to 8.54 
kWh/year/household with a variance reduction ratio of 17.69, which means the 
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expectation value of annual PV output approaches more closely to a true value, in 
other words, the expectation value is more accurate. The sampling of 
representative clusters and extreme points also has reduced the stochastic 
simulation time of 382.03 hours to 4.77-5.81 hours. 
 
Chapter 4:  Reliability Enhancement Through a Reconfiguration of Urban Distribution 
Networks Enhanced by DG 
 Analytical method for the evaluation of reliability 
Using the backward and forward sweep method implemented by KCL 
(Kirchhoff’s current law) and KVL (Kirchhoff’s voltage law), this study has 
proposed an analytical method for the urban distribution network housing a 
combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and high-capacity DG systems for 
evaluating the reliability of urban distribution networks. The proposed method 
generates all possible permanent and transient faults on the main and lateral 
feeders, sums the fault current flowing at each bus, searches all buses from the 
fault bus to the root bus, and calculates drops in voltage, the on-off states of the 
line, and the frequency and the duration of a failure. 
 Two-stage optimization of protection devices  
Because of the various operational characteristics of the fuse and the 
recloser, this study has implemented a genetic algorithm that optimally allocates 
the fuse and the recloser in two stages within the urban distribution network 
enhanced by DG. It has optimally allocated both fuses on urban distribution 
networks and then reclosers, typically from one to three or one to five reclosers, 
on urban distribution networks optimized with fuses. Both the genetic algorithm 
and the analytical method can be extended to the analysis of the effect of DG 
systems, including PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines, on the reliability 
of the urban distribution network enhanced by DG. 
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 Analysis of the impact of the DG system and protection devices 
In general, because of its islanded operation, the DG system reduces the 
failure duration, or the SAIDI. However, this study has shown that since the DG 
system, particularly the PV system, in the proposed case study produces power 
only during the daytime, the PV system only slightly reduces the annual failure 
duration, even with a 100 percent capacity of total demand. However, if PV 
systems constantly operate at their full capacity during one year and all the load 
points of the 123-bus test feeder are perfectly coordinated by islanded zones, they 
can significantly reduce the annual failure duration, even up to zero at the ideal 
conditions of fully reliable PV systems, fuses, reclosers, and their perfect 
protection coordination. Thus, to maximize the enhancement of reliability, various 
DG types (including PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines) enhanced by a 
storage system and methods of optimizing the location, the capacity, and the zone 
of the DG system must be further investigated. 
 
Chapter 5: Analysis of the Impact of Geographically Distributed Renewable DG Systems 
on Environmentally Constrained Generation Resource Allocation 
 Development of an algorithm for environmentally constrained generation 
resource allocation 
This study has developed an algorithm for generation resource allocation 
that optimally allocates generation resources using the methods of Lagrangian 
optimization and hydrothermal coordination. It has implemented a scalar 
objective function that merges fuel costs and emissions with the water 
consumption constraint. That is, to minimize costs, emissions, and water 
consumption with each weight, it has defined the objective function of the 
algorithm for generation resource allocation. The proposed algorithm can be 
employed in analyzing the effect of DG systems, including geographically 
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dispersed PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines, on local, statewide or 
nationwide power grids. 
 Synthesizing of short-term intermittency in PV generation 
Viewed in hourly intervals, the power output of geographically dispersed 
PV systems appears to be more stable than expected. Since current PV generation 
affected by transient cloudiness depends on only previous generation, this study 
has synthesized the short-term, typically minute-by-minute, intermittency of 
transient cloudiness using the MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) method and 
estimated the generation of geographically dispersed PV systems in minute 
intervals. The proposed method can be useful for synthesizing short-term 
intermittency in the generation of weather-dependent renewables such as PV 
systems and wind farms installed on areas, minute-by-minute weather data of 
which are not available. 
 Analysis of the impact of geographically dispersed DG systems on generation 
resource allocation 
This study has shown that a statewide power grid for Georgia enhanced by 
geographically dispersed DG systems, particularly the PV system, operating in 
hourly and minute intervals can effectively cope with peaks and save energy 
generated from gas turbines, which typically burn expensive fuel. However, since 
DG systems operating in one-minute intervals increase short-term intermittency in 
the total generation of all units, including DG systems, they can create an 
additional need for spinning reserve that copes with uncertainty involved in their 
output. Therefore, for their smooth integration into the power grid, the need for 
supplementary energy, particularly for peak power demand and spinning reserve, 
and changes in electricity generation costs resulting from their intermittency, or 
sudden energy shortages and overages, must be further investigated. 
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
Although this study has presented contributions to the body of knowledge in the 
analysis of the impact of stochastic renewable distributed generation on urban 
distribution networks, it recommends the following future research that can be built on 
the results presented in this study: 
 
Chapters 2 and 3: Impact of Stochastic Renewable Distributed Generation on Urban 
Distribution Networks and Stochastic Methods for the Analysis of Large Data Sets 
This study has developed an accurate and fast algorithm that models power 
system components, including distribution systems, transformers, and various DG 
systems, particularly the PV system in this study. The algorithm can be extended to the 
analysis of the impact of various other DG systems, including wind farms and 
microturbines, which are being installed on distribution networks. In addition, this study 
has analyzed the impact of the PV systems from the perspective of energy, especially for 
peak power, the costs of generating electricity, and emissions. However, the results do 
not apply to the rapidly decreasing price of commercial- and utility-scale PV systems, but 
it can be extended to such a case by modeling distribution networks enhanced by 
commercial- and utility-scale PV systems and determining their impact on such networks. 
It has also not applied to PV tracking systems, which produce much more energy than 
fixed PV systems. If future research conducts such an analysis, it can analyze the strong 
effect of PV systems on changes in the generation costs. 
This study has conducted stochastic simulations of 1,000 years with unknown 
random variables: the azimuth angle, the title angle, the module, and the capacity of the 
residential PV system. If N stochastically dispersed residential PV systems operate during 
one year in hourly intervals, the enumeration of possible combinations for the selection of 
N PV systems with the uncertainties presented in Table 6 requires 20×901×10×4 years = 
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720,800 years. However, this study performed a stochastic simulation of only 1,000 years 
in hourly intervals because of a simulation time constraint of 8,760 × 1,000 × 0.157 sec ≈ 
382.03 hours. (The proposed algorithm takes an average of 0.157 seconds per power-flow 
calculation on a Dell OptiPlex 9020 desktop computer consisting of an Intel Core i7-4770 
CPU with 32 GB of memory, a professional edition of Windows 7, and MATLAB 2014a). 
Therefore, a necessary simulation period of years to meet sufficient accuracy in a mean 
of annual PV output (which is calculated by averaging the power output of residential PV 
systems stochastically installed on N households that produce a capacity of ten percent of 
total peak demand in hourly intervals annually) must be further investigated. 
 
Chapter 4:  Reliability Enhancement Through a Reconfiguration of Urban Distribution 
Networks Enhanced by DG 
To maximize reliability, this study optimally has allocated fuses and reclosers on 
the test feeders (IEEE 34- and 123-bus test feeders) enhanced by DG systems, 
particularly the PV systems in this study. However, it has not examined costs of the 
protection device and the DG system, which may vary widely. Therefore, future research 
can investigate the improvement in reliability per dollar invested, referred to as economic 
sensitivity analysis. To determine the effect of the improvement in reliability per dollar 
invested in the protection device and the DG system, it can perform stochastic 
simulations such as a Monte Carlo simulation, in which the costs of the fuse, the recloser, 
the breaker, and the DG system are randomly generated within an acceptable range in the 
following steps: 
(1) Investigation of actual costs for the protection device and the DG system 
(2) Design and implementation of the stochastic simulation that investigates the 
improvement of reliability per dollar invested  
(3) Economic sensitivity analysis of the protection device and the DG system 
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This study has presented a genetic algorithm that optimally allocates the fuse and 
the recloser in two stages within the urban distribution network enhanced by DG systems 
and an analytical method that evaluates the reliability of the urban distribution network 
housing a combination of fuses, switches, reclosers, and high-capacity DG systems. Both 
the genetic algorithm and the analytical method can be extended for analyses of the 
effects of various DG systems, including PV systems, wind farms, and microturbines, on 
the reliability of urban distribution networks. Therefore, as future work, to maximize 
improvement in the reliability, various DG types (including PV systems, wind farms, and 
microturbines), and DG systems enhanced by a storage system, and methods of 
optimizing the location, the capacity, and the zone of the DG system can be further 
investigated by the genetic algorithm and the analytical method developed in this study. 
 
Chapter 5: Analysis of the Impact of Geographically Distributed Renewable DG Systems 
on Environmentally Constrained Generation Resource Allocation 
This study has proposed a useful algorithm for analyzing the impact of 
geographically dispersed DG systems, particularly PV systems in this study, on local, 
statewide, and nationwide generation resource pools. The algorithm can be expanded for 
analyzing the effect of various DG systems, including geographically dispersed PV 
systems, wind farms, and microturbines, on local, statewide, or nationwide power grids, 
which are being enhanced by various DG systems. However, as more renewables are 
deployed, the analysis of their impact becomes even more complicated because of sudden 
shortages or overages of their output. In fact, renewables can increase the need for 
additional spinning reserve if they suddenly decrease their output. Therefore, for the 
smooth integration of renewables into statewide and nationwide power grids, the 
following future work must be further investigated: 
(1) Modeling short-term intermittency in the generation of weather-dependent 
renewables such as PV systems and wind farms 
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(2) Parameterization of the distribution of the short-term intermittency of PV systems 
and wind farms 
(3) Investigation of the need for supplementary energy, especially for peak power and 
spinning reserve, and changes in electricity generation costs resulting from the 
intermittency of PV systems and wind farms 
(4) Simulation of various ramp ratios of coal- and gas-fired generation units 
If PV systems suddenly decrease their output, although variability in their output 
decreases because of their geographical spread, they can increase a need for an additional 
spinning reserve thereby increasing generation costs, worsening the life of fast 
dispatchable generators for the spinning reserve (e.g., fast dispatchable gas turbines), and 
increasing maintenance cycles. Since the costs of faster dispatchable spinning reserves 
are more expensive than those of non-synchronized reserves, they can affect the costs of 
the spinning reserve. For example, the costs of generating electricity at peak time may be 
more expensive than those for base load at off-peak by more than twenty times. This 
study did not examine the realistic costs of different types of the spinning reserve 
controlled at peak and off-peak times in short-term resolution, typically from several 
seconds to hourly intervals. In addition, the study did not analyze the impact of 
operational uncertainty associated with weather-dependent renewables such as wind and 
centralized PV on the spinning reserve, all of which can be future work. 
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APPENDIX A  
CONNECTION OF THE TRANSFORMER 
Figure 58 shows the transformer connected by the delta-grounded wye, delta-
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            (c) Ungrounded wye-delta                             (d) Open wye-open delta 
Figure 58.  Connection of the transformer. 
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APPENDIX B  
THREE-PHASE POWER-FLOW ALGORITHM USING THE 
BACKWARD AND FORWARD SWEEP METHOD 
This study implemented the algorithm for solving three-phase power flow, which 
is based on the backward and forward sweep method in MATLAB and modeled common 
power system components such as various load types (i.e., constant power, constant 
current, and constant impedance loads), transformers, voltage regulators, and shunt 
capacitor banks, presented in Chapter 2. If you have any questions or comments 
regarding the following source codes and the modeling of other feeders, please send an 
email to kobekim@gmail.com to share the detailed codes or to discuss the modeling of 
other feeders using the codes. 
(1) Main Design Function Codes 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  Three-Phase Power-Flow Algorithm Using the Backward Forward Sweep Method 
%                                                         kobekim@gmail.com 











flag_v_pu=1;                     % 1-> PU 0->Actual Value 
flag_i_pu=0;                     % 1-> PU 0->Actual Value 
flag_disp_ieee=1;                % 0-> doesn't display the ieee result 









flag_bus_seed=0;    % 1 -> predefined bus order while displaying. 





BASE_KVA_3PH=60000;                               %[kVA] 
BASE_J_PU=1; 
SLACK_COEFFICIENT=1.00; % Voltage of Root Bus will be 1.05 pu 
AD_COEFF=0.5; 
  
FEET=0.3048/1609.3;                     % 1 Feet = 0.3048/1609.3 Mile 
ACCURACY=0.1; 
ACCURACY_MESHED=0.001;%0.1;0.001; % use 0.1(16 iterations) for the locus figure 
MAX_ITERATION_LIMIT=120; 
  





% IEEE Standard solution from http://ewh.ieee.org/soc/pes/dsacom/testfeeders/index.html 
P_IEEE=[1463.861+582.101i 963.484+343.687i 1193.153+398.976i]*1000; 
P_T_IEEE=(3620.498+1324.765i)*1000; 
I_IEEE=[Ph(655.91,-21.69) Ph(425.91,-139.63) Ph(523.82,101.51)]; 






% First Column: 001:Sub Feeder 002:Main Feeder 
% Second,Third,...: Node Number 
% Warning: Last row should be the longest main feeder followed by the slack 
SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA=[ 
001 002 001 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 01 Path  
001 004 003 001 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 02 Path  
001 006 005 003 001 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 03 Path  
001 010 014 137 128 009 008 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 04 Path  
001 011 014 137 128 009 008 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 05 Path  
001 012 008 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 06 Path  
001 016 015 034 013 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 07 Path  
001 017 015 034 013 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 08 Path  
001 020 019 018 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 09 Path  
001 022 021 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 10 Path  
001 024 023 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 11 Path  
001 033 027 026 138 129 025 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 12 Path  
001 032 031 026 138 129 025 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 13 Path  
001 123 030 029 028 025 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 14 Path  
001 037 036 035 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 15 Path  
001 039 038 036 035 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 16 Path  
001 041 040 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 17 Path  
001 043 042 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 18 Path  
001 046 045 044 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 19 Path  
001 118 051 050 049 047 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 20 Path  
001 048 047 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 21 Path  
001 056 055 054 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 22 Path  
001 059 058 057 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 23 Path  
001 066 065 064 063 062 060 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 24 Path  
001 126 131 061 060 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 25 Path  
001 096 095 093 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 26 Path  
001 094 093 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 27 Path  
001 133 092 091 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 28 Path  
001 134 090 089 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 29 Path  
001 135 088 087 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 30 Path  
001 132 083 082 081 080 078 077 076 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 31 Path  
001 085 084 081 080 078 077 076 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 32 Path  
001 079 078 077 076 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 33 Path  
001 075 074 073 072 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 34 Path  
001 071 070 069 068 067 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 35 Path  
001 125 100 099 098 097 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 36 Path  
001 104 103 102 101 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 37 Path  
001 107 106 105 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 38 Path  
001 114 113 112 110 109 108 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 39 Path  
001 111 110 109 108 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 40 Path  
001 124 108 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% # 41 Path     
002 108 105 101 122 097 067 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% #1 Main Feeder 
002 047 044 042 040 035 115 018 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% #2 Main Feeder 
002 025 023 021 018 013 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000% #3 Main Feeder 




% From Bus | To Bus | Root Bus | Path 1 | Path 2 |  
% Phase Info(0:3 Phs, 1:A, 2:B, 3:C, 4:AB, 5:BC, 6:CA) 
  
MESHED_DATA=[ 
% 118 124 ROOT_BUS_NO 20 41 0 % loop #1 
% 054 094 ROOT_BUS_NO 22 27 1 % loop #5 
% 114 071 ROOT_BUS_NO 39 35 1 % loop #4 
% 020 011 ROOT_BUS_NO 09 05 1 % loop #3 




002 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 01 
004 003 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 02 
006 005 003 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 03 
010 014 137 128 009 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 04 
011 014 137 128 009 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 05 
012 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 06 
016 015 034 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 07 
017 015 034 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 08 
020 019 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 09 
022 021 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 10 
024 023 021 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 11 
033 027 026 138 129 025 023 021 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 12 
032 031 026 138 129 025 023 021 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 13 
123 030 029 028 025 023 021 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 14 
037 036 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 15 
039 038 036 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 16 
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041 040 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 17 
043 042 040 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 18 
046 045 044 042 040 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 19 
118 051 050 049 047 044 042 040 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 20 
048 047 044 042 040 035 115 018 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 21 
056 055 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 22 
059 058 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 23 
066 065 064 063 062 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 24 
126 131 061 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 25 
096 095 093 091 089 087 086 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 % 26 
094 093 091 089 087 086 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 % 27 
133 092 091 089 087 086 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 % 28 
134 090 089 087 086 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 % 29 
135 088 087 086 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 % 30 
132 083 082 081 080 078 077 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 % 31 
085 084 081 080 078 077 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 % 32 
079 078 077 076 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 33 
075 074 073 072 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 34 
071 070 069 068 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 35 
125 100 099 098 097 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 000 % 36 
104 103 102 101 122 097 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 % 37 
107 106 105 101 122 097 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 000 000 % 38 
114 113 112 110 109 108 105 101 122 097 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 % 39 
111 110 109 108 105 101 122 097 067 136 130 120 060 057 054 053 052 119 013 008 007 001 116 127 117 000 000 000 % 40 




%   Bus Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1. Bus Number  
% 2. Load Type(0: constant power 1: constant current 2: constnat impedance) 
%    (0,1,2<--Wye connected, a-g, b-g, c-g 
%    (3<--Reserved 
%    (4, Delta connected(ab, bc, ca) Constant Power 
%        Nominal Volt(kV)->Input a-g voltage  
%    (5, Delta connected Constant Current Load) 
%    (6, Delta connected Constant Impedance Load) 
% 3. Real Power(KW) -> if 4000 kW, Input 4000*KVA 
% 4. Reactive Power(KVAR) 
% 5. Power Factor 
% 6. Voltage Regulator( Bet 1 and 2 ->  Input VR ID at Bus 2) 
% 7. Shunt Capacitor of the Bus(KVA) 




% Bus No LoadType   kW         kVar            PF     VR ID Sh.Cap[kVA]    Nominal Volt(LL Volt) 
1           0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
1           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
1           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
2           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
2           0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
2           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
3           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
3           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
3           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
4           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
4           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
4           0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
5           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
5           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
5           1       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
6           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
6           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
6           2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
7           0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
7           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
7           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
8           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
8           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
8           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
9           0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
9           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
9           0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
10          1       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
10          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
10          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
11          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
11          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
11          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
12          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
12          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
12          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
13          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
13          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
13          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
14          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
14          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
14          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
15          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
15          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
15          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
16          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
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16          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
16          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
17          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
17          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
17          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
18          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
18          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
18          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
19          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
19          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
19          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
20          1       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
20          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
20          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
21          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
21          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
21          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
22          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
22          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
22          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
23          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
23          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
23          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
24          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
24          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
24          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
25          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
25          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
25          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
26          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
26          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
26          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
27          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
27          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
27          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
28          1       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
28          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
28          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
29          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
29          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
29          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
30          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
30          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
30          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
31          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
31          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
31          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
32          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
32          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
32          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
33          1       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
33          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
33          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
34          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
34          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
34          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
35          4       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
35          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
35          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
36          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
36          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
36          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
37          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
37          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
37          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
38          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
38          1       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
38          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
39          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
39          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
39          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
40          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
40          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
40          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
41          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
41          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
41          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
42          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
42          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
42          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
43          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
43          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
43          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
44          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
44          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
44          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
45          1       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
45          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
45          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
46          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
46          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
46          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
47          1       35*KVA     25*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
47          1       35*KVA     25*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
47          1       35*KVA     25*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
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48          2       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
48          2       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
48          2       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
49          0       35*KVA     25*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
49          0       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
49          0       35*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
50          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
50          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
50          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
51          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
51          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
51          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
52          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
52          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
52          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
53          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
53          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
53          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
54          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
54          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
54          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
55          2       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
55          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
55          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
56          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
56          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
56          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
57          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
57          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
57          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
58          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
58          1       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
58          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
59          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
59          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
59          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
60          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
60          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
60          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
61          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
61          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
61          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
62          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
62          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
62          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
63          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
63          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
63          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
64          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
64          1       75*KVA     35*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
64          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
65          6       35*KVA     25*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
65          6       35*KVA     25*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
65          6       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
66          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
66          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
66          0       75*KVA     35*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
67          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
67          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
67          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
68          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
68          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
68          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
69          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
69          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
69          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
70          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
70          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
70          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
71          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
71          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
71          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
72          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
72          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
72          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
73          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
73          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
73          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
74          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
74          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
74          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
75          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
75          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
75          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
76          5      105*KVA     80*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
76          5       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
76          5       70*KVA     50*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
77          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
77          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
77          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
78          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
78          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
78          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
79          2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
79          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
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79          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
80          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
80          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
80          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
81          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
81          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
81          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
82          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
82          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
82          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
83          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0     200*KVA     4160 
83          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0     200*KVA     4160 
83          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0     200*KVA     4160 
84          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
84          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
84          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
85          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
85          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
85          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
86          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
86          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
86          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
87          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
87          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
87          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
88          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0      50*KVA     4160 
88          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
88          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
89          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
89          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
89          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
90          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
90          1       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0      50*KVA     4160 
90          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
91          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
91          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
91          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
92          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
92          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
92          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0      50*KVA     4160 
93          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
93          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
93          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
94          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
94          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
94          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
95          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
95          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
95          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
96          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
96          0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
96          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
97          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
97          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
97          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
98          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
98          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
98          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
99          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
99          0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
99          0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
100         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
100         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
100         2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
101         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
101         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
101         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
102         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
102         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
102         0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
103         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
103         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
103         0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
104         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
104         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
104         0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
105         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
105         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
105         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
106         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
106         0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
106         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
107         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
107         0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
107         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
108         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
108         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
108         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
109         0       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
109         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
109         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
110         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
110         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
110         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
111         0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
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111         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
111         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
112         1       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
112         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
112         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
113         2       40*KVA     20*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
113         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
113         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
114         0       20*KVA     10*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
114         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
114         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
115         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
115         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
115         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
116         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
116         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
116         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
117         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
117         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
117         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
118         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
118         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
118         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
119         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
119         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
119         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
120         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
120         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
120         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
121         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
121         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
121         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
122         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
122         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
122         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
123         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
123         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
123         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
124         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
124         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
124         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
125         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
125         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
125         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
126         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     480 
126         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     480 
126         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     480 
127         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       1       0*KVA     4160 
127         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       1       0*KVA     4160 
127         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       1       0*KVA     4160 
128         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       2       0*KVA     4160 
128         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       2       0*KVA     4160 
128         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       2       0*KVA     4160 
129         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       3       0*KVA     4160 
129         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       3       0*KVA     4160 
129         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       3       0*KVA     4160 
130         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       4       0*KVA     4160 
130         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       4       0*KVA     4160 
130         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       4       0*KVA     4160 
131         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       5       0*KVA     480 
131         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       5       0*KVA     480 
131         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       5       0*KVA     480 
132         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
132         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
132         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
133         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
133         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
133         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
134         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
134         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
134         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
135         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
135         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
135         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
136         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
136         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
136         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
137         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
137         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
137         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
138         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
138         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
138         0        0*KVA      0*KVA            0       0       0*KVA     4160 
]; 
  
BASE_V_LNS=bus_data(:,8)/sqrt(3);                 %[V] 
BASE_V_LL=BASE_V_LNS((ROOT_BUS_NO-1)*3+1)*sqrt(3);%[V] 
BASE_V_LN=BASE_V_LNS((ROOT_BUS_NO-1)*3+1);        %[V] 
BASE_I=BASE_KVA_3PH*1000/(sqrt(3)*BASE_V_LL);     %[A] 


















%   Line Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1. Starting Node  
% 2. End Node 
% 3. Impedance Matrix Numer(1, 2, 3, ...) 
% 4. Length(Mile), 2500*FEET -> 2500*0.3048/1609.3 Mile, 1 -> 1 Mile 
% 5. Equivalent Shunt Capacitor(ID) 
line_data=[ 
1     2  10     175*FEET    10 
1     3  11     250*FEET    11 
1     7   1     300*FEET    1    
3     4  11     200*FEET    11 
3     5  11     325*FEET    11 
5     6  11     250*FEET    11 
7     8   1     200*FEET    1    
8    12  10     225*FEET    10 
8     9   9     225*FEET    9    
8    13   1     300*FEET    1    
9   128   9       0*FEET    9    
13   34  11     150*FEET    11 
13   18   2     825*FEET    2    
14   11   9     250*FEET    9    
14   10   9     250*FEET    9    
15   16  11     375*FEET    11 
15   17  11     350*FEET    11 
18   19   9     250*FEET    9    
18   21   2     300*FEET    2    
19   20   9     325*FEET    9    
21   22  10     525*FEET    10 
21   23   2     250*FEET    2    
23   24  11     550*FEET    11 
23   25   2     275*FEET    2    
25  129   9       0*FEET    9    
25   28   2     200*FEET    2    
26   27   7     275*FEET    7    
26   31  11     225*FEET    11 
27   33   9     500*FEET    9    
28   29   2     300*FEET    2    
29   30   2     350*FEET    2    
30  123   2     200*FEET    2    
31   32  11     300*FEET    11 
34   15  11     100*FEET    11 
35   36   8     650*FEET    8    
35   40   1     250*FEET    1    
36   37   9     300*FEET    9    
36   38  10     250*FEET    10 
38   39  10     325*FEET    10 
40   41  11     325*FEET    11 
40   42   1     250*FEET    1    
42   43  10     500*FEET    10 
42   44   1     200*FEET    1    
44   45   9     200*FEET    9    
44   47   1     250*FEET    1    
45   46   9     300*FEET    9    
47   48   4     150*FEET    4  
47   49   4     250*FEET    4  
49   50   4     250*FEET    4  
50   51   4     250*FEET    4  
52   53   1     200*FEET    1  
53   54   1     125*FEET    1  
54   55   1     275*FEET    1  
54   57   3     350*FEET    3  
55   56   1     275*FEET    1  
57   58  10     250*FEET    10 
57   60   3     750*FEET    3    
58   59  10     250*FEET    10 
60   61   5     550*FEET    5    
60   62  12     250*FEET    12 
62   63  12     175*FEET    12 
63   64  12     350*FEET    12 
64   65  12     425*FEET    12 
65   66  12     325*FEET    12 
67   68   9     200*FEET    9    
67   72   3     275*FEET    3    
67   97   3     250*FEET    3    
68   69   9     275*FEET    9    
69   70   9     325*FEET    9    
70   71   9     275*FEET    9    
72   73  11     275*FEET    11 
72   76   3     200*FEET    3    
73   74  11     350*FEET    11 
74   75  11     400*FEET    11 
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76   77   6     400*FEET    6  
76   86   3     700*FEET    3  
77   78   6     100*FEET    6  
78   79   6     225*FEET    6  
78   80   6     475*FEET    6  
80   81   6     475*FEET    6  
81   82   6     250*FEET    6  
81   84  11     675*FEET    11 
82   83   6     250*FEET    6    
84   85  11     475*FEET    11 
86   87   6     450*FEET    6  
87   88   9     175*FEET    9    
87   89   6     275*FEET    6  
89   90  10     225*FEET    10 
89   91   6     225*FEET    6    
91   92  11     300*FEET    11 
91   93   6     225*FEET    6    
93   94   9     275*FEET    9    
93   95   6     300*FEET    6    
95   96  10     200*FEET    10 
97   98   3     275*FEET    3    
98   99   3     550*FEET    3    
99  100   3     300*FEET    3    
100 125   3     800*FEET    3    
101 102  11     225*FEET    11 
101 105   3     275*FEET    3    
102 103  11     325*FEET    11 
103 104  11     700*FEET    11 
105 106  10     225*FEET    10 
105 108   3     325*FEET    3    
106 107  10     575*FEET    10 
108 109   9     450*FEET    9    
108 124   3    1000*FEET    3    
109 110   9     300*FEET    9    
110 111   9     575*FEET    9    
110 112   9     125*FEET    9    
112 113   9     525*FEET    9    
113 114   9     325*FEET    9    
115  35   4     375*FEET    4    
116   1   1     400*FEET    1    
119  52   1     400*FEET    1    
120 130   6       0*FEET    6    
130 136   6       0*FEET    6  
136  67   6     350*FEET    6    
122 101   3     250*FEET    3    
127 116   1       0*FEET    1  
117 127   1       0*FEET    1  
128 137   1       0*FEET    1 %vr02 
137  14   9     425*FEET    9  
129 138   7       0*FEET    7  
138  26   7     350*FEET    7 %vr03 
129  25   1       0*FEET    1  
130 120   1       0*FEET    1  
115  18   1       0*FEET    1  
118  51   1      10*FEET    1  
13  119   1       0*FEET    1  
131 126   1       0*FEET    1  
61  131   1       0*FEET    1  
120 130   1       0*FEET    1  
60  120   1       0*FEET    1  
97  122   1       0*FEET    1  
83  132   1       0*FEET    1  
92  133   1       0*FEET    1  
90  134   1       0*FEET    1  
88  135   1       0*FEET    1  
54   94   1       0*FEET    1 




%   Voltage Regulator & Xfmrs 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 1. Voltage Regulator or Xfmr 
%    Type A VR --> 1: PH A   2:PH B   3:PH C 
%    Type B VR --> 4: PH A   5:PH B   6:PH C 
%    Type A Open AB & CB --> 7: Open Delta AB  8: Open Delta:CB 9: Reserved 
%    Type B OPen AB & CB --> 10: Open Delta AB  11: Open Delta:CB 12: Reserved 
% 
% 1. XFMR 
% 1.1  Gr Wye-Gr Wye              101: PH A 102:PH B 103:PH C 
% 1.2  Delta-Delta                104: PH A 105:PH B 106:PH C 
% 1.3  Delta-Gr Wye(Gr Wye-Delta) 107: PH A 108:PH B 109:PH C 
% 1.4  Wye-Delta                  110: PH A 108:PH B 109:PH C 
% 1.5  Open Wye-Open Delta        113: PH A 108:PH B 109:PH C 
% 2. VR: VOLT HOLD         XFMR: None 
% 3. VR: R-VOLT            XFMR: R % -> 1% pu-->0.01 pu 
% 4. VR: X-VOLT            XFMR: X % 
% 5. VR: PT RATIO          XFMR: None 
% 6. VR: CT RATE           XFMR: None 
% 7. VR: TAP               XFMR: Turns Ratio 
% 8. VR: MAGNITDE PER TAP  XFMR: 1-Phase [VA] 
% 9. VR: TARGET LEVEL      XFMR: Primary Line to Line Voltage 
%10. VR: BASE VOLT         XFMR: Seconday Line to Line Voltage 
% 3 rows -> VR ID: 1 
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% Next 3 rows -> VR ID: 2 
% 125.232(120V Base) is used to boost voltage to 1.0436 PU that IEEE specifies 
voltage_reg=[ 
%1  2 3 4  5   6    7          8        9      10  
1 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      125.232 120% VR 01 
2 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      125.244 120 
3 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      125.232 120 
1 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      120.958 120% VR 02 
2 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      120       120 
3 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      120       120 
1 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      119.671 120% VR 03 
2 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      120     120 
3 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      120.335 120 
1 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      124.487 120% VR 04 
2 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      123.843 120 
3 122 3 9 20 700    0       0.75      124.398 120 
% 3 single phase xfmrs(s_base=1500[kVA]/3) 
104 0 1.27  2.72 1 1 4160/480 150000/3 4160 480 % XFMR 1 
105 0 1.27  2.72 1 1 4160/480 150000/3 4160 480 




%   Impedance Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% [Ohm/mile] 
% 3X3 -> ID: 1 -> impedance_data(1:3,:) 
% Next 3X3 -> ID: 2 -> impedance_data(4:6,:) 
impedance_data=[ 
0.4576+1.0780i   0.1560+0.5017i   0.1535+0.3849i    % ID 1 
0.1560+0.5017i   0.4666+1.0482i   0.1580+0.4236i 
0.1535+0.3849i   0.1580+0.4236i   0.4615+1.0651i 
  
0.4666+1.0482i   0.1580+0.4236i   0.1560+0.5017i    % ID 2 
0.1580+0.4236i   0.4615+1.0651i   0.1535+0.3849i 
0.1560+0.5017i   0.1535+0.3849i   0.4576+1.0780i 
  
0.4615+1.0651i   0.1535+0.3849i   0.1580+0.4236i    % ID 3 
0.1535+0.3849i   0.4576+1.0780i   0.1560+0.5017i 
0.1580+0.4236i   0.1560+0.5017i   0.4666+1.0482i 
  
0.4615+1.0651i   0.1580+0.4236i   0.1535+0.3849i    % ID 4 
0.1580+0.4236i   0.4666+1.0482i   0.1560+0.5017i 
0.1535+0.3849i   0.1560+0.5017i   0.4576+1.0780i 
                                 
0.4666+1.0482i   0.1560+0.5017i   0.1580+0.4236i   % ID 5 
0.1560+0.5017i   0.4576+1.0780i   0.1535+0.3849i 
0.1580+0.4236i   0.1535+0.3849i   0.4615+1.0651i 
                                    
0.4576+1.0780i   0.1535+0.3849i   0.1560+0.5017i    % ID 6 
0.1535+0.3849i   0.4615+1.0651i   0.1580+0.4236i 
0.1560+0.5017i   0.1580+0.4236i   0.4666+1.0482i 
  
0.4576+1.0780i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.1535+0.3849i    % ID 7 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i 
0.1535+0.3849i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.4615+1.0651i 
  
0.4576+1.0780i   0.1535+0.3849i   0.0000+0.0000i    % ID 8 
0.1535+0.3849i   0.4615+1.0651i   0.0000+0.0000i 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i 
  
1.3292+1.3475i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i    % ID 9 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i 
  
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i    % ID 10 
0.0000+0.0000i   1.3292+1.3475i   0.0000+0.0000i 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i 
  
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i    % ID 11 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i 
0.0000+0.0000i   0.0000+0.0000i   1.3292+1.3475i 
  
1.5209+0.7521i   0.5198+0.2775i   0.4924+0.2157i    % ID 12 
0.5198+0.2775i   1.5329+0.7162i   0.5198+0.2775i 







%   Admittance Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% [micro Siemens per mile]=[10^-6 Siemens per mile] 
% 3X3 -> ID: 1 -> admittance_data(1:3,:) 




5.6765   -1.8319   -0.6982  % ID 1 
-1.8319   5.9809   -1.1645 
-0.6982  -1.1645     5.3971 
  
5.9809   -1.1645   -1.8319  % ID 2 
-1.1645   5.3971   -0.6982 
-1.8319  -0.6982   5.6765 
  
5.3971   -0.6982   -1.1645  % ID 3 
-0.6982   5.6765   -1.8319 
-1.1645   -1.8319   5.9809 
  
5.3971   -1.1645   -0.6982  % ID 4 
-1.1645   5.9809   -1.8319 
-0.6982  -1.8319    5.6765 
  
5.9809   -1.8319   -1.1645  % ID 5 
-1.8319   5.6765   -0.6982 
-1.1645  -0.6982    5.3971 
  
5.6765   -0.6982   -1.8319  % ID 6 
-0.6982   5.3971   -1.1645 
-1.8319  -1.1645    5.9809 
  
5.1154    0.0000   -1.0549  % ID 7 
     0    0.0000    0.0000 
-1.0549   0         5.1704 
  
5.1154   -1.0549    0.0000  % ID 8 
0         5.1704    0.0000 
0         0         0.0000 
  
4.5193    0.0000    0.0000  % ID 9 
0         0.0000    0.0000 
0         0         0.0000 
  
0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  % ID 10 
0         4.5193    0.0000 
0         0         0.0000 
  
0.0000    0.0000    0.0000  % ID 11 
0         0.0000    0.0000 
0         0         4.5193 
  
67.2242   0.0000    0.0000  % ID 12 
0         67.2242   0.0000 







%   FAST Backward Forward Sweep Method 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% System State Vector 
% Difference between pfmc123 and pf123 
































    % timer 
    t_timer=tic; 
    
    i_bus=bsw(v_bus, bus_data, line_data, admittance_data, voltage_reg, ... 
        m_factors, SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, MESHED_DATA, [], BUS_NUM, ... 
        AD_COEFF, 0, 0, 0); 
   
    % timer 
    t_b_sw(iter_cnt)=toc(t_timer); 
    t_timer=tic; 
     
    [v_bus, m_factors, vr_bus]=fsw3(0,i_bus, v_slack, bus_data, line_data, ... 
        impedance_data, voltage_reg, m_factors, vr_bus, ... 
        SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BUS_NUM, ROOT_BUS_NO, ... 
        BASE_V_LNS, v_bus); 
     
    % timer 
    t_f_sw(iter_cnt)=toc(t_timer); 
    t_timer=tic; 
     
    [s_bus, s_loss_bus, flag, s_total_loss]=psw(s_bus, v_bus, ... 
        i_bus, bus_data, line_data, admittance_data, voltage_reg, ... 
        SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BUS_NUM, AD_COEFF, ... 
        mismatch_type, mismatch_max_iteration, iter_cnt, ACCURACY); 
     
    if(flag==0) 
        % to return outputs at the end of the simulation 
        p_loss_bus=s_loss_bus;% Total loss(kW) 
    end 
     
    % timer 
    t_p_sw(iter_cnt)=toc(t_timer); 
  
    iter_cnt=iter_cnt+1; 
  
    if(iter_cnt==MAX_ITERATION_LIMIT) 
        disp('WARNING: Sorry, We failed to converge in BFSW'); 
        break; 









%   Backward Forward Sweep Method for MESHED Networks 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Step 1. Breakpoint Impedance Matrix Z 
[mesh_row,~]=size(MESHED_DATA); 
if(mesh_row>0) 
    bp_imp=br_point2(impedance_data, line_data, MESHED_DATA, MESHED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, ... 
        BASE_J_PU, ROOT_BUS_NO, BUS_NUM, mesh_row,... 
        bus_data, voltage_reg, m_factors, vr_bus,... 
        SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BASE_V_LNS); 
     
    % Line impedance test, April, 4, 2014 
    %bp_imp=bp_imp*1e7;%1e3=1000; 
end 
  








while(flag && mesh_row>0) 
    i_bus=bsw(v_bus, bus_data, line_data, admittance_data, voltage_reg, ... 
        m_factors, SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, MESHED_DATA, [], BUS_NUM, ... 
        AD_COEFF, J, 1, 0); 
  
    [v_bus, m_factors, vr_bus]=fsw3(0, i_bus, v_slack, bus_data, line_data, ... 
        impedance_data, voltage_reg, m_factors, vr_bus, ... 
        SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BUS_NUM, ROOT_BUS_NO, ... 
        BASE_V_LNS, v_bus); 
  
    [v_1, i_1, J, prev_J, flag]=psw_meshed(v_bus, prev_J, MESHED_DATA, bp_imp, mesh_row,... 
        ACCURACY_MESHED); 
  
    buf_bp_i(iter_cnt_mesh+1)=i_1; 
    buf_bp_v(iter_cnt_mesh)=v_1; 
     
    if(flag==0) 
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        % flag==0 means convergence is met, we will exit the bfsw routine 
        [s_bus, s_loss_bus, flag, s_total_loss]=psw(s_bus, v_bus, i_bus, bus_data, line_data, ... 
            admittance_data, voltage_reg, ... 
            SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BUS_NUM, AD_COEFF, ... 
            3, mismatch_max_iteration, iter_cnt, ACCURACY); 
  
        % to return outputs at the end of the simulation 
        p_loss_bus=s_loss_bus;% Total loss(kW) 
    end 
         
    iter_cnt_mesh=iter_cnt_mesh+1; 
  
    if(iter_cnt_mesh==MAX_ITERATION_LIMIT) 
        disp('WARNING: Sorry, We failed to converge in MESHED BFSW'); 
        break; 












fprintf('Total Simulation Time= %.2f [sec]\n',t_total); 
fprintf('1. Backward Sweep= %.2f [sec]\n',sum(t_b_sw)); 
fprintf('2. Forward Sweep= %.2f [sec]\n',sum(t_f_sw)); 
fprintf('3. Mismatch & Loss Sweep= %.2f [sec]\n',sum(t_p_sw)); 
fprintf('4. Loop Sweep= %.2f [sec]\n',t_loop); 
(2) Backward Sweep Codes 
function i_bus=bsw(v_bus, bus_data, line_data, ... 
    admittance_data, voltage_reg, m_factors, ... 
    SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, MESHED_DATA, DG_DATA, BUS_NUM, ... 
    AD_COEFF, J, flag_meshed, i_qs) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%       FAST Backward Sweep(Sub Feeder->Main->Longest Main Feeder Scanning) 
%                                                Copyright 2014 by Insu Kim 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%flag_meshed=1, it has to analyze the meshed network 
%            2, it is used to analyze pv no mismatch 
  
Ph=inline('mag*exp(j*ang/180*pi)','mag','ang');%argument: magnitude, degree 
ALPHA=Ph(1,120); 
D_V=[1 -1 0;0 1 -1;-1 0 1]; 
  
i_bus=zeros(BUS_NUM*3, 1); 
i_ad_status=zeros(BUS_NUM, 1);      % for shunt admittance of the d. lines 
i_bus_status=zeros(BUS_NUM*3, 1);   % for scheduled power 
  
if(flag_meshed==1) 
    % This is for meshed network analysis 
    bp_from_status=zeros(BUS_NUM,1); 








    % Temperary buffer for currents of one radial path. 
    i_bus_buf=zeros(BUS_NUM*3, 1); 
    prev_bus_no=0; 
  
    for mm=2:col 
        feeder_id=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(n,1); 
        bus_no=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(n,mm); 
         
        if(bus_no>0) 
            for m=1:3 
                load_type=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 2); 
                vr_id=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 6); 
                v_nom=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 8)/sqrt(3);%LL->LN 
                % Difference between bsw and bsw_mc 
                s_known=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 3)+bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m,4)*1i; 
                v_a=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m); 
  
                J_tmp=0; 
  
                if(vr_id==0) 
                    if(feeder_id==2) 
                        % Main Feeder 
                        J_tmp=i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                        i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=0; 
                        % After zero setting, and in the end of the one path scanning rout it will 
                        % be updated again. 
                    end 
  
                    if(mm>2)% It means the middle layer 
                        J_tmp=J_tmp+i_bus_buf((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                    end 
  
                    if(i_bus_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)==0) 
                        if((load_type==0 || load_type==10)) 
                            % Constant Power Load 
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                            i_tmp=conj(s_known/v_a); 
                        elseif(load_type==1 || load_type==11) 
                            % Constant Current Load 
                            if(m==2) 
                                v_nom=v_nom*ALPHA^2; 
                            elseif(m==3) 
                                v_nom=v_nom*ALPHA; 
                            end 
                            i_tmp_mag=abs(conj(s_known/v_nom)); 
                            i_tmp_ang=(angle(v_a)-angle(s_known))*180/pi; 
  
                            i_tmp=Ph(i_tmp_mag, i_tmp_ang); 
                        elseif(load_type==2 || load_type==12) 
                            % Constant Impedance Load 
                            constant_z=abs(v_nom)^2/conj(s_known); 
                            i_tmp=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)/constant_z; 
                        elseif(load_type==3) 
                            % Reserved 
                        elseif(load_type==4 || load_type==14) 
                            % Delta Connected Constant Power Load 
                            v_abc=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3); 
                            v_line=D_V*v_abc; 
  
                            i_ab=conj(s_known/v_line(m));    
                        elseif(load_type==5 || load_type==15) 
                            % Delta Connected Constant Current Load 
                            v_abc=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3); 
                            if(m==2) 
                                v_nom=v_nom*ALPHA^2; 
                            elseif(m==3) 
                                v_nom=v_nom*ALPHA; 
                            end 
                            v_nom=v_nom*sqrt(3)*Ph(1, 30); 
                            v_line=D_V*v_abc; 
                            i_line=conj(s_known/v_nom); 
                            i_ab_abs=abs(i_line); 
                            i_ab_ang=(angle(v_line(m))-angle(s_known))*180/pi; 
  
                            i_ab=Ph(i_ab_abs, i_ab_ang); 
                        elseif(load_type==6 || load_type==16) 
                            % Delta Connected Constant Impedance Load 
                            v_abc=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3); 
                            z=abs(v_nom*sqrt(3))^2/conj(s_known); 
                            v_line_abc=D_V*v_abc; 
                            i_delta=v_line_abc/z; 
  
                            i_ab=i_delta(m); 
                        end 
  
                        % Jan/23/2014 
                        if isnan(i_tmp) 
                            i_tmp=0; 
                        end 
                         
                        % Delta connected Loads 
                        if(load_type==4 || load_type==5 || load_type==6 || load_type==14 || load_type==15 || load_type==16) 
                            i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_ab; 
                            if(m==1)% a-b connection 
                                i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m+1)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m+1)-i_ab; 
                            elseif(m==2)% b-c connection 
                                i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m+1)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m+1)-i_ab; 
                            else% c-a connection 
                                i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m-2)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m-2)-i_ab; 
                            end 
                        else % Wye connected Loads 
                            i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_tmp; 
                        end 
  
                        % Difference between bsw and bsw_mc 
                        % Shunt elements of the bus, capacitor bank 
                        s_c=-1i*bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 7); 
                        if(s_c~=0) 
                            % Consider it as CONSTANT IMPEDANCE LOAD 
                            constant_z=abs(v_nom)^2/conj(s_c); 
                            i_sc=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)/constant_z; 
                            i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sc; 
                        end 
  
                        i_bus_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)=1; 
                    end 
  
                    i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+m)+J_tmp; 
                else 
                    ph_type=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                    i_pri=xfmr_conn(0, i_bus_buf, m_factors, ... 
                        prev_bus_no, vr_id, voltage_reg, m, ph_type); 
                    i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)+i_pri; 
                end 
            end 
  
            % To avoid calculatig twice or more. 
            if(prev_bus_no>0 && i_ad_status(prev_bus_no)==0) 
                [yy_id, yy_len]=find_admittance(bus_no, prev_bus_no, line_data); 
                if(yy_id==0) 
                    yy=zeros(3,3); 
                else 
                    yy=AD_COEFF*admittance_data((yy_id-1)*3+1:yy_id*3,:); 
                end 
  
                yy=yy*yy_len; 
  
                i_shunt_line=yy*v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3); 
                i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)+i_shunt_line; 
  
                i_ad_status(prev_bus_no)=1; 
            end 
             
            % Updating Breakpoint Current 
            if(flag_meshed==1) 
                [rr,~]=size(MESHED_DATA); 
                for iter=1:rr 
                    bus_no_from=MESHED_DATA(iter,1); 
                    bus_no_to=MESHED_DATA(iter,2); 
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                    if(bus_no==bus_no_from && bp_from_status(bus_no)==0) 
                        i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)-J((iter-1)*3+1:iter*3); 
                        bp_from_status(bus_no)=1; 
                        break; 
                    elseif(bus_no==bus_no_to && bp_to_status(bus_no)==0) 
                        i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=i_bus_buf((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)+J((iter-1)*3+1:iter*3); 
                        bp_to_status(bus_no)=1; 
                        break; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
             
            % Injects the reactive power injection and calculating the Q 
            if(flag_meshed==2) 
                idx=find(DG_DATA(:,1)==1); 
                [r,~]=size(idx); 
                for k=1:r 
                    dg_bus=DG_DATA(idx(k), 2); 
                    if(dg_bus==bus_no && pvnode_from_status(dg_bus)==0) 
                        i_bus_buf((dg_bus-1)*3+1:dg_bus*3)=... 
                            i_bus_buf((dg_bus-1)*3+1:dg_bus*3)+i_qs(:,k); 
                        pvnode_from_status(dg_bus)=1; 
                    end 
                end             
            end 
             
        else 
            break;%Move the next line 
        end 
        prev_bus_no=bus_no;             
    end 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 





(3) Forward Sweep Codes 
function [v_bus, m_factors,  vr_bus]=fsw3(flag_vr, i_bus, v_slack, bus_data, line_data, ... 
        impedance_data, voltage_reg, m_factors, vr_bus, ... 
        SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BUS_NUM, ROOT_BUS_NO, ... 
        BASE_V_LNS, v_bus) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Forward Sweep(Copyright 2014 by Insu Kim) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% flag_vr=1->it is used only for calculating the break point impedances 
  
% Ph=inline('mag*exp(j*ang/180*pi)','mag','ang');%argument: magnitude, degree 
% ALPHA=Ph(1,120); 
D_V=[1 -1 0;0 1 -1;-1 0 1]; 
D_I=[1 0 -1; -1 1 0; 0 -1 1]; 
A_T=1/3*[2 -1 -1;-1 2 -1;-1 -1 2]; 
B_T=1/3*[1 0 0;0 1 0;-1 -1 0]; 
%B_T=1/3*[1 0 0;0 1 0;0 0 1]; 
% Since Ia+Ib+Ic=0, B_T in line 17 and 18 are the same! 
B_T2=1/3*[2 0 -1;-1 0 -1;-1 0 2]; 
A_I=[1 0 0;-1 1 0;0 -1 0]; 
A_T2=1/3*[2 1 0;0 2 1;1 0 2]; 






bus_rd_status=zeros(BUS_NUM*3, 1);% To avoid calculating two or more 
[row,col]=size(SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA); 
% Why reverse order? 
% Warning: Last row should be the longest main feeder followed by the slack 
for mm=row:-1:1 
    prev_bus_no=0; 
    for nn=col:-1:2 
        bus_no=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(mm, nn); 
        if(bus_no>0) 
           % Root layer or SLACK 
            if(bus_no==ROOT_BUS_NO) 
                if(bus_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+1)==0) 
                    v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_slack; 
                    bus_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=1; 
                end 
            elseif(prev_bus_no>0) 
                i_tmp=zeros(3,1); 
                [zz_id, zz_len]=find_impedance(bus_no, prev_bus_no, line_data); 
  
                for m=1:3%m->phase number->1(a ph), 2(b ph), 3(c ph) 
                    if(bus_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)==0) 
                        % Checking of the voltage regulator 
                        vr_id=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 6); 
  
                        if(vr_id==0) % No VR 
                            i_tmp(m)=i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m); 
  
                            if(m==3) % Matrix(3X1) calulation for 3 phase voltage drop... 
                                zz=impedance_data((zz_id-1)*3+1:zz_id*3,:); 
                                zz=zz*zz_len; 
                                v_drop=zz*i_tmp; 
  
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=... 
                                    v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3)-v_drop; 
                            end 
                        else 
                            ph=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                            if(ph>=1 && ph<=3) 
                                % Type A, Voltage regulator 
                                %r_c=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,3); 
                                %x_c=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,4); 
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                                %pt_ratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,5); 
                                %ct_pri_rating=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,6); 
                                %tap=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,7); 
                                one_tap_size=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,8); 
                                target_level=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,9); 
                                v_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,10); 
  
                                v_1=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/BASE_V_LNS((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                                v_1_base=abs(v_1)*v_base; 
  
                                tap_size=((target_level-v_1_base)/one_tap_size); 
                                %tap_size=round((target_level-v_1_base)/one_tap_size); 
                                v_2_base=v_1_base+tap_size*one_tap_size; 
                                multiply_factor=v_1_base/v_2_base; 
  
                                if(flag_vr==1)%for only breakpoint impedances 
                                    multiply_factor=m_factors((vr_id-1)*3+m); 
                                end 
                                 
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/multiply_factor; 
                            elseif(ph>=4 && ph<=6) 
                                % Type B, Voltage regulator 
                                % Loads the voltage regulator specification 
                                r_c=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,3); 
                                x_c=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,4); 
                                pt_ratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,5); 
                                ct_pri_rating=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,6); 
                                tap=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,7); 
                                one_tap_size=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,8); 
                                target_level=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,9); 
                                v_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,10); 
  
                                % Calculates the compensator impedance 
                                z_tmp=(r_c+x_c*1i); 
                                z_c=z_tmp*ct_pri_rating/pt_ratio; 
                                z_c_ohm=z_c/5; 
  
                                i_line=i_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                                i_relay=i_line/(ct_pri_rating/5); 
                                v_drop=z_c_ohm*i_relay; 
  
                                v_1=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/BASE_V_LNS((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                                v_1_base=v_1*v_base; 
  
                                % There should be voltage drop through the compensation circuit 
                                v_R=v_1_base-v_drop; 
  
                                if(flag_vr==0) 
                                    if(tap==0) 
                                        tap_size=round((target_level-1-abs(v_R))/0.75); 
                                        multiply_factor=(1-0.00625*tap_size); 
  
                                        % Boosts the volage of regulator terminal 
                                        i_L=i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                                        v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/multiply_factor-z_tmp*i_L; 
  
                                        % Changing the tap after checking the target voltage 
                                        vr_flag=1; 
                                        while (vr_flag) 
                                            v_2_base=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)*v_base/BASE_V_LNS((bus_no-1)*3+m); 
  
                                            if(abs(v_2_base) < target_level) 
                                                tap_size=tap_size+1; 
                                                multiply_factor=(1-0.00625*tap_size); 
  
                                                % Boosts the volage of regulator terminal 
                                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/multiply_factor-z_tmp*i_L; 
                                            else 
                                                vr_flag=0; 
                                            end 
                                        end 
                                    else 
                                        tap_size=(target_level-abs(v_1_base))/one_tap_size; 
                                        v_2_base=abs(v_1_base)+tap_size*one_tap_size; 
                                        multiply_factor=abs(v_1_base)/v_2_base; 
                                         
                                        v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/multiply_factor; 
                                    end 
                                elseif(flag_vr==1)%for only breakpoint impedances 
                                    multiply_factor=m_factors((vr_id-1)*3+m); 
                                    v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)/multiply_factor; 
                                end 
                            elseif(ph==7) 
                                % Type A Open Delta AB & CB 
                                % It takes 3 phases at a time, it is related to ph=4,5,6 
                                tap=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,7); 
                                target_level=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,9); 
                                v_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,10); 
  
                                if(tap==0) 
                                    a_rab=v_base/target_level; 
                                    %tap=(target_level-v_base)/one_tap_size; 
                                else 
                                    a_rab=1-0.00625*tap; 
                                end 
  
                                tap=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,7); 
                                %one_tap_size=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,8); 
                                target_level=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,9); 
                                v_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,10); 
  
                                if(tap==0) 
                                    a_rcb=v_base/target_level; 
                                    %tap=(target_level-v_base)/one_tap_size; 
                                else 
                                    a_rcb=1-0.00625*tap; 
                                end 
  
                                v_ab=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1)-v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+2); 
                                v_bc=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+2)-v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+3); 
                                v_ca=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1)-v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1); 
                                v_tmp=[v_ab;v_bc;v_ca]; 
  
                                % See Distribution System and Modeling Analysis(pp.185) 
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                                A_LL=[1/a_rab 0 0;0 1/a_rcb 0;-1/a_rab -1/a_rcb 0]; 
                                if(flag_vr==0) 
                                    v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=pinv(D_V)*A_LL*v_tmp; 
                                elseif(flag_vr==1)%for only breakpoint impedances 
                                    multiply_factor=m_factors((vr_id-1)*3+m); 
                                    v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3)/multiply_factor; 
                                end 
  
                                % For output display 
                                tap_size=tap; 
                                multiply_factor=a_rcb; 
                            elseif(ph==10) 
                                % Type B Open Delta AB & CB 
  
                            elseif(ph==101) 
                                % Gr Wye-Gr Wye XFMR 
                                turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,7); 
                                v_base_line_sec=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,10); 
                                z_eq=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,3)/100+voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,4)/100*1i; 
                                s_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,8); 
  
                                z_base=v_base_line_sec^2/s_base; 
                                z=z_eq*z_base; 
  
                                i_sec=i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)*turnsratio; 
                                v_pri=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
                                v_sec=v_pri/turnsratio-z*i_sec; 
  
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_sec; 
                                 
                                % For output display 
                                tap_size=0; 
                                multiply_factor=turnsratio; 
                            elseif(ph==104) 
                                % Delta-Delta XFMR 
                                turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,7); 
                                v_base_line_sec=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,10); 
                                z_eq=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,3)/100+voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,4)/100*1i; 
                                s_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,8); 
  
                                z_base=v_base_line_sec^2/s_base; 
                                z=z_eq*z_base; 
  
                                i_sec=i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)*turnsratio; 
                                v_pri=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
                                v_sec=A_T/turnsratio*v_pri-z*B_T*i_sec; 
                                 
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_sec; 
                                 
                                % For output display 
                                tap_size=0; 
                                multiply_factor=turnsratio; 
                           elseif(ph==107) 
                                % Delta-Gr Wye(Grounded Wye Connected) XFMR 
                                turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,7)*sqrt(3); 
                                v_base_line_sec=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,10); 
                                z_eq=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,3)/100+voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,4)/100*1i; 
                                s_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,8); 
  
                                z_base=v_base_line_sec^2/s_base; 
                                z=z_eq*z_base; 
  
                                %i_sec=pinv(D_V)*i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)*turnsratio; 
                                i_sec=1/3*D_I*i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)*turnsratio; 
                                v_pri=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
                                v_sec=D_I/turnsratio*v_pri-z*i_sec; 
                                 
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_sec; 
                                 
                                % For output display 
                                tap_size=0; 
                                multiply_factor=turnsratio; 
                           elseif(ph==110) 
                                % Wye-Delta XFMR 
                                turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,7)/sqrt(3); 
                                v_base_line_sec=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,10); 
                                z_eq=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,3)/100+voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,4)/100*1i; 
                                s_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,8); 
  
                                z_base=v_base_line_sec^2/s_base; 
                                z=z_eq*z_base; 
  
                                i_sec=D_I*i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)*turnsratio; 
                                v_pri=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
                                v_sec=A_T2/turnsratio*v_pri-z*B_T*i_sec; 
                                 
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_sec; 
                                 
                                % For output display 
                                tap_size=0; 
                                multiply_factor=turnsratio; 
                            elseif(ph==113) 
                                % Open Wye-Open Delta XFMR 
                                turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,7)/sqrt(3); 
                                v_base_line_sec=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,10); 
                                z_eq=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,3)/100+voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,4)/100*1i; 
                                s_base=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+1,8); 
  
                                z_base=v_base_line_sec^2/s_base; 
                                z=z_eq*z_base; 
  
                                i_sec=A_I*i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)*turnsratio; 
                                v_pri=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
                                v_sec=A_T3/turnsratio*v_pri-z*B_T2*i_sec; 
  
                                v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)=v_sec; 
                                 
                                % For output display 
                                tap_size=0; 
                                multiply_factor=turnsratio; 
                            end 
  
                            % For output display 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,1)=bus_no; 
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                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,2)=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,3)=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,2); 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,4)=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,3); 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,5)=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,4); 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,6)=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,5); 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,7)=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,6); 
                            vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,8)=tap_size; 
                            if (ph>=4 && ph<=6)% Type B 
                                vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,9)=multiply_factor; 
                            else% Type A 
                                vr_bus((vr_id-1)*3+m,9)=1/multiply_factor; 
                            end 
                            m_factors((vr_id-1)*3+m)=multiply_factor; 
                        end 
  
                        bus_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            prev_bus_no=bus_no; 
        end 





(4) Power Mismatch Codes 
function [s_bus, s_loss_bus, flag, s_total_loss]=... 
    psw(s_bus, v_bus, i_bus, bus_data, line_data, ... 
    admittance_data, voltage_reg, ... 
    SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA, BUS_NUM, AD_COEFF, ... 
    mismatch_type, mismatch_max_iteration, iter_cnt, accuracy) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 









    % This is for test to know how the times needs to iterate by the 
    % fixed iteration number. 
  
    s_bus=v_bus.*conj(i_bus); 
  
    [row,col]=size(SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA); 
    for mm=1:row 
        prev_bus_no=0; 
        for nn=col:-1:2 
            bus_no=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(mm, nn); 
            if(bus_no>0) 
                for m=1:3 
  
                    % mismatch checking 
                    % It doesn't need 
  
                    % loss calculation 
                    if(mismatch_max_iteration==iter_cnt && ... 
                            prev_bus_no>0 && loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)==0) 
  
                        vr_id=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 6); 
  
                        [yy_id, yy_len]=find_admittance(bus_no, prev_bus_no, line_data); 
                        if(yy_id==0) 
                            yy=zeros(3,3); 
                        else 
                            yy=AD_COEFF*admittance_data((yy_id-1)*3+1:yy_id*3,:); 
                        end 
  
                        yy=yy*yy_len; 
                        i_sh=yy*v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
  
                        if(vr_id==0) 
                            s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                            s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)); 
                            loss=s_in-s_out; 
                        else 
                            ph_no=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                            turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,7); 
  
                            if(ph_no>100) 
                                % Transformers-Consider Loss!!! 
                                s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                                s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)*turnsratio); 
                                loss=s_in-s_out; 
                            else 
                                % Voltage regulators-No loss!!! 
                                loss=0; 
                            end 
                        end 
  
                        s_loss_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=loss/1000; 
                        loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
                prev_bus_no=bus_no; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
  
    if(mismatch_max_iteration==iter_cnt) 
        flag=0;%it means EXIT 
    else 
        flag=1;%it means reiterate 




    s_bus=v_bus.*conj(i_bus); 
  
    [row,col]=size(SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA); 
    for mm=1:row 
        prev_bus_no=0; 
        for nn=col:-1:2 
            bus_no=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(mm, nn); 
            if(bus_no>0) 
                for m=1:3 
                    load_type=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 2); 
                    % Difference psw and psw_mc 
                    s_scheduled=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 3)+bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 4)*1i; 
  
                    % mismatch checking 
                    if(nn==2 && (load_type==0 || load_type==4)) 
  
                        if(s_scheduled>0) 
                            s_now=s_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m); 
                            del_P=abs(s_now-s_scheduled); 
                            if(del_P>accuracy) 
                                flag=1; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
  
                    % loss calculation 
                    if(prev_bus_no>0 && loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)==0) 
  
                        vr_id=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 6); 
  
                        [yy_id, yy_len]=find_admittance(bus_no, prev_bus_no, line_data); 
                        if(yy_id==0) 
                            yy=zeros(3,3); 
                        else 
                            yy=AD_COEFF*admittance_data((yy_id-1)*3+1:yy_id*3,:); 
                        end 
  
                        yy=yy*yy_len; 
                        i_sh=yy*v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
  
                        if(vr_id==0) 
                            s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                            s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)); 
                            loss=s_in-s_out; 
                        else 
                            ph_no=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                            turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,7); 
  
                            if(ph_no>100) 
                                % Transformers-Consider Loss!!! 
                                s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                                s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)*turnsratio); 
                                loss=s_in-s_out; 
                            else 
                                % Voltage regulators-No loss!!! 
                                loss=0; 
                            end 
                        end 
  
                        s_loss_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=loss/1000; 
                        loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
                prev_bus_no=bus_no; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
elseif(mismatch_type==2) 
  
    [row,col]=size(SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA); 
    for mm=1:row 
        prev_bus_no=0; 
        for nn=col:-1:2 
            bus_no=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(mm, nn); 
            if(bus_no>0) 
                for m=1:3 
                    load_type=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 2); 
                    % Difference psw and psw_mc 
                    s_scheduled=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 3)+bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 4)*1i; 
  
                    % mismatch checking 
                    if(load_type==0 || load_type==4) 
                        if(s_scheduled>0) 
                            s_now=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3)); 
                            s_prev=s_bus((bus_no-1)*3+1:bus_no*3); 
                            del_P=abs(s_now-s_prev); 
                            if(del_P>accuracy) 
                                flag=1; 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
  
                    % loss calculation 
                    if(prev_bus_no>0 && loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)==0) 
  
                        vr_id=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 6); 
  
                        [yy_id, yy_len]=find_admittance(bus_no, prev_bus_no, line_data); 
                        if(yy_id==0) 
                            yy=zeros(3,3); 
                        else 
                            yy=AD_COEFF*admittance_data((yy_id-1)*3+1:yy_id*3,:); 
                        end 
  
                        yy=yy*yy_len; 
                        i_sh=yy*v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
  
                        if(vr_id==0) 
                            s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                            s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)); 
                            loss=s_in-s_out; 
                        else 
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                            ph_no=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                            turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,7); 
  
                            if(ph_no>100) 
                                % Transformers-Consider Loss!!! 
                                s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                                s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)*turnsratio); 
                                loss=s_in-s_out; 
                            else 
                                % Voltage regulators-No loss!!! 
                                loss=0; 
                            end 
                        end 
  
                        s_loss_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=loss/1000; 
                        loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
                prev_bus_no=bus_no; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
  
    s_bus=v_bus.*conj(i_bus); 
elseif(mismatch_type==3) 
    % This is just calculating the loss only 
    s_bus=v_bus.*conj(i_bus); 
    [row,col]=size(SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA); 
    for mm=1:row 
        prev_bus_no=0; 
        for nn=col:-1:2 
            bus_no=SIMPLIFIED_BACK_LATERAL_DATA(mm, nn); 
            if(bus_no>0) 
                for m=1:3 
                    % loss calculation 
                    if(prev_bus_no>0 && loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)==0) 
  
                        vr_id=bus_data((bus_no-1)*3+m, 6); 
  
                        [yy_id, yy_len]=find_admittance(bus_no, prev_bus_no, line_data); 
                        if(yy_id==0) 
                            yy=zeros(3,3); 
                        else 
                            yy=AD_COEFF*admittance_data((yy_id-1)*3+1:yy_id*3,:); 
                        end 
  
                        yy=yy*yy_len; 
                        i_sh=yy*v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+1:prev_bus_no*3); 
  
                        if(vr_id==0) 
                            s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                            s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)); 
                            loss=s_in-s_out; 
                        else 
                            ph_no=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+m,1); 
                            turnsratio=voltage_reg((vr_id-1)*3+2,7); 
  
                            if(ph_no>100) 
                                % Transformers-Consider Loss!!! 
                                s_in=v_bus((prev_bus_no-1)*3+m)*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)+i_sh(m)); 
                                s_out=v_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m).*conj(i_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)*turnsratio); 
                                loss=s_in-s_out; 
                            else 
                                % Voltage regulators-No loss!!! 
                                loss=0; 
                            end 
                        end 
  
                        s_loss_bus((bus_no-1)*3+m)=loss/1000; 
                        loss_rd_status((bus_no-1)*3+m)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
                prev_bus_no=bus_no; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end     
  
if(flag==0) 
    % flag==0 means convergence is met, we will exit the bfsw routine 
    % to display output at the end of the simulation 
    s_total_loss(1)=sum(s_loss_bus(1:3:BUS_NUM*3));% Total A Ph loss 
    s_total_loss(2)=sum(s_loss_bus(2:3:BUS_NUM*3));% Total B Ph loss 







APPENDIX C  
IEEE TEST FEEDERS FOR DISTRIBUTION 
 
The IEEE PES Distribution System Analysis Subcommittee developed test 
networks for a distribution system that consists of well-defined, extremely complex 
distribution networks such as 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, 123-, and 8,500-bus test feeders [23]. This 
study verifies the proposed power-flow algorithm using IEEE 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, and 123-
bus test feeders, in Figure 59-Figure 63. Power equipment (e.g., transformers, voltage 
regulators, and shunt capacitor banks), the network configuration (e.g., the configuration 
of buses, overhead and underground lines, and cables), load data (e.g., local and 
distributed loads), and distribution line data (e.g., specification data, spacing models, and 
the impedance of conductors and cables) used in this study are from [23, 41]. 
(1) IEEE 4-Bus Test Feeder 
This study verifies all of the connections of the three-phase transformer, presented 
Appendix A, using the IEEE 4-bus test feeder, depicted in Figure 59. 
Bus 1
Infinite Bus Load
2000 ft. 2500 ft. 
Vsource
I12 I34
Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 4
Transformer
(Gr Y-Gr Y, D-Gr Y, Y-D, 
D-D, and Open Y-Open D)  
Figure 59.  The IEEE 4-bus test feeder. 
(2) IEEE 13-Bus Test Feeder 
Shown in Figure 60, this feeder, which consists of the voltage regulator, two 
three-phase transformers with rating voltages of 115/4.16 kV and 4.16/0.48 kV, capacitor 
banks, and several types of loads, is appropriate for testing a power-flow algorithm for a 













Figure 60.  The IEEE 13-bus test feeder. 
(3) IEEE 34-Bus Test Feeder 
Illustrated in Figure 61, this feeder, characterized by very long but lightly loaded 
lines and distributed loads is the actual feeder in the state of Arizona, which operates at a 
24.9 kV rating voltage.  
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Figure 61.  The IEEE 34-bus test feeder. 
(4) IEEE 37-Bus Test Feeder 
Shown in Figure 62, this feeder, all lines of which are underground cables and all 
the loads of which are highly unbalanced, is the actual feeder in the state of California, 

































Figure 62.  The IEEE 37-bus test feeder. 
(5) IEEE 123-Bus Test Feeder 
Illustrated in Figure 63, this feeder, which is characterized by an extremely 
complex configuration and several switches for the alternative path, is appropriate for 
testing the problem of the voltage drop through very long lines, voltage regulators, and 












































































































Figure 63.  The IEEE 123-bus test feeder. 
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Table 34 shows the summary of main transformers, voltage regulators, capacitor 
banks, and load data of the test feeders. 














kVA kVLL kVLL Phase A Phase B Phase C 
4 
6,000 12.47 4.16 
Gr Y-Gr Y, 
D-Gr Y,Y-D, 
D-D, Open Gr 
Y-Open D 
- - 
1,800 kW (0.9) 1,800 kW (0.9) 1,800 kW (0.9) - 
6,000 12.47 24.9 1,275 kW (0.85) 1,800 kW (0.9) 2,375 kW (0.95) - 
2,000 12.47 4.16 1,200 kW (0.9) 1,200 kW (0.9) 1,200 kW (0.9) - 













Local load Distributed 
Load Y-PQ Y-I Y-Z D-PQ D-I D-Z 
13 5,000 
115 4.16 4.16/0.48 
1 
2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 




69 24.9 24.9/4.16 
2 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 




230 4.8 4.8/0.48 
1 
- 0 0 0 13 6 6 - 
D-D D-D - 25 loads, total 2,457 kW+1,201 kVar - 
123 5,000 
115 4.16 4.16/0.48 
4 
4 56 12 14 1 1 1 - 
D-Gr Y D-D 750 kVar 85 loads, total 3,490 kW+1,920 kVar - 
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APPENDIX D  
COMPARISON OF IEEE SOLUTIONS AND SOLUTIONS 
CALCULATED BY THE PROPOSED THREE-PHASE POWER-
FLOW ALGORITHM 
Table 35 and Table 39 show the detailed comparisons of voltage profiles 
presented from [41] and those from the proposed algorithm for IEEE 4-, 13-, 34-, 37-, 
and 123-bus test feeders. The solutions of the proposed power-flow algorithm are the 
same as those from [41]. The results of the IEEE 123-bus test feeder are omitted for 
brevity. 
Table 35.  A comparison of the voltage profiles of the IEEE 4-bus feeder with the step-down 
transformer in the case of balanced loading-1 
Connection 
Gr Y - Gr Y Gr Y-D Y-D 
IEEE Solution 








Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) 
Bus 2 
Va 7107.0 -0.3 7106.5 -0.3 7113.0 -0.3 7111.6 -0.3 7112.0 0.0 7111.6 -0.3 
Vb 7140.0 -120.3 7139.7 -120.3 7132.0 -120.3 7132.1 -120.4 7133.0 -120.4 7132.1 -120.4 
Vc 7121.0 119.6 7120.7 119.6 7123.0 119.6 7123.1 119.6 7124.0 119.6 7123.1 119.6 
Bus 3 
Va 2247.6 -3.7 2247.4 -3.7 3906.0 -3.5 3905.7 -3.5 3906.0 -3.4 3905.7 -3.5 
Vb 2269.0 -123.5 2268.5 -123.5 3915.0 -123.6 3914.8 -123.6 3915.0 -123.6 3914.8 -123.6 
Vc 2256.0 116.4 2255.8 116.4 3909.0 116.3 3909.3 116.3 3909.0 116.3 3909.3 116.3 
Bus 4 
Va 1918.0 -9.1 1917.7 -9.1 3437.0 -7.8 3437.3 -7.8 3437.0 -7.8 3437.3 -7.8 
Vb 2061.0 -128.3 2061.3 -128.3 3497.0 -129.3 3496.8 -129.3 3497.0 -129.3 3496.8 -129.3 
Vc 1981.0 110.9 1980.7 110.9 3388.0 110.6 3388.4 110.6 3388.0 110.6 3388.4 110.6 
Current between Buses 1 and 2 
Ia 347.9 -34.9 347.9 -34.9 334.8 -34.5 335.8 -34.7 335.8 -34.7 335.8 -34.7 
Ib 323.7 -154.2 323.7 -154.2 335.4 -154.9 336.0 -154.6 335.9 -154.6 336.0 -154.6 
Ic 336.8 85.0 336.9 85.0 337.4 85.4 335.9 85.3 335.9 85.3 335.9 85.3 
Current between Buses 3 and 4 
Ia 1042.8 -34.9 1042.9 -34.9 1006.6 -64.7 1006.6 -64.7 1006.6 -64.7 1006.6 -64.7 
Ib 970.2 -154.2 970.3 -154.2 1006.7 175.4 1006.7 175.4 1006.7 175.4 1006.7 175.4 
Ic 1009.6 85.0 1009.7 85.0 1007.2 55.3 1007.2 55.3 1007.2 55.3 1007.2 55.3 
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Table 36.  A comparison of the voltage profiles of the IEEE 4-bus feeder with the step-down 
transformer in the case of balanced loading-2 
Connection 
D-D Open Gr Y-Open D 
IEEE Solution Proposed Algorithm IEEE Solution Proposed Algorithm 
Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) Magnitude Angle(°) 
Bus 2 
Va 12339.0 29.7 12338.7 29.7 6984.0 0.4 6983.9 0.5 
Vb 12349.0 -90.4 12348.6 -90.4 7167.0 -121.7 7166.5 -121.7 
Vc 12321.0 149.6 12321.2 149.6 7293.0 120.5 7293.0 120.5 
Bus 3 
Va 3911.0 26.5 3910.6 26.5 3701.0 -0.9 3701.2 -0.9 
Vb 3914.0 -93.6 3914.3 -93.6 4076.0 -126.5 4075.7 -126.5 
Vc 3905.0 146.4 3905.0 146.4 3572.0 110.9 3572.1 110.9 
Bus 4 
Va 3442.0 22.3 3442.0 22.3 3384.0 -3.5 3384.1 -3.5 
Vb 3497.0 -99.4 3496.8 -99.4 3804.9 -130.2 3804.9 -130.2 
Vc 3384.0 140.7 3383.7 140.7 3246.0 106.5 3245.6 106.5 
Current between Buses 1 and 2 
Ia 335.8 -34.7 335.8 -34.7 380.9 -65.2 381.0 -65.2 
Ib 335.8 -154.6 335.8 -154.6 387.4 -125.2 387.5 -125.2 
Ic 336.0 85.4 336.0 85.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Current between Buses 3 and 4 
Ia 1006.7 -34.7 1006.7 -34.7 659.3 -65.2 659.3 -65.2 
Ib 1006.7 -154.6 1006.7 -154.6 665.7 175.6 665.7 175.6 
Ic 1007.2 85.4 1007.2 85.4 670.5 54.8 670.6 54.8 
 
Table 37.  A comparison of the line-to-neutral voltage profiles of the IEEE 13-bus test feeder 
Bus 
IEEE Line-to-Neutral Voltage Solution in PU Line-to-Neutral Voltage from the Proposed Algorithm in PU 



















650 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 -120.00 1.0000 120.00 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 -120.00 1.0000 120.00 
VRP 1.0625 0.00 1.0500 -120.00 1.0687 120.00 1.0625 0.00 1.0500 -120.00 1.0687 120.00 
VRS 1.0625 0.00 1.0500 -120.00 1.0687 120.00 1.0625 0.00 1.0500 -120.00 1.0687 120.00 
632 1.0210 -2.49 1.0420 -121.72 1.0174 117.83 1.0211 -2.49 1.0420 -121.72 1.0174 117.83 
633 1.0180 -2.56 1.0401 -121.77 1.0148 117.82 1.0180 -2.55 1.0401 -121.77 1.0148 117.82 
XFP 0.9941 -3.23 1.0218 -122.22 0.9960 117.35 0.9941 -3.23 1.0218 -122.22 0.9960 117.35 
XFS 0.9941 -3.23 1.0218 -122.22 0.9960 117.35 0.9941 -3.23 1.0218 -122.22 0.9960 117.35 
634 0.9940 -3.23 1.0218 -122.22 0.9960 117.34 0.9941 -3.23 1.0218 -122.22 0.9960 117.35 
645   1.0329 -121.90 1.0155 117.86   1.0328 -121.90 1.0155 117.86 
646   1.0311 -121.98 1.0134 117.90   1.0311 -121.98 1.0134 117.90 
671 0.9900 -5.30 1.0529 -122.34 0.9778 116.02 0.9900 -5.29 1.0529 -122.34 0.9779 116.03 
680 0.9900 -5.30 1.0529 -122.34 0.9778 116.02 0.9900 -5.29 1.0529 -122.34 0.9779 116.03 
684 0.9881 -5.32   0.9758 115.92 0.9881 -5.32   0.9759 115.92 
611     0.9738 115.78     0.9739 115.78 
652 0.9825 -5.25     0.9825 -5.24     
692 0.9900 -5.31 1.0529 -122.34 0.9777 116.02 0.9900 -5.29 1.0529 -122.34 0.9779 116.03 
675 0.9835 -5.56 1.0553 -122.52 0.9758 116.03 0.9835 -5.54 1.0553 -122.52 0.9760 116.04 
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Table 38.  A comparison of the line-to-neutral voltage profiles of the IEEE 34-bus test feeder 
Bus 
IEEE Line-to-Neutral Voltage Solution in PU Line-to-Neutral Voltage from the Proposed Algorithm in PU 
Phase A Phase B Phase C Phase A Phase B Phase C 
Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) 
800 1.0500 0.00 1.0500 -120.00 1.0500 120.00 1.0500 0.00 1.0500 -120.00 1.0500 120.00 
802 1.0475 -0.05 1.0484 -120.07 1.0484 119.95 1.0475 -0.05 1.0484 -120.07 1.0484 119.95 
806 1.0457 -0.08 1.0474 -120.11 1.0474 119.92 1.0457 -0.08 1.0474 -120.11 1.0474 119.91 
808 1.0136 -0.75 1.0296 -120.95 1.0289 119.30 1.0136 -0.74 1.0295 -120.94 1.0287 119.31 
810   1.0294 -120.95     1.0294 -120.95   
812 0.9763 -1.57 1.0100 -121.92 1.0069 118.59 0.9761 -1.56 1.0098 -121.90 1.0066 118.59 
814 0.9467 -2.26 0.9945 -122.70 0.9893 118.01 0.9464 -2.25 0.9943 -122.68 0.9890 118.02 
VR1 1.0177 -2.26 1.0255 -122.70 1.0203 118.01 1.0177 -2.25 1.0255 -122.68 1.0203 118.02 
850 1.0176 -2.26 1.0255 -122.70 1.0203 118.01 1.0177 -2.25 1.0255 -122.68 1.0203 118.02 
816 1.0172 -2.26 1.0253 -122.71 1.0200 118.01 1.0173 -2.25 1.0252 -122.69 1.0200 118.01 
818 1.0163 -2.27     1.0164 -2.25     
820 0.9926 -2.32     0.9925 -2.30     
822 0.9895 -2.33     0.9894 -2.30     
824 1.0082 -2.37 1.0158 -122.94 1.0116 117.76 1.0082 -2.36 1.0158 -122.91 1.0116 117.76 
826   1.0156 -122.94     1.0156 -122.91   
828 1.0074 -2.38 1.0151 -122.95 1.0109 117.75 1.0075 -2.37 1.0151 -122.93 1.0109 117.74 
830 0.9894 -2.63 0.9982 -123.39 0.9938 117.25 0.9895 -2.63 0.9982 -123.36 0.9938 117.24 
854 0.9890 -2.64 0.9978 -123.40 0.9934 117.24 0.9890 -2.64 0.9977 -123.38 0.9934 117.23 
856   0.9977 -123.41     0.9976 -123.38   
852 0.9581 -3.11 0.9680 -124.18 0.9637 116.33 0.9580 -3.09 0.9679 -124.14 0.9636 116.34 
VR2 1.0359 -3.11 1.0345 -124.18 1.0360 116.33 1.0359 -3.09 1.0345 -124.14 1.0360 116.34 
832 1.0359 -3.11 1.0345 -124.18 1.0360 116.33 1.0359 -3.09 1.0345 -124.14 1.0360 116.34 
TR3 0.9997 -4.63 0.9983 -125.73 1.0000 114.82 0.9995 -4.62 0.9983 -125.69 0.9999 114.81 
888 0.9996 -4.64 0.9983 -125.73 1.0000 114.82 0.9995 -4.62 0.9983 -125.69 0.9999 114.81 
890 0.9167 -5.19 0.9235 -126.78 0.9177 113.98 0.9166 -5.17 0.9235 -126.74 0.9176 113.98 
858 1.0336 -3.17 1.0322 -124.28 1.0338 116.22 1.0336 -3.15 1.0321 -124.23 1.0338 116.23 
864 1.0336 -3.17     1.0336 -3.15     
834 1.0309 -3.24 1.0295 -124.39 1.0313 116.09 1.0309 -3.22 1.0294 -124.34 1.0313 116.10 
842 1.0309 -3.25 1.0294 -124.39 1.0313 116.09 1.0308 -3.23 1.0294 -124.35 1.0312 116.09 
844 1.0307 -3.27 1.0291 -124.42 1.0311 116.06 1.0306 -3.25 1.0290 -124.37 1.0310 116.07 
846 1.0309 -3.32 1.0291 -124.46 1.0313 116.01 1.0309 -3.30 1.0290 -124.42 1.0313 116.01 
848 1.0310 -3.32 1.0291 -124.47 1.0314 116.00 1.0309 -3.30 1.0291 -124.43 1.0313 116.01 
860 1.0305 -3.24 1.0291 -124.39 1.0310 116.09 1.0305 -3.22 1.0290 -124.34 1.0309 116.09 
836 1.0303 -3.23 1.0287 -124.39 1.0308 116.09 1.0302 -3.21 1.0286 -124.35 1.0308 116.09 
840 1.0303 -3.23 1.0287 -124.39 1.0308 116.09 1.0302 -3.21 1.0286 -124.35 1.0308 116.10 
862 1.0303 -3.23 1.0287 -124.39 1.0308 116.09 1.0302 -3.21 1.0286 -124.35 1.0308 116.09 
838   1.0285 -124.39     1.0285 -124.35   
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Table 39.  A comparison of the line-to-line voltage profiles of the IEEE 37-bus test feeder 
Bus 
IEEE Line-to-Line Voltage Solution in PU Line-to-Line Voltage from the Proposed Algorithm in PU 
Phases A-B Phases B-C Phases C-A Phases A-B Phases B-C Phases C-A 
Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) Magnitude Angle (°) 
799 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 -120.00 1.0000 120.00 1.00000 0.00 1.00000 -120.00 1.00000 120.00 
VRP 1.0437 0.00 1.0250 -120.00 1.0345 120.00 1.04370 0.00 1.02500 -120.00 1.03448 120.90 
701 1.0317 -0.08 1.0144 -120.39 1.0183 120.61 1.03167 -0.08 1.01444 -120.39 1.01832 120.61 
702 1.0248 -0.14 1.0088 -120.58 1.0101 120.43 1.02473 -0.14 1.00885 -120.58 1.01005 120.42 
705 1.0241 -0.13 1.0075 -120.59 1.0088 120.46 1.02409 -0.13 1.00752 -120.59 1.00878 120.45 
712 1.0240 -0.11 1.0073 -120.61 1.0082 120.46 1.02396 -0.11 1.00734 -120.61 1.00816 120.46 
742 1.0238 -0.15 1.0067 -120.59 1.0086 120.48 1.02375 -0.15 1.00669 -120.59 1.00859 120.48 
713 1.0234 -0.15 1.0070 -120.6 1.0083 120.44 1.02337 -0.14 1.00698 -120.60 1.00826 120.44 
704 1.0217 -0.17 1.0044 -120.61 1.0065 120.46 1.02163 -0.17 1.00443 -120.61 1.00644 120.46 
714 1.0214 -0.17 1.0043 -120.6 1.0064 120.46 1.02137 -0.17 1.00434 -120.60 1.00635 120.45 
718 1.0201 -0.16 1.0041 -120.57 1.0060 120.42 1.02003 -0.16 1.00411 -120.57 1.00594 120.42 
720 1.0205 -0.21 1.0011 -120.66 1.0041 120.53 1.02041 -0.21 1.00111 -120.66 1.00403 120.52 
707 1.0187 -0.3 0.9959 -120.62 1.0025 120.67 1.01862 -0.30 0.99593 -120.62 1.00248 120.67 
722 1.0185 -0.3 0.9954 -120.62 1.0023 120.68 1.01844 -0.30 0.99540 -120.62 1.00230 120.68 
724 1.0184 -0.32 0.9950 -120.61 1.0023 120.69 1.01830 -0.32 0.99498 -120.61 1.00230 120.69 
706 1.0204 -0.22 1.0007 -120.66 1.0039 120.54 1.02031 -0.22 1.00068 -120.66 1.00390 120.53 
725 1.0202 -0.23 1.0003 -120.65 1.0039 120.55 1.02019 -0.22 1.00033 -120.65 1.00384 120.54 
703 1.0178 -0.17 1.0051 -120.7 1.0034 120.2 1.01778 -0.17 1.00505 -120.70 1.00340 120.19 
727 1.0167 -0.16 1.0044 -120.69 1.0025 120.19 1.01666 -0.16 1.00442 -120.69 1.00243 120.19 
744 1.0160 -0.16 1.0041 -120.68 1.0021 120.17 1.01596 -0.16 1.00405 -120.68 1.00203 120.17 
729 1.0157 -0.15 1.0040 -120.67 1.0019 120.17 1.01560 -0.15 1.00399 -120.67 1.00192 120.16 
728 1.0156 -0.15 1.0037 -120.68 1.0017 120.18 1.01557 -0.15 1.00368 -120.68 1.00164 120.18 
730 1.0127 -0.12 1.0021 -120.73 0.9981 120.1 1.01269 -0.12 1.00215 -120.73 0.99812 120.10 
709 1.0111 -0.11 1.0012 -120.73 0.9967 120.07 1.01108 -0.11 1.00123 -120.73 0.99666 120.07 
731 1.0109 -0.13 1.0004 -120.74 0.9964 120.1 1.01088 -0.13 1.00038 -120.74 0.99639 120.09 
708 1.0087 -0.08 1.0002 -120.73 0.9945 120.02 1.00863 -0.08 1.00023 -120.73 0.99447 120.01 
732 1.0086 -0.07 1.0001 -120.74 0.9941 120.02 1.00854 -0.07 1.00011 -120.74 0.99405 120.02 
733 1.0063 -0.05 0.9993 -120.73 0.9925 119.96 1.00624 -0.05 0.99928 -120.73 0.99252 119.96 
734 1.0029 -0.01 0.9978 -120.74 0.9893 119.88 1.00286 -0.01 0.99780 -120.74 0.98928 119.88 
736 1.0019 -0.02 0.9951 -120.75 0.9875 119.95 1.00182 -0.02 0.99515 -120.75 0.98746 119.95 
710 1.0024 0.01 0.9968 -120.77 0.9878 119.91 1.00236 0.01 0.99675 -120.76 0.98778 119.91 
735 1.0023 0.03 0.9966 -120.78 0.9873 119.91 1.00225 0.03 0.99660 -120.78 0.98725 119.91 
737 0.9996 0.02 0.9969 -120.71 0.9872 119.79 0.99954 0.02 0.99685 -120.71 0.98718 119.79 
738 0.9985 0.04 0.9965 -120.71 0.9861 119.76 0.99842 0.04 0.99647 -120.71 0.98608 119.76 
711 0.9982 0.06 0.9963 -120.74 0.9852 119.76 0.99815 0.06 0.99629 -120.74 0.98517 119.75 
740 0.9981 0.07 0.9961 -120.75 0.9847 119.76 0.99804 0.07 0.99614 -120.75 0.98464 119.76 
741 0.9981 0.07 0.9962 -120.75 0.9849 119.76 0.99806 0.07 0.99623 -120.75 0.98487 119.75 
XF7 1.0111 -0.11 1.0012 -120.73 0.9967 120.07 1.01108 -0.11 1.00123 -120.73 0.99666 120.07 
775 1.0111 -0.11 1.0012 -120.73 0.9967 120.07 1.01108 -0.11 1.00123 -120.73 0.99666 120.07 
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APPENDIX E  
PV MODULES AND INVERTERS OF STOCHASTICALLY 
DISPERSED PV SYSTEMS 
Table 40 and Table 41 show PV modules and inverters used in the scenario of N 
stochastically dispersed PV systems. 
Table 40.  PV modules used in the scenario of N dispersed PV systems [72] 
Model Year Material 
Area Voc Imp Vmp Pmp 
m2 V A V W 
Suniva Titan 240 2009 c-Si 1.643 37.5 7.93 30.78 244.1 
First Solar FS-275 2007 CdTe 0.72 92 1.08 69.4 75.0 
Uni-Solar PVL-124 2006 3-a-Si 1.973 42 4.1 30 123.0 
Shell Solar ST36 2003 CIS 0.424 22.9 2.28 15.8 36.0 
 
Table 41.  Inverters used in the scenario of N dispersed PV systems [72] 
Model Year Rating in kW 
Vac Vdc Vdcmax Idcmax 
V V V A 
GEPVe-1100-NA-120 2009 1.1 kW 120 182.39 - - 
Sunteams 2000 2011 2 kW 240 384.88 500 10 
GS-3000 2011 3 kW 208 306.83 500 15 
Beacon M4 2006 4 kW 120 54.50 110 100 
Conext TX 5000 NA 2011 5 kW 240 300.36 600 22.5 
IG Plus 6.0-1 uni(208) 2010 6 kW 208 364.25 600 28.1 
SB7000US 2007 7 kW 208 310.02 - - 
SPR-8000m 2010 8 kW 277 345.50 600.00 30 
SB9000TL-US 2010 9.1 kW 208 347.82 600.00 31 
PVI-10.0-I-OUTD-x-US-
208-y 
2011 10 kW 208 320.73 520.00 24 
SPR-11401f-3 Delta 
(208Vac) 
2010 11.4 kW 208 364.64 600.00 53.3 
SPR-12001f-3-277WYE 2010 12 kW 277 329.58 600.00 53.3 
PVI 13 kW 480 V 2007 13.4 kW 480 269.74 - - 
Ingecon Sun 15U 208V 2010 15 kW 208 350.43 - - 
Refusol (16 kW) 2011 16.1 kW 480 720.18 500.00 33 
Refusol (20 kW) 2011 19.7 kW 480 720.65 500.00 37.5 
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APPENDIX F  
RELIABILITY PARAMETERS 
Table 42 shows the failure data used in this study [45]. The failure rate of the line 
is higher than that of the cable, and the repair time of the line is longer than that of the 
cable. Figure 64 illustrates the trend in the objective function for the number of fuses 
installed on the IEEE 34-bus test feeder. Table 43 and Table 44 present possible locations 
of the protection device decreased as a result of two protection strategies presented in 
Section 4.6.2. 
Table 42.  Reliability parameters 




time in hours 
Switching time 
in hour(s) 
Line 0.065 freq/(year-km) 5 - 1 
Cable 0.040 freq/(year-km) 30 - 3 
Transformer in the line system 0.015 freq/(year) 200 10 1 
Transformer in the cable system 0.015 freq/(year) 200 10 3 
 
 
Figure 64.  The objective function according to the number of fuses of the IEEE 34-bus test feeder. 
 






800-802, 802-806, 814-850, 816-824, 824-
828, 830F1-830, 828-830F, 852-832, 832-
858, 858-834, 834-860F, 860F-860, 860-
836, 836-840F, 840F-840 
808-810, 816-818, 824-826, 854-856, 
832-888, 858-864, 834-842, 836-862 
Recloser (23) The same as fuse The same as fuse 
where 1830F means a fictitious bus in front of bus 830. 
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Recloser (40) The same as fuse The same as fuse 
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APPENDIX G  
HEAT-RATE DATA  
Table 45.  Heat-rate data of a nuclear plant [77] 
Fuel 
Rating Unit output in Btu/kWh 
MW 90% 80% 65% 
Nuclear 1,000 9,847 9,914 10,133 
 
Table 46.  Heat-rate data of a coal-fired plant [76] 
Fuel 
Rating Unit output in Btu/kWh 
MW 90% 60% 40% 
Coal 1,000 8,279 8,305 8,349 
 
Table 47.  Heat-rate data of gas-fired plants [78] 
Fuel Rating in MW Unit output in Btu/kWh 
Gas 
65 
100% 66% 46% 
10,255 10,426 10,808 
110 
100% 50% 25% 
10,773 11,028 12,092 
126 
100% 56% 33% 
11,229 12,599 14,935 
150 
100% 50% 25% 
9,768 10,107 11,219 
350 
100% 51% 26% 
10,530 11,577 14,020 
560 
100% 54% 32% 
10,065 10,320 10,770 
640 
100% 50% 25% 
9,731 10,354 12,071 
960 
100% 69% 38% 
9,509 9,691 10,479 
 
Table 48.  Coefficients of the input-output model of the hydroelectric unit [95] 
Coefficient Hia  Hib  Hic  Hid  Hie  ,Hi saddleP  
Value 330 4.97 4330 -88 0.05 1,000MW 
 
Table 49.  The number of power system customers of the state of Georgia as of December 2010 [43]  
Customer type Population size Percentage Variable 
Residential 2,049,770 86.80 WR 
Commercial 296,140 12.54 WC 
Industrial 8,136 0.34 WI 
Other 7,309 0.32 - 
 
Table 50.  Load profile data of each customer type in hourly intervals in kW [79] 
Customer type Year Description 
Raw measurement data in kW Variable 
(hourly) Min Mean Max 
Residential 
2010 
Domestic single 0.39 0.71 2.11 PR 




8.01 14.12 30.91 PI 
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APPENDIX H  
COST AND EMISSION OUTPUT FUNCTIONS 
This study synthesizes cubic-order output functions for the costs and the 
emissions of steam-turbine generating units in $/hour, kg/hour, or gallon/hour using heat-
rate data presented in Table 45-Table 47, the equivalent fuel prices of generating units 
(generation costs) in $/MWh presented in Table 27, and the emission factors in kg/kWh or 
gallons/kWh presented in Table 12.  
Table 51.  Coefficients of cubic-order cost functions in $/hour 
Fuel Type Index 
  3i Gi i i i i Gi i GiC P fp F a b P d P       in $/hour 
ia  b  d   
Coal 1~10 734.5277 108.9850 0.00000013975 
Gas 11 757.3970 155.6331 0.00130883034 
Gas 12 757.3970 155.6331 0.00130883034 
Gas 13 757.3970 155.6331 0.00130883034 
Gas 14 1059.5203 164.7993 0.00058785630 
Gas 15 4050.9652 153.9108 0.00019951438 
Gas 16 7828.3413 149.8850 0.00004242976 
Gas 17 3446.6513 162.1236 0.00000425702 
Gas 18 757.3970 155.6331 0.00130883034 
Gas 19 757.3970 155.6331 0.00130883034 
Gas 20 12122.1348 142.6421 0.00000539754 
Gas 21 9621.8918 142.9032 0.00001476413 
Gas 22 12122.1348 142.6421 0.00000539754 
Gas 23 1483.8003 149.1440 0.00024765893 
Nuclear 24~25 2327.4529 15.5382 0.00000113918 
 
Table 52.  Coefficients of cubic-order output functions for CO2 in kg/hour 
Fuel Type Index 




   
,2CO i
   
Coal 1~10 15899.0394 2359.0079 0.00000302493 
Gas 11 6919.5790 1421.8636 0.01195747399 
Gas 12 6919.5790 1421.8636 0.01195747399 
Gas 13 6919.5790 1421.8636 0.01195747399 
Gas 14 9679.7776 1505.6063 0.00537065515 
Gas 15 37009.6177 1406.1288 0.00182276338 
Gas 16 71519.7265 1369.3497 0.00038763830 
Gas 17 31488.6060 1481.1608 0.00003889213 
Gas 18 6919.5790 1421.8636 0.01195747399 
Gas 19 6919.5790 1421.8636 0.01195747399 
Gas 20 110747.8240 1303.1782 0.00004931193 
Gas 21 87905.6038 1305.5636 0.00013488506 
Gas 22 110747.8240 1303.1782 0.00004931193 
Gas 23 13555.9995 1362.5794 0.00226261199 
Nuclear 24~25 23274.5288 155.3819 0.00001139175 
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Table 53.  Coefficients of cubic-order output functions for SO2 in kg/hour 
Fuel Type Index 




   
,2SO i
   
Coal  1~10 98.4705 14.6105 0.00000001874 
Gas 11 0.0382 0.0078 0.00000006601 
Gas 12 0.0382 0.0078 0.00000006601 
Gas 13 0.0382 0.0078 0.00000006601 
Gas 14 0.0534 0.0083 0.00000002965 
Gas 15 0.2043 0.0078 0.00000001006 
Gas 16 0.3948 0.0076 0.00000000214 
Gas 17 0.1738 0.0082 0.00000000022 
Gas 18 0.0382 0.0078 0.00000006601 
Gas 19 0.0382 0.0078 0.00000006601 
Gas 20 0.6114 0.0072 0.00000000027 
Gas 21 0.4853 0.0072 0.00000000075 
Gas 22 0.6114 0.0072 0.00000000027 
Gas 23 0.0748 0.0075 0.00000001249 
Nuclear 24~25 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000000000 
 
Table 54.  Coefficients of cubic-order output functions for NOX in kg/hour 
Fuel Type Index 






   
Coal  1~10 44.5905 6.6161 0.00000000848 
Gas 11 10.2743 2.1112 0.00001775457 
Gas 12 10.2743 2.1112 0.00001775457 
Gas 13 10.2743 2.1112 0.00001775457 
Gas 14 14.3726 2.2355 0.00000797440 
Gas 15 54.9522 2.0878 0.00000270646 
Gas 16 106.1932 2.0332 0.00000057557 
Gas 17 46.7546 2.1992 0.00000005775 
Gas 18 10.2743 2.1112 0.00001775457 
Gas 19 10.2743 2.1112 0.00001775457 
Gas 20 164.4394 1.9350 0.00000007322 
Gas 21 130.5231 1.9385 0.00000020028 
Gas 22 164.4394 1.9350 0.00000007322 
Gas 23 20.1281 2.0232 0.00000335955 
Nuclear 24~25 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000000000 
 
Table 55.  Coefficients of cubic-order output functions for water consumption in gallon/hour 
Fuel Type Index 






   
Coal  1~10 10863.8761 1611.9193 0.00000206700 
Gas 11 3622.3335 744.3320 0.00625962300 
Gas 12 3622.3335 744.3320 0.00625962300 
Gas 13 3622.3335 744.3320 0.00625962300 
Gas 14 5067.2711 788.1705 0.00281148700 
Gas 15 19374.1812 736.0950 0.00095419900 
Gas 16 37439.8934 716.8415 0.00020292500 
Gas 17 16483.9843 775.3735 0.00002036000 
Gas 18 3622.3335 744.3320 0.00625962300 
Gas 19 3622.3335 744.3320 0.00625962300 
Gas 20 57975.4275 682.2013 0.00002581400 
Gas 21 46017.7436 683.4501 0.00007061100 
Gas 22 57975.4275 682.2013 0.00002581400 
Gas 23 7096.4362 713.2973 0.00118445600 
Nuclear 24~25 218639.5126 1459.6481 0.00010701300 
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APPENDIX I  
ADAPTATION OF COST FUNCTIONS 
Methods for the calculation of total operating costs can be classified into the 
average cost method and the cost function method. The former presents the unit cost (i.e., 
the total costs divided by the amount of produced electricity in $/MWh or ¢/kWh 
presented as , ( )i average GiC P  in Figure 65). The latter method calculates total operating costs 
using the cubic-order cost function presented in (56) (i.e., ( )i GiC P  in Figure 65). Because 
of the differences in operating costs estimated by both the methods in $/h in Figure 65, to 
adapt proposed cubic-order cost functions to the average cost function (i.e., the straight 
line, , ( )i average GiC P , in Figure 65), this study applies an affine transformation, a linear 
transformation followed by a translation represented by 
( ) ( )i Gi i GiC P aC P b   .   (81) 
By translating the original cubic-order cost function into an origin and selecting one of 
the points on the average cost function between PGi,Min and PGi,Max, this study determines 
unknowns, or a and b in (81). Since base-load generation units such as nuclear plants 
produce constant power, the discrepancy in total operating costs between the transformed 
cubic-order cost function and the average cost method should be zero.  
To determine the effect of the proposed affine transformation on the estimates of 
total generation costs, this study examines the total operating costs of ten coal-fired, 
thirteen gas-fired, and two nuclear plants of the power system model of the state of 
Georgia in 2010 by 
8760 8760 8760
1 1 1 1 1 1
, , , , , ,( ) ( ) ( )
N N NNuclear Coal Gas
i j i j i j
Nuclear Nuclear i j Coal Coal i j Gas Gas i jC C P C P C P
     
        . (82) 
Table 56 presents a comparison of total operating costs determined by not only an 
average of generation costs of the Georgia Power Company, listed in Table 27, but also 
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the proposed cubic-order cost functions modified by the affine transformation. Since 
nuclear generation produces base power, or nearly constant output, the discrepancy in 
operating costs determined by both the methods is zero. Since gas-firing generating units, 
however, have their various min and max generation capacities, even from zero to their 
full capacity, the discrepancy increases by about 5.42%. Since this study does not use 
heat-rate data collected from actual plants operating in Georgia, total operating costs 
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Figure 65.  Adaptation of the cubic-order cost functions using an affine transformation. 
 
Table 56.  Comparison of total operating costs determined by averaging generation costs and the 
proposed cubic-order cost function 
Fuel Type 
Total Costs Determined by 
Average Generation Costs 
Total Costs Determined by 
Cubic Cost Function 
Discrepancy 
$/year $/year % 
Coal 2.944E+09 3.040E+09 3.25% 
Gas 5.578E+08 5.880E+08 5.42% 
Nuclear 1.344E+08 1.344E+08 0.00% 
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